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THE BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR PRECONSTRUCTION
REVIEW OF AIRPORT _ND HIGHWAY PROJECTS

I, INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND HISTORY OF THE TECHNIQUE

This rnport describes and applies a technique to enable

state air pollution control agencies to review proposed air carrier airport

projects for their impact on photochemical oxidant levels. The balance sheet

approach relies on the specification of the maximum allowable emissions of

oxidant precursors, hydrocarbons _HC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) , from the

region for the planning horizon. The airport project is Judged acceptable

if its emissions plus the other emissions in the region remain below this

maximum desired level. If they do not, then the halanclng process begins.

The airport must lessen its own projected emission levels (an internal trade-

off) or other emission sources that can reduce their projected emissions must

be identlfied, so as to keep the regional emission totals under the desired

levels. This technique was first proposed by Region II of the EPA in the

context of the review of the New York-New Jersey hlg}_ay system plan, but

the full analysis has not yet been completed. This technique will he applied

to four test cases, two airports and two highways. Some of the _xperlenocs

of Region II is incorporated into the discussion of the highway tes_ cases.

This tenhnlqua is distinct from the 'offset policy' (40 FR 55524) published

by U.S. EPA, which applies only in non-attalnment areas, wlth regard to

location of nnw or modified sources. The balance sheet is applicable in

all regions, and herein is applied onlyln the context of airport and highways.

In the csse of airports, the technique is intended for project-by-

project review. This is in sharp contrast to its use in highway review,

where a single highway project is reviewed in the context of the 5 or i0 year

hishway system plan. The system plan is initially reviewed for consistency

with the regional air quality plans, vastly simplifying the review of each

project as it comes up. As only a few regions have more than one major air

carrier airport, the system plannin H concept holds little value for review

of airport projects. The major differences in application of th_ technique

to systems or to projects come after the need for balancing is determined.

The trade-afro available for system level review are characterized hy fewer

constraints since this stage is, by definition, an early planning stage. In
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project level review, the airport operator is closer to actual construction

and the available airport trade-offs are more heavily constrained. These

differences, although slgnlfieant to the control strategy employed, do not

influence the applieatlon of the balance sheet approach since the comparison

against d_sired emission levels is the crux of the technique and is unchanged

in either application. However, as airport planning becomes more regionally

and nationally coordinated, and locally integrated with highway and transit

planning, the air pollution control agency should take the opportunity to

review projects in the earliest stages of planning in the context of the overall

transportation system. Relief of alrside congestion via an improved system of

regional airports is a relatively new concept in airport planmlng that holds

promise for air quality improvements. Better coordination with ground

transportation facilities, as well as alterations to the terminal and parking

layout, nan ease the landslde auto traffic congestion and also lead to an

improved air quality picture.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF TEE TECH_NIQUE

Preeonstructiom review of airport projects requires information from

the airport operator and from the reviewing agency. In general the airport

must supply all the data necessary for analysis of the emissions from the

airport and the growth induced by the project. The reviewing agency must

supply the regional emimslons inventory and the desired regional emission

levels. 'The first step is to determine whether the proposed airport project

meets the federally-determlned criteria for review: an expected growth, over

ten years, of 1.6 million annual passengers or 50,000 annual operations.

The criteria are related to the expected growth in auto traffic. If the

airport meets one of these critarla then the analysis proceeds. In most

cases, the regional emissions data will be available from the ongoing air

quality planning process. With the aid of the models listed in Section 2.2,

the airportls emissions can all be computed from the basic airport activity

forecasts of operations and passengers. 14ith this emission data, the decision

process sketched on Fig. 1.1 is begun. The technique allows for incorporation

of the detailed base year airport emissions inventory produced for this

review into the regional inventory through the use of the correction term.

The detailed airport inventory now in tbe regional inventory supplies th_

regional desired emission levels for the forecast period (i0 years). When
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the desired emission levels are d_termined, the regional emission totals with

the airport project (B oN Fig. i.i) can be compared to the desired levels

(A) and a Judgment made as to the acceptability of the project as proposed.

If the emissions are too high, trade-offs can be made, _ither internal to the

airport or with other pollutant sources in the region. On final balan¢o,

the projected regional _isslon totals must be at or below the desired levels.

This review technique is meaningful o,ly in the coet_x_ of proportional

reduction modeling, using He or I{C/NOx emission data. Simulatlon models use

more information than emlssio_ totals to determine the resulting air quality.

Thus such models should be used directly to _est an _missdon reduetlon strategy.

It is not necessary to carefully balance the trade-ells, since other factors

considered by s_nulation models may domlnate in producing a significant

change in air quality in the region.

In general, it is expected that most reviews will take place in large

metropolitan areas with extensive transportation end air quality data bases.

As a resul_, the level of compl_ity of the computations should pos_ no

probl'_n, All computations can be done by hand, or wlth the aid of computerized

models, at the discretion of the airport and the reviewing agency. The technique

is highly adaptable to the many different local situations regarding the kinds

of amisslons data available.

1.3 DESCRIPTION OF REPORT

In the next settles, the balance sheet technique is described in detail.

In the first subsection, the many alternatives for each aspec_ af the pre-

construstlon revi_ technique are described and recommendations made for each.

In particular the issue of the appropriate size for the study or analysis

region fo_ the review is presented in detail. The general procedures far

forecasting emissions from the airport and induced growth sources are outlined

in Section 2.2, along with a su_ary of the availabl_ emissions for each

source. In Section 2.3, the concept of the desired amlssion level is explained,

and the method of determining this l_vel in eonjuectlon with existing air

quality planning procedurss is demonstrated. Additionally, the three methods

for determining requlr_d changes in precursor emissions levels co attain and

maintain the oxidant air quality standard are reviewed in the conteK£ of the

balance sheet analysis technique. The last subsection highlights the elements
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of the critical comparisons to determine the need for emissions trade-ells.

A detailed overview of the complete analysis technique is provided followed

hy a suggested procedure for updating.

Section 3. presents the results of two test cases, one new airport

and one modified airport. Using data from actual situations, the balance

sheet technique is applied. Conclusions regarding its usefulness in reviewing

airport projects are presented in Section 3.3. In the next chapter, Section

4., the difficulty of application of the technique to highway projects is ex-

plained in the context of two urban highway tes_ cases. General conclusions

are presented in the last section, The two app_ndices present th_ detailed

tables supporting the results in the airpor_ _est cases in S_ctio_ 3.

AppendixA_ in particular, contains all the data and describes the procedures

to do a hand calculation of emissions from a large new airport.

There is a second volume _o this report containing the results of several

surveys and analpses relating to the impact of the balance sheet analysis

t_chaique on s_ate reviewing agencies and on airports. A survey of airports

potentially subject to review under the criterim utilized in Volume I is presented,

along with a survey of state experience with indirect source review regulations.

An analysis of the resources (person power, otto) that would be required of

state agencies if this regulation were in force is presented. Finally, a

brief s,,_m_ry of the issues we have outlined as a result of this snudy regardin_

indirent source review follows in Section 5 of the second volume,

1.4 DEFINITION OF TE_

Analysis Re_ion - The ar_a, containing the proJee_ under review, define_
for th_ purpose of this review; an emissions inventory

and forecast must be available for the entire analysis
region and all pollutan_ sources _ithin the region may

be considered for emission trade-ells. The Air Quality
Maintenance Area (AQ_), Air Quality Control Region

(AQCR) or Metropolitan Planning Organization (_0)
urbanized area are recommended as suitable analysis

region=.

Balance Sheet Analysis Technlque - A techalque intended to be useful in
the preconstruction revi_ of alrpor= and highway

projects for their impact on regional oxidant air

quality. It must be used In conjunction with pro-
portional reduction modeling at the regional level.

The technique la the subject of this report. The
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technlqt*e allows for _ission trade-offs in the event

that a proposed project causes the reglonsl emissions
_otal to exceed the desired emissions level for the

region, The trade-ells may be internal or external.
In a noll-attainmen5 area, trade-offs must be made

as prescribed by SPA's recent 'offset policy'.

Compllance Emlssion Level - That level of total regional emissions, above
which it is assumed that the region will violate the

oxidant National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS),
and below whieb i£ is assumed that it will be in com-

pliance with the NAAQS. The compliance emissions level

is determined in the context of proportional reduction

models, like Appendix J, at the regional level.

Desired Emlsslon Levels - Those levels of regional emissions projected
by the state air pollution control agency in the SIP

for attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS over the

plannln_ period. Th_ desired level may be above the
compliance level in a non-attainment region during

the period of time prior to projected compliance.

It may be below the compliance level in regions sever

e_pected to or soon expected to vlolate the NAAQS.

External Trade-ells - In the event that the proposed project wou]! cause
an increase in the regional emission levels so as to

exceed the desired emission level, a reducEion to

balance that increase may be provided at a source

other than the source under review, yet withln the
analysis region, Such external trade-ells will

generally require revisions to the SIP.

Internal Trade-ells - In the event thee th_ proposed project would
cause an increase in the reglonal emission levels so
as to exceed the desired emission level, a reduction

to balance that increase may he found at the source

under review. By revising the proposed project or

changing other aspects of the faeilityls operation
so as to reduce emissions, the internal trade-off

may meet the requirements of this revi_¢. These
in_ernal trade-ells would be mffected by a conditional

construction permlt.

Offse_ Polifiy - A recently published (Federal Register, 40(246)
555S4; 55558) U.S, EPA policy rcgardin s the location
of new or modified sources in non-attainment areas.

This policy affects a balsams sheet review of a

project in a non-attalnment area in th_s way: the size

of trade-off, if one is required, must be greater

than, not Just e_ual to, the excess emissions (beyond
the desired regional emissions level) projected as

a resul_ of the project, If future research called
for under this policy identified regions specifically
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defined as the regions in which IICoffseLs can be made,
these new regions would most likely serve as the analysis

region for reviews of projects in non-attainment areas.

Permit Process - In this Instance, the permit process means the

applleatlon by an airport or highway operator to

a reviewing agency to construct a particular proJemt.
The project is reviewed using the balance sheet if

appropriate. A permit, possibly a conditional
pmrmit, is issued by the ravlawing agency, if the

project will not cause regional emissions to exceed

the desired levels set in the regional air quality

plan. Internal or external trade-offa may he required
before the permit can be issued.

Raviewlng Agency - Most likely, the state or local air pollu_ion control
agency will perform reviews, as part of the new and

indirect source rcvlaw procedures required in the
SIP.

Trade-offs - In the balance shec_ technique, the reduction in
emissions in the analysis region that balaeees the

excess in r_gional emissions pro_scted as a result
of the proposed protest. Depending on the U.S. EPA

policy in effoa_ in _he region where the review is

taking place, the trade-off nmoun£ may be less than,

equal to, or greater _han the excess amount proJ acted
as a result of £he project.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE BALA_NCE SHEET

ANALYSIS TECH_/IQUE

2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF TEC}hNIQUE-REVIEW CRITERIA

2.l.l A_l=grnaCive Criteria

There are several criteria for the review of airport projects wi_h

alternative standards for each criterion. These crlter_a include the size

of the analysis region, the scope of the reviews, the size of airpost projeecs

requiring review and the t_e period for the analysis. The specification of

the criteria determines which projects will he reviewed, which will require

trade-eggs and what trade-eggs will be available. Each criterion can take

several possible forms. The alternative specifications for each criterion

are presented here, doc_entln_ how the balance sheet technique was developed.

_e techniques for the review of an airport pro_eet for its impact

on photoche_ical oxldent levels are limited by the nature of oxidant chemistry.

_e choice of the size of the analysis region, in particular, is influenced by

the oxidant formation process. Unlike carbon monoxide (CO) whose effects

are highly localized, oxidant precursor emissions may come from almost any-

where in a large region, according to current theory. _ne highest oxidant

levels may he found in the afternoon, while the emissions that fed the oxidant

formation may have been emitted in the mornlns, or the oxldant amy have

travelled several _les from the area of its initial formation. As a result,

the area for analysis of oxidant air quality must he fairly large. For

transportation systems, which emit a significant fraction of the precursor

pollu_ants in a region, this means that an area much larger than the i_m2edlate

zone near the facility must be considered. For an airport, this means that

the effect of its entlnslon must be determined in conjunction with tile emissions

from sources throughout the region. This further implies that, in the

context of control strategies, emission trade-eggs are possible. The trading

of emissions is posslbla only because oxidants are an area wide pollutant;

this could not occur wit], a local pollutant llke CO, where the source of any

violation is in _he immediate vicinity. If an airper_ project would cause

a region to exceed the desired emission level, then the possibility for trade-

eggs wi_hln the airport and in the analysis region must be explored. Since

=here are several regions that meet the general criterion of large size, the

choice of precisely which region to use for analysis is further discussed in

Section 2.1.2.
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The scope of the preconstructlon review can include either one

project alone or the transportation or airport system c*f which it is a part;

. In the review of highways, tile system plan review concept is quite useful.

In a given region there is a highway network for which improvements are

planned at specifled i,_tervals. 'iRe entire plan can be reviewed for air

quality impacts and each construction project reviewed for consistency wlth

the overall plan at the time it is scheduled. As long as t'he system-wide

emissions stay below th_ desired level, the emissions due to each projeeK

are not of prime concern. With the current situation for airport plannlag,

this concept cannot be used. As there Is generally only one large air carrier

airport per air quallty region and th_ master planning is done for only

one facility, project level review is all that is feasible. A/thougb there

are dlffereeces in the appllaatloa of the balance sheet technique between

ghe system and the project level reviews, these differences are not crucial

to the use of the essential aspect of the technique: the comparison against

desired emlsslon levels. The major differences lle in the nature of the

trade-offs available if balancing is deemed nec_-._sary as a result of that[

r critical comparison. _hs trade-ells available in the system level review

have fewer limitations than in th_ project review because Ebe system level

'" review comes at a very early stage in planning. Construction is anticipated

much sooner by the airport operator when a specific proJec_ is submitted

for revlew_ so fewer project-level options for emission reduc£1on are available.

There will be some minor differences in the initial data for the review,

but the forecast emissions are required in either type of review. The

updating also changes somewha_ for system review as compared to project

review. In system review, the updating consists of the review of each

specific construction project. Any changes in the system plan are monitored

in this way. _*en a new system plan is proposed, a new indirect source review

usqng the balance sheet would be undertaken by the air pollatlon control agency.

For project-by-project review, however, updating consists of periodic monitoring

of the actual traffic levels, for comparison agalest the forecasts. Given

the state of airport planning, it is necessary to carry out project level

reviews. Should there be more national and regional airport planning or

incorporation of airports into local transportatlon plans, _he preconstructlon

reviews could take place during this step of system pl_in development.
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The selection criteria for Lhe preconntruction review of airport"

projects wer_ determined by the U.S. EPA 1 on the basis of the amount of auto-

mobile truffle generated by the increase :in air trafflc. The selection

criteria are an increase of 1.6 million annual passengers or 50,000 annual

operations within the ten years after the project is opened. _ese criteria

select only the busiest airports in the country; of the 31 expecting construe-

tlon and growth of that scale 2, the least busy one ranks 46tb out of 514

on the llst of annual air carrier passenger enplanements for fiscal year

19743 . Thus these criteria are effective in identifying large scale

improvements at major airports that might cause a problem in the attainment

or malntenan=e of the oxidant air quality standards,

0no other consideratlon is pertinent to the development of the

reviewing technique. Since a good regional emissions inventory end forecast

is necessary to complete the review, it is useful to noordlnate with AQ_

and AQCR planning as described in Section 2.3, These invenKor£es are all on

an annual basis, however. Since oxldast is a seasonal problem in mos_ areas,

the most useful inventory for thls type of analysis is a surf*or inventory.

Analysis can proneed on an annusl basis but would he more accurate is only

summer data were used, Peak day analysis is necessary for a template review;

as inventsrles do not usually have these data, the airport peaking information

can only be used to check the variation in traffle and the effentlvensss of

controls for all daily traffic levels. This type of review is useful for

evalnatlon of episode control strategies that migbt be roqulred in the region.

The revle_; technlqse must, therefore, cover a large area, account

for all emlsslon sources in that area, eoordlnate with existing plans and he

done at the project level. In the context of proportional reduction modeling

for the region, annual emissions must be computed for the reglsn, and peak

daily plus annual emissions for the alrpor=. S_asonal emissions could be

used where available.

2.1.2 Size of the Analysis Region

2.1.2.1 IntroducEion

The revisl_ of an indirect source of oxidant precursor emissions

requires that a reglor_ slzu be chosen for the purpose of desl_nating relevant
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emission sources for undertnklng _ir quality analysis and for considerlng

potential trade-oils among sources, The choice of a specJfic region size is

:. complicated by the nature of the oxidant formation process, by the transport

! of oxidant precursors during the process, and by meteorological and

topographical conditions at each project site.

The formation of photochemical oxidants results from chemical

reactions in the presence of sunlight, between non-methane hydr0earbona (N_IC)

and nitrogen oxides. _he sources of the organic compounds include automobile

and truck e_lausts, aircraft, vaporization of stored hydrocarbons, solvent

evaporation, open burning, and industrial operations. Nitrogen oxides,

particularly NO, are emitted by fuel combustion sources such as electric

power generation unlts, space heaters, and automobile, diesel and Jet engines.

_he difficulty in specifying a region size for _he purpose of evaluat-

ing the oxidant impact of an emission source results from the following aspects

of oxidant formation.

. Oxidant precursors do not all react at the sam_ rate;

. The ratio of hydrocarbons to nitrogen oxides as w_ll
as absolute concentratlon is important in the ozone

formation process ;

• Meteorological conditions affec_ the rate of oxidant
formation and determine the area of maximum o×Idant

concentration;

• Transport of oxidants and their precursor compounds
has been verified to 50 miles dolcnwlnd of urban areas

and in many cases oxidant levels have been found to
exceed ambient _ir quality standards more often in
rural than in nearby urban areas; and

. In certain areas (Los Angeles) the oxidant probl_m
can he attrlbut_d almost entirely to local emissions

while in other areas the oxidant problem in one area
may be the result of emission from a distant area.

THUS, while a specific region size may he reasonable for one project

site, it may have little relationship to =he oxidant problei_,at another site.
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2.1.2.2 l{egion Size SpeuifiaaLion

The choice of a specific region size for th_ analysis of the oxidant

impact of a proposed project iavolves trade-ells among several fa_tors, -

includln_ data requirements, detail and reliability of fo_ecasts_ the relative i

significance of airport emissions in the region, model costs, and the number

of trade-off options that may he considered when m desired emission l_vel is

exceeded. _le optioas for r_gion size and the implieatlon_ of each option

are detailed below.

%he Airport and the Area _{ithin Th_ree l.iles of the Airport Center.

The advaetages of this region size are the small data requlraments;

the fact that this size region will Include the majority of the growth induced

by the airport project; 4 and the ease of determining what emission sources are

available for trade-ells. The disadvantages are that this size region may have

little relationship to the oxidant formation and transport proeess_ and thus

•any relevant emission sources could he ignored. _lis size region also limits

th_ number of trade-offe thaK may he made in the region to a small numher of

courses.

Environmental PreteetionA_eney Specified Re_on - AQMA or AQCR.

The primary advantages of these regions, the Aft Quality Maln_emmnes

Area (AQ_) and the Air Quality Control Region (AQCR), are the probable

availahillty of air quality and emission data and the likelihood that a •

State Implementation Plan (C_P) or maintenance plan exlsts for the _egion.

Such a plan would probably contain extensive regional emission data and may

possibly give the allowable levels for the airport. The availability of this

data would allow air quality analysis to be undertaken using available data.

This size region also allows one to consider a large number of trade-off

options if the project exceeds its desired emission level. This larger size

is also a disadvantage in that the emissions from the alrport project ene Become

much a small pereentagm of the steals total emissions that it Is difficult

to deal with in trade-off considerations. 'l_is type of region may also have

little relationship wltb the area which is affected by the airport pro_ect.

Possibly irrelevant emission sources could be considered in trade-offs with

the alrpor= and sources which do contribute to the same oxidant problem as

the airport could he excluded,
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Other Pradefined Re_ions (County_ SHSA, State, or Natropolltan_P]annin_
Organizatlon Designated Urbanized Area[.

i- The advantages of each of these regions ar_ the probable availability

of transportation, land use and possibly air quality data based on those

i. regions, and the fact that these regions have political saaetlon and are

recognized by other planning agencies. The air quality data available for

such a region will most likely not be as extensive as that available for an

EPA defined region. However, transportation, industrial and other data

which are organized for this region, especially in the case of the Standard

MEtropolitan Statistical Area (SHSA), can be utilized to obtain emission

data for the region. The disadvantages are the same as those discussed for

the EPA designated regions. _le region may have little relationship to the

area of impact of the airport project emissions and the area may be so large

as to make the airport a very small percentage of the region's total emissions.

Res!on Determined From Point of Maximum Impac_tt

An alternative method of determining the region size is to use

a trajectory model to find the area on _4%ich the airport emissions

will have the maximum impact and to find which other emission sources

also contribute to this impact. This type of region would be advantageous

in that it would consider the area most affected by the airport's emission.

The disadvantages are that data requirements are large and the available

data could require much manipulation; a model must be run to find the size

of the region and then another technique would have to be employed to determine

the desired emission level. The early stage of the development of these models

might prove a disadvantage in using it for r_vlews in the next year or so.

2,1.2.3 Recommendations

All the options presented here for the analysis region are valid;

considerations of convenience lead to a recommendation for one type however.

The EPA specified regions, AQCR and AQ_, have distinct advantages with

respect to data availahilityj the existing oxidant models and administrative

ease, The large size of these regions is logical in view of what is currently

known ab0u= the shemistry of oxidant formation. The recommendation of the

EPA regions is tied to the project-by-project review expected for airports.

For hi_%way projects, where system plnn review becomes a part of the process,



the region specified for highway planning by the Metropolitan Planning

Organization _IPO) is a likely choice. It also is a large region, the basis

for hig_4ay related data, and a geographic subset of the two EPA-.specified ._

regions. In fact, the application of the balance sheet technique itself i

i_ not ]imltcd by the region size. Rather, it is the regional air quality

model that 18 critical in determining whether the balance sheet technique

is applicabl_. The need for this kind of balancing is precluded by the use

of simulation models, since they account for more factors than _ust the

a_ount of emissions such as meteorology, dispersion and =hemlstry.



2.2 EMISSION PROJECTION PROCEDURES

The calculation of thd NOxand HC emissions produced by the airport

over the l0 year planning horlzos is a crucial step in the Balance Sheet

analysis. 'l_e salculatious must be done for two situations: with and without

the proposed project. Additionally the computations must be done for the

first, fifth, and tenth years of the project, on an annual and peak daily

basis. The emissions are computed for each source in the analysis region,

both on and off airport. The emissions of He and NO x computed for the

appropriate time periods, by source, with and without project, constitute

the basle inforraatlon for the Balance Sheet revlewin_ technique. These

figures are contrasted with the desired emission levels discussed in Section 2.3,

to provide a basis for a decision on the acceptability of the project from an

oxldan_ air quality perspective seine the balance sheet technique. A summary

of the methods available to complete these computations of projected emissions

is presented•

2,2.1 Basic Activity Data

Unless actual emission test data are used, emissions are calculated

simply as the product of the numerical measure of the actlvlty (e.B. , operations/

day) and the emission factor or rate (e.g., grams of HC/operation). Both

these values chan_e over time, due to increased activity, use of different

equipment and the more strlnsent emisslon limits mandated for new equipment

in the next ten years.

The most essential data items for the emission forecasts are the

measures of alrpor_ activity -- annual air carrier aircraft operations and

total annual passengers (enplanemea_s plus deplaeements). In addition, the

automobile vehicle miles of travel (VMT) due to the airport must he supplied.

All the above data n_st he provided for all combinations o_ the followleg

eonditlons:

• First, fifth, and tenth years of the project; and

• With and without the project being built.

The forecasts of activity must be supplied by the airport on the permit

appllca_ion. These basic data, plus a few detailed breakdo_¢ns noted later,

supply all that is needed to specify airport activity levels for the simplest

models. Is conjunction with emission factors and a partleular computational
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model, the airport emissions can be computed,

Off-airport emissions (beyond the airport fence, up to the border

of the analysis region) require further data, Local and state planning

agencies and air pollution control agencies are the best sources for this

information, In some cases, an emission inventory for NO and HC sourcesx

will be available for the forecast period directly from these agencies in

the form of the Air Quality }_Intenanee Area Plan, expected to be available

by 1978 for most areas. In other cases, the State Implementation Plan (SIP)

will contain the necessary inventories. In any event, to apply the balance

sheet technique it is necessary to have a regional emissions inventory for

HC and in some cases NO 2.

In sugary there are three categories of activities, and their

associated emissions, of interest. Each will he discussed in turn j along

wlgh a discussion of computation techniques. They are:

I) on the airpurt;

2) off-alrport: project-induced development; and

3) off-alrport: other development.

2.2.2 On-Airport Sources of Air Pollution

2.2.2.1 Airport Sources of HC and NOx Emissions

An airpor= has many activities taking place within its borders in

addition to the movement of traffic. 1%ese activities are all directly related

to the movement of passengers and air freight, and are sources of HC and NOx

emissions. _%e airport sources are as follows:

i) Aircraft engines;

2) Ground service vehicles and equipment;

3) Access traffic (auto, taxi, bus, truck);

4) Engine tests;

5) Heating and air conditioning;

6) Fuel handling and storage; and

7) }_scellaneous -- painting, degressing, incineratlng.

Each of these sources is considered separately because of its unique emission

rate and because i_ is a candidate for emission trade-ells later on. Ground
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servic_ vehicle fuel use can be rc]._tcd to the number of aircraft operations;

the emlsslons are ealculate_ from the fuel use using EPA emission factors

for similar vehi=].es. Heating and air conditioning fuel use man be directly

i specified hy the airport operator, as can the extent of engine testing, the

• amount of fuel storage and mfscellaoeous maintona1%ee funstions such as paint

i" bake ovens and degreasing operatlons. Aoeess _raffio can be relatQd to

passenger novementep and =he emissions determlnsd by the appropriate emission

factors. In general, the data describing the activity levels for each of these

i sources are supplimd by the airport commission or operator. The data sources

arm discussed in more detail below.

:i

2.2.2. 9. Description of Models for Emissions Computation and the Data Required

At _his step in the analysis, what is needed is the emlssloas produced

from each airpor_ source for each forecast year - one, five and tea years

after the pro_ect is completed, end possibly for the base year of the air

; quality plan. 1%ere are several ways to compute these emisslons. The choice

_i among them depends on the detail of the available airport activity data and

•,,} on the intended use of the results. That is, more detail is required to

Justify the emission reduetioss expected from a control strategy llke aircraft

towing than _o establish baseline emissions. Computational models of soncern

have the capability of computing the emissions from one or more airport

sources, given the aotivlty level of the source. In addition, some of the

models can derive the level of one activity, say for tile ground service

vehicles, and the emisslons from them, given another parameter such as eirmrafL

types and numbers of operations based on factors from other airports. %qlis

lessens the seed for data eolleeties at the airpor_ under reviews.

Soma of these computational models can calculate pollutant concentra-

tion contours based on dispersion models. '_lls capability of a modal is

irrelevant to this particular analysis; only the emissions are of consequence

in the balance sheet. In _ffect, all these models are doing is sabring up

the emission computations so that the whole process rosy be easily replicated

for the different yesrs, with and wlthout the project, and for the testing

of emission reduction strategies at the airport should it prove nenessary.

The compu=a_ions con always be don_ by hand; the computerised models offer

speoifloa=ion of more details _n the airport's operatdon or the ability to

analyze nora emission reduction strategies.

I
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The models preheated in Table 2.. _en_rally include average data

based on particular airports. Any model selected _n be examined for its

applicability to _he airport under rcv£ew. For exampl_, thv em_s_lon factors

for the LTO cycles may need alteration if the airport has its own da_a on the

actual time spent im each mode of operation (taxi, idle, cllmb-out, etc.), !

or the airport msy have estimates of the ralatloRshlp between auto trafflc

volumes and air passenger volumes that are speciElc £e its operation. Such

airport spe¢ifle data esn be incorporated whenever available; however, the

average factors are available. The emission factors incorporated into a model

are also subject to scrutiny. The latest emission factors applicable to the

equlpmemt in use at =he alrpor_ are necessary. Schedules for replacement of

englnes wlth newer2 cleaner ones can also be accounted for in the emlsslons

computatlon. The nature of the computations for each source is discussed

below.

A-Ireraft Engines

The computation of aircraft engine emissions is very important since

nearly 70Z of the airport's HC emissions and 78-80% of the NO emisslons 5'6
x

arm due to aircraft. The simplest method is to multiply tbe number of landing

and Cake-off cycles (LTOs) by the cycle emission rate. _,e U.S. EPA has

published average LTO emission factors for each type of aircraft in its

publication AP-42 (see table for reference), based oe typical aycle parameters

(=axi time, take-off time, etc.) and measured engine emission rates. _he

airport could determine an LTO cycle emission factor specific to its operations

by measurlng (or estimating for forecasts) actual cycle parameters, since

the EPA-de=ermined LTO cycle has some limitations. It is based on data from

studies done in 1968 and 1971 and applies primarily to large metropolitaa

airports. The taxl-ldle time, in particular, may be too long compared to

the actual conditions at mnny airports.

The new engine emission standards set forth by the FAA 7 must also

be taken into acsou,t. Each year after 1980 a greater per=enrage of the

fleet will have engines meeting these standards. The emissions computations

should reflec_ tbe different emission rates and the changing portion of the

fleet meeting the new requirements.
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All of the factors montloned absve can be accommodated by the hand

eomputatlon methods referenced in the table. _e models listed as computer

models add a degree of precision to the emission _omputatlons: the exact

specification of _he epera_ion of the aircraft throughout a take-off or land- !

ing. Th_ effect of active runways crossing each other or a taxlway that

crosses an active runway can be accounted as the alreraft operations are

simulated. To gain this precision in emissions eomputatlons_ more preelse

alreraft aativlty must be supplied, dnoludlng assignment of caxiway path and

terminal parking, alrporc layout and diurnal traffic patterns.

Ground Service Vehinles

The emissions due to ground servlea vohlcles can be computed several

ways. For vehicles whose use is tied to _Irc_aft arrivals and departures

the computation of emissions can be based on average servloo time per aircraft

ope_atlen. Airport-speclflc data can he collected_ or average values can be

used (references 2 and 4 on Table 2.1). D_itlplylng the average service

times by the number of operations (stratified by aircraft type) yields vehicle-

hours per day. A fuel eonsumptlon rate in gallons/vehlcle-hoar, determined

from the assumed or observed values of miles/hour divided by miles/gallon,

converts this to gallons of fuel/day. This is multiplied by an emission

factor expressed in grams of pollutant per gallon of fuel to y_eld daily

emissions in grams. When average data for vehicle service times are usedj

_he airport need supply only the operations by aircraft type. The emission

factors (gm/gal) used in the sompu_atlons should reflect the lates_ EPA

emission factors and ma_ch the types of vehicles in use in the airport.

The models in the table include emission festers in grams/gallon based on

data available when the models were published several years ago.

Emissions due _o ground service vehicle activity that is not rela_ed

to aircraft operations hut occurs on a daily basis can be computed in the

same fashion as automobile omissions, That is, given the distance travelled

per day, and the emission factor in grams per kilometer or mile (adjusted by

average speed), the daily omissions due to such activity are the product

of the distance p_r vehicle and the endsslon factor, multlplisd by the

number of vehicles,

In both cases, schedules for replacement of older vehicles wlth new

ones are of interest, if th_ new vehicles have different emission charaeterlstics.



_le emission computations need to be sufficiently deLailcd to distinguish

veblcles by fuel type (gasoline or diesel fuel) and by emission chars t:erlstics

if new engines are expected to be different from those nuw in use with respect

Eo emissions.

Access Traffic

Automobile access traffic within the airport bounds is also a large

source of the emissions at the airport, accounting for 12% of the HC at one

airport 5. Since automobile pollutant emission factors are in terms of emissions/

mile or kilometer at a certain speed for each type of vehicle by age, the necessary

access traffic data are vehicle miles of travel (_IT), by speed for each

vehicle type (auto, bus, truck) and the vehicle age distribution. Average

regional characteristics can be applied for the vehicle type distribution

and the age distribution. The speeds and _;T have to be measured or estimated,

•however, for the airport. _*ere are many ways to do this, as indicated on

the table. The first source for auto traffic forecasts is the local transporta-

tion planning agency. They may have already forecast daily vehicle trips

to _he airport, _theut the project, in which case the agency could assist

in the preparation of wlth-project forecasts. Otherwise, the number of vehicle

trips can be determined using the air passenger traffic as a basis. Both the

API/4 document and Volume 9 of the EPA Cuidelines (see table for references)

provide estimating techniques based on passenger movements. The number of

vehlcle-trips is converted to vehicle miles of travel inside the alrpor=

by assuming an average trip length inside the airport. _le product of vehicle-

trips and trip length is VHT. Vehicle speeds are also necessary for

determination of emissions since emission rates vary with speed. If there are

both high and low speed zones in the airport, the WET must be broken dourn

according to the various speeds. EPA emission factors from the latest version

of AP-42 (reference 8 on the table) can then be applied. As for the previous

two emission sources, expected or legally mandated schedules for lotqer emissions

from new vehicles are to be included in the access traffic emission Qstimates.

Evaporative and crankcase }_ emissions need also be trca_ed for a

complete accounting of veblcular emissions, the computation techeiqus is very

simple and it reli_s on the emission factors in Supplement 5 of AP-42.



Engine Tests

Engine test emissions are computed fxom the estimated amount of air-

craft engine testing (number of engines and time in each mode of operation)

and the modal engine emission factors found in AP-42 (see table). The amount

of engine testing varies from airport to airport depending on the extent of

airline maintenance facilities, so this activity needs to he estimated for

each airport project. _]e experience of several airports regarding the amount

of testln 8 can he found in several of the references mentioned in the table,

Heating and Air Conditioning

Heating and air cendltloninB pleats are considered stationary

sources of emissions. The determination of emissions depends on the amount

and type of fuel us_!d. Emission factors are available from AP-42 (See table

for reference)by fuel type, expressed in mass of pollutant/amount of fuel

used. _hen competed annually, only the total annual fuel usa is relevant.

Peak day emission computations requlre information on the typical day's

fuel usage during the souses in which the peak day occurs.

If expected fuel usage is net known, it can be estimated from the

building floor area using techniques outllned in APIM (see table).

Fuel Handlin_ and Storage

Fuel handling and storage can account for about iQ% of He emissions

at an airport 5'6. The emissions are due to evaporation of fuel held in tanks

and of fuel moving through the distribution system on the way from storag e to

vehicles. The important vsrlahlee in computing the omisslons are the type

of fuel storage tanks, type of fuel (Jet fuel, other aviation fuel) and

amount ef fuel used, which nan all be determined by the airport operator.

The basic computational prosedure is to multiply the amount of fuel used per

day or year by an emission factor expressed in grams par 1000 gallons or liters

of fuel. The emission factors for this computation can be found in AP-42

and APIM (see table for references),

_[iscellaneous Sources

Various point sources of pollutan_ emissions fall into this category.

The kind of sources varies from airport to airport, but typically includes

refuse incineration, painting, degreasing operations and other maintenance
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functions. These sources are all treated in the EPA's emission handbook,

report nun_er AP-42, and should be handled individually for emission compu-

tatlons. These sources are not generally that significant, but are

included in the analysis becaLlse of the varlnnce from airport to airport.

For example, airports with extensive aircraft maintenance facilities would

' have more sources under this grouping and possibly more emissions than the

typical airport.

2.2.3 Off-Airport Sources of Air Pollution

The emlssiom sources covered in this section are those beyond the

airport fence but within the study region. They can be further distinguished

as: i) new emissions sources due to growth induced by the airport project;

2) other regional emission sources. Emissions from the latter are used

unchanged from the pro_ectlons in the regional air quality plan in the first

steps of the analysis, over the forecast period. If balancing of emissions

is required then these sources are candidates for trade-offs that change

the forecast emission values. The sources for the regional emissions

inventory are discussed in more detail in connection with the determination

of the desired _nisslons level in Section 2.3,2. If the study region does

not coincide wit|, the air quality region, it may be necessary to employ

the subcounty allocation techniques outllned in Volume 13 of the Guldelincs

for Air qualit 7 Maintenance Area Planning and Analysis 8.

The first group of sources is assumed to change in the with and

without project seealarlos. These are the new emission sources that locate

near the airport because of the airport project, The location of these new

land uses near the airport is usually considered an economic benefit of

the alrportts expansion. This induce_ growth is, however, an additional

source of oxidant precursor e_issions which are attributable to the airport

project. The first step in the determination of the emissions due to the

induced growth is the identiflcatlon of the deduced growth. It is essential

to identify only the net increases in the analysis region since some part

of the development near an airport constitutes the relocation of existing

sources to he closer to the airport. There is not one standard projection

teehnlque_ although ecogomists and innd use planners can provide reasonable



estimates of grewth due to a project LL,';:Lngf.,stlmatlon techniques tailored

to the local area. For air quality purposes, the growth needs to be specified

in terms of the process activity (manufactL,r_nz), square footage of buildings

to yield heating needs (eommerelal) and ameunt of vehicle milks of travel

generated (all growth). These are the factors that yield _lsslon estimates

because the emission factors are always expressed as pollutants per unit of

activity. I,Mnufacturing processes can be specifically identified in emissions

handbooks; emissions are computed based on tilesize of the facility. The space

heating and cooling needs of conunerclal establlehments are the primary

determinants of their emissions. Some sources are charac_erlzed mainly by

the travel generated, such as warehouses and trnek terminals, although all

the induced growth will add new vehicle- or person-trlps. This discussion

of land use forecasting techniques is necessarily brief, relying heavily on

th_ use of existing techniques. Iden_iflcatlon of this growth is important

in the analysis, but a critical review of available techniques is a study in

itself.

• . The local land use planning agency can ha of help _n identifying

the amount and timlng of the growth. It is expected that the influence of the

alrpor_ project _rlll not he felt b_yond a distance three to four miles from

the airport center 4, so the induced growth region can be llmlted to this

size. Once tile sources are identified in _hls region, the EPA emission

lee'tots handbook (see Table 3.1) can be used for _he applicable em/sslen

factor for each manufacturing and commercial source.

For vehlcle-miles of travel, the local £ransportatlon planning agency

may be helpful. In addition to determlaing the VHT in the region due _o

air travellers, it is also necessary to compute the V}IT due to all of the

induced growth. Traditional techniques that dntermlne a trip generation

rate and an average trip length from each source (whose prodne_ is V_IT)

are applicable here. The usual economic projection of number of employees

can he useful in this computation. The tL'uck _rafflc is also included as

induced gro_¢th and should he separated from auto traffic for purposes of

emissions computation.

The total of the emlsslans due to the net induced growth, in each

pr.ojec£ year, is added =o the on-alrport emissions to produce the grand

total of emissions due to the alrpor_ project.
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2.2.4 T_e period For Analysis

The structure for the emissions computations is now spenificd, _xcept

for the time period. The HO emlssdons must be computed on an annual totals

basis, in conjunction with the emission inventory. _aJor control strategies

fo_ the airport emissions are based on this annual total. However, peak

day, or peak summer day if different, enLissions must also be computed for

the project. Since congestion can cause a more than proportional increase

in emissions for the traffic at the airport, it may he necessary to provide

an additional strategy for episode control on such days. The airport may

have to be prepared for worst ease meteorological days, regardless of

whether they are peak air traffic days.

The NO emissions are required only in two cases: where the area isx

designated for non-attalnment of the NO standard, and where the model used

to analyze the regional emissions requires NO x data for its use. In these

cases, the annoal and peak day NO emissions must be supplied. Again, thesex

totals for both NO x and HC are required for the first, fifth, and tenth years

of the proJeetls operation. The annual con*putations should he done for

_ " the without-project seeaarla in the project years and in the base year of

the air quality plan.

_' The emissions computatlons ar_ made on a i0 year basis for several

reasons. One is that air quallty planning and transportation planning hath

utilize l0 year planning periods for many analyses; these reviews would he

consistent _hen with the general struetura of both agencies. The ten year

period is intended to cover most of the affects of these major additions

to capacity in the airport or highway system, while fitKing _nto the existing

long term planning structure. The twenty year period required, with some

exceptions, in AQ_ planning (see Federal Ite_ister, 5-3-76) is too long for

purposes of analyzing the effects of one project. The daslred emission levels

determined for the region as part of the State Implementation Plans will

reflect the long range framework.
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2.3 DETER_IHATION OF DESIRED EHISSIONS LEVELS

2.3.1 Introduction and Assum[Jtlon_

After determining the study region and projecting emissions throughout

_he study period, the doslred emissions levels for tile region must he found.

These levels represent maximum em[sslon levels above which oxidant problems

would be expected. If emissions from the study project were to caus_ these

desired levels to be exceeded, trade-errs wi_hln the project or between the

project and other source categories would be necessary to keep the total

regional emissions at or below the desired levels. The following dlscuss_.on

presents several inethods for detormlnlng desired emissions levels for |IC and

NOx, conslstant with a_r quality planning efforts expected to be completed by

mld1978, lalsre such planning is not required, other modeling techniques are

presented.

Two assumptions have been made in this discussion. First, it is

assumed that the local oxidant plume mechanism holds. This mechanism assumes

that a sourcels emissions cause oxidants in the Immedlata vlelnlty of tile

source. Mos_ current models and control theory are based on this assumption.

However, recent flmdlngs of high ozone levels in rural areas, apparently .j
9

resulting from long range transport of precursors from urbam areas , have

cast doubt on the valldi_y of the local plume mechanism in some clrcsmstances.

The existing state-of-the-art is such, however, that only the local problem

con be treated at this time.

Second, _t is assumed that the omission changes, both direct and indi-

rect, attributable to the project have not already been considered in detail

in as existing air quality plan. If the air qsallty impacts of the project

and its induced development have already been assessed, there is no need to

redo the work _nless there are dlfflcultles w_th the existing plan.

Employing the balance sheet approach _mplles that no attempt w_ll be

made to simulate the air quality changes resulting from the project. If the

overs31 control strategy was developed using s computerized slmulatlon model,

the balance sheet is unnecessary; the emlss_ons from the project and any

deslred trade-errs can be used as lapuE and th_ resulting estimated air qual_ty

slmu]ated. N]len simpler methods such as rollback, Appendix J, or smog chamber

methods have been used _n the regional analysis, tile resul=s ore given in

terms of either the reglona] desired emission levels or an emission reduction.



the balance sheet provides a means of dacermlnlng whether the regional emis-

sions ceilings will be violated by the study project and a means of trading

off emissions between sources to keep the ceiling from being exceeded.

2.3.2 Methods of Determinin G Deslred Emlssi0ns Levels

A Recent Air Quality Plan Exists

The selected study region may already have been analyzed for a State

Implementation Plan (SIP), Transportation Control Plan (TCP), or Air Quality

Mnlntenance Area (AQMA) analysis or plan. The original SIPs from 1972 are

generally outdated; TCPs treated only the central business districts of urban

areas. Neither of these is thus likely to provide a firm basis for estimating

deslred emission levels. However, 25 out of 31 airport projects expected to

require Indirect Source Review (ISR) are located in areas requiring either SIP

revisions or AqMAanalyses or plans for oxidants. SIP revisions, which will

probably be the first AQ_M plan in regions where both are required, ere due in

July, 1977, with land use and transportation provisions due in July, 1978. AQ_E

i analyses were due in July, 1976_ (as of October, 1976, some had not yet been

i!!" submltted) lO and the AQMA plans will generally be required within 2-3 years.

Whenever possible, computations of d_slred emissions levels should be based

on these plans to insure consistency among programs and reduce the amount of

work required. The ISR will be e proJect-speclflc review in addition to the

broader based air quality planning contained in the more general AQ}M plan or

SIP. As used in this section "plan" refers to the general AQMA plan or SIP;

"study" or "ISR" refers to the project specific review• Both the general plan

and the specific review are required by EPA regulations. !

_ Two cases arise when a recent analysis exists: [

• the air quality planning and study reglons
will he the same, or

• the study region will be a subregion of the

planning region.

The desired emlssion levels in the plan will normally need some adjust-

meat: in both cases because of the level of detail in the ISR and addltiona[ly in

the second case because only part of =he planning region is being studied. 'l_e

existing plan should contain an emission inventory for the planning region and



estimates of desired emission levels of HC and N0 if the analysis technlquox

employed considered NO . _le baseline en[sslons for the airport in the plan
X

and in the IS]{ can be compared Co dete_nllne any required corrections to the

emission levels given in tile plan.

1_e level of detail used in estimating airport emission levels

in the plan will ge,erally he based on aircraft LTOs and hence will be less

than that: involved in conducting an ISR. In doing the detailed project

emissions calculations for the ISR, it would not be unexpected to f_nd that

the baseline emissions levels assumed for the airport in the plan are different

from those estimated on the basis of a fully detailed calculation using the

methods of See. 2.2. When the detailed estimates of baseline emissions agree

with the estimates used in plan development, no problem arises and the

desired emission levels in the plan need mot be modified. Hog,ever, when the

detailed calculations indicate that the emissions levels used in plan develop-

ment are not accurate, there are two passible courses of action.

First, the desired emissions levels from the plan can be retained

without adjustment. Such a course, however, would place unnecessarily stringent

restrictions on the project if the detailed baseline emlss_on estimates are

greater than the emissions assumed when the plan was developed and, more im-

portantly, violates the principle of the rollback models in the context of

which a balance sheet approach applies. These models give a required percentage

reduction regardless of absolute emissions levels. Hence, the second and

preferred course of action is to change the emission levels in the plan to

reflect the mere detailed bassllne emlsslos estimates generated during the

review. The plan specifies some required percentag_ reduction in emissions,

R. _is percentage is based on air quality data only, not on the magnltud_

of emissions. The plan may also have assumed a reglonel growth factor (gf)

in calculating R. (e.g., ths growth factor would be 1.02 if emission were

expected to increase 2% over the planning horizon). The compliance emission

level (CEL) in the plan is:
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Total )
Baseline

CEL= (_f) x Regional | x (i - R/lO0)
Emissions]

gasoline

Airport + Other
= (gf) x Emissions Emissions x (i - R/lO0)

in Plan

During the ISR process, a more detailed treatment of the alrportts emissions

in the base year mlght show them to be different from those ass_*ed in the

plan. The percentage reduction E based on measured air quality would still

be applicable, amd a new compliance emission level (CEL') based om the more

_ detailed inventory would be:

[Detailed ]IBasellns Other x (l - R/IS0).
CEL' = (gf) x iAirport + Emissions|

_misslons J

Baseline Airport
Thus, CEL' = CEL (in plan) + (gf) x A_rport Em_sslons x (i - R/IO0).

Emissions in Plan

When Appendix. J has been used in the plaa_ (gf) _ 1. This corrected compliance

emlsslsn level (CEL') would ba used as the regional' desired emission level for

all planning years beyond the compliance year projected in the plan. Bet_;een

the detailed baseline emissions in the air quality plan base year and the

compliance emissions level in the compliance year, the desired emission level

can be obtained by linear interpolatloe if no intermedlete imvels have been

givenj:in the plan. When intermediate amlssion totals have been specified,

_hey Should be increased by an amount calculated by assumlng that the difference

bs_wee_ the detailed baseline airport cmlsslons and £he basallne airport

emissions in the plan will decrease linearly over time. The rat0 of decrease

is given by the requirement that the difference be reduced by the required

percentage K between the baseline and compliance years. Use of this technique

for adjusting _he allowable _Lissions specified in the plan will result in

regional desired emission levels eoaslstent with air quality _oals and reflectln_

the more detailed pro_ect-speclfie emissloms inventory.
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Two additional points need to be made about =his eorrectlok_ term.

First, an upward correction in the plan's regional mnisslon level to give the

desired emissions level does not mean that the region can absorb increased

emissions. The correction simply accounts for 'emissions not included in the

baseline inventory and nltbough the compliance emissions level has been

adjusted upward, the ericical implication is that an additional emissions

reduction equal to the unaccounted emissions reduced by R must he found.

Second, the correction really applies to the entire r_gion. However, for

purposes of determining whether balancing is required, it is convenient to

add the change to the airport emissions in the plan and call this the desired

airport emissions.

In practice, the situation is frequently somewhat more complicated

because Project Year l, the earllost year for which a d_tailed airport inventory

has been generated, is likely to be later than the haselln_ year in the air

qunli_y plan, the year upon which the required reduction R is based. The

adjustment procedure requires the amount of emissions that were present in

the air quality plan's base year but which were not accounted for in the

plan's inventory. To produce a precise estimate of the unaccounted emissions

in the base year, two corrections must be applied to the unaccounted emissions

in Pro_ect Year i:

i) The growth in the airport sources causing the unaccounted emissions
must be discosnted in moving from Project Year 1 backward in tlm_

to the air quality plan's base year and

2) Care must be taken to subtract out the emissions of say sources

(such as new storage tanks) which began operation between the air

quglity plan base year and the opening year of th= proposed project.

If ho*thof these factors are taken into sccount a reliable _st_aate of un-

accounted emissions in the base year should be obtained and the procedure

described earlier can be applied.

Similar problems occur when the study region is a subregion of the air

quality planning region. In this ease there is the additional n_cesslty of

dlsaggrsgating the regional levels to find the fraction constituting the

desired emission invels in the study subregion. This estimate is best

accomplished by summing the emissions of sources located In the study sub-

region from the plan. For sources located only by county in the plan,
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the use of the subcounty allocation procedures in Volume 13 of the AQMA

guid_llnes ll is recommended. The same corrections as discussed above must

he applied to reflect the more detailed estimates of airport emissions.

A Recent Air Quality Plan Does Not Exist

When a recent analysis does not exist, recourse must be made to the

original SIPs. All AQCRs have been designated either Priority I or Priority

IIl for NOx, HC and 0x. Priority I AQCRs are required to have rather detailed

emissions inventories, oxidant air quality data, and a SIP for standard attain-

ment upon which estimates of desired emission levels could be based. This

SIP was probably developed in 1972 and the state air pollution control agency

or EPA Regional Office should be consulted prior to using desired emission

levels based on such a plan, to asoertaln whether any modifications are being

contemplated. If the original plan is still considered reliable, its emission

level estimates may be used as described above to estimate desired emission

levels.

Priority III regions have greater potential for causing difficulty.

_ There are no federal requirements that oxidant air quality he monitored in

_ Priority III areas. Such data are necessary to estimate desired emission

ii levels using proportional models. Data may, however, be available from the
state, EPA Regional Office, or in EPA's Storage and Retrleval of Aerometric

Data (SAROAD) system which can he accessed at the EPA Regional Office. If

:'! no oxidant air quality data is available, a short-term monitoring program

"!_ cove_ing June through August of one year should provide sufficient data for a

review. Area source emission data may also he incomplete for Priority Ill

AQCRs. EPA's National Emission Data System (NEDS) contains estimates of emissions

for areas where Incomplc=e data arc available. However, states should be checked

first for updated inventories. In such cases, trade-0ffs are llmiKed to the

sources given in the inventory. _lese should, however, include all large point

sources of HC and NOx, the major problem being the timeliness of the data.



2.3.3 Photochemical Oxidant Modeling Teohnlque_

Three types of procedures exist for estimating desired emission levels,

The first are the proportional models which give desired emission levels

directly or, equivalently, required emissions reductions. Second are the

statistical-_nplrlcal models. The third aru the simulation models that

estimate air quality based on emissions, thus eliminating the n_ed for a

balance sheet but requiring an emission inventory. All three types are

described below beginning with the proporEional medals. This discussion

of the modeling techniques available is included to provide a complete

pictur_ of the options available, even though the balance sheet technique is

•applinable only in conjunction with proportional reduction models. The

discussion of statistical-emplrical and simulation models is somewhat brief

for this reason.

2,3.3.1 Proportional Models

Appendix j12

_%e method most widely used to determine desired emissions levels is

the so-called Appendix J method. 13 _lis method is based upon observations of

non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) between 6 A.M. and 9 A.M, and the highest cor-

responding 1-hour oxidant concentrations during the day in several U.S. cities.

A curve is dra_ through the maximum oxidant values found at each NMHC level,

producing a relationship between h_C and maximum oxidant levels. _]is "upper-

limit curve" can be combined with the familiar simple rollback model discussed

below to give the percentage reduction R in N_C emissions needed to attain =he

oxidant standard. Assuming no oxidant background, the technique has been used

by EPA and presented in Appendix J of the regulatioils for preparation of

SIPs _0 CFK 51). Use of the technique is simple. The highest recorded

oxidant value in the study area is picked and the Appendix d curve is used

to obtain the percentage reduction in _C levels required to _ttain the stan-

dard (see Fig. 2,1,). The N_IC emissions in _he study fogies are calculated

for the year the maximum oxidant concentration was measured, The percentage

reduction, R, is then applied to the emissions total, yielding the desired

NbglC emission level in the region, This level cannot be exceeded if the

oxidant sir quality standard is to he met. It is possible, of course, that

R he negative, that is, that omissions can increase in the region.



It is also possible to construct an upper-llmic curve from data for a

partlcular region rather then using the EPA curve based on aggregate data from

several cities, The result would be a curve similar to the Appendix J curve

but reflecting the local hydrocarbon mix and meteorology and hence better

suited to review of sources in the region where the upper-limlt curve was

developed.

_lere are several limitations to the Appendix 3 method:

• Ale upper-limit curve is empirical and does not necesssrily
have predictive value;

• The method dlsregsrds NO and, in particular, the NO /HC ratio
which have been found toXbe important in oxidant pro_uetlon;

• The portions of the curve for high and low oxidant values have

only s small smount of data (This may not be true for location-

speci_ic curves.) ;

• These curves are not necessarily valid at locations other than

where they were derived and locatlon-speclflc curves do exhlhlt
variations

" ' Oxidant transport is negl_cted; and

, The use of rollback to determine required emission reduetlons
introduces the limitations enumerated below.

Rollback'

This method makes use of the sIiilplerollback equation

(gf)Cmax - Standard
• R = _ x i00

(gf) C - Bsekground
_ax

to give the percentage endssloe reduction R, In this equatlon Cma x and

Standard are the maximum observel amblen= concentration and the ambient standard,

rcsp_ctlvely. _le Background is typically taken as zero for oxidants; gf is

a _rowth factor. Using the m._xlmum measured one-hour oxidant value in the

study region for Cmax, R is taken to he the required reduction in N_C

emlssion levels, This is equlvalent to assuming that oxidant levels are

directly proportional to _C emission levels. Results in smog chambers

indicate that this is not a totally unjustified assumption. In the Appendix

" J method, the proportionality was obtained from she mush cri_leized upper-

limit curve, _lls method results In lesser control requirements than

i
Appendix'J, A good dissusslon of the limitations of simple rollback has

been given by deNevers and |4orris,14 The major llmltatioes are:
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• It cannot be validated experimentally;

' It assumes all sources reduce emissions in the same proportion;

• The true C value must be known;
max

' The meteorological pattern is assumed to be the same at all times;
and

• Background levels of oxidants are assumed to be zero.

In addition, de Nevers and }brris discuss four modifications to simple

rollback that make the method somewhat more sensitive to emission patterns and

meteorology. They take into account successively:

• Emission rates specific to different source categories;

• Emission helgbts representative of each source category

(Emission height is normally ignored in oxidant modcllng.);

• A limited set of source-receptor distance ranges; and

• The frequency witb which the wind direction lles in dlfforent
directions.

Since the oxidant standard is a one-hour standard, the last modification could

be ignored, The first modification could be useful in treating trade-of_s be-

tween source categories. It consists essentially of keeping the overall emls-

sions inventory by category so that the various categories may be rollnd back

by different amounts to achieve the desired emission level.

Smog Chamber Methods 13.15

Simple rollback assu.mes a simple proportionality between hydrocarbon
I

precursors in place of the upper-llmit curve relationship of Appendix J.

Oxldant-precursor relationships derived in smog chambers can also be used in

a rollback technique to obtain the desired emission levels. In the smog cham-

ber various mixtures of }:0 and NMHC are irradiated and the maximum one-hour
x

ozone concentration (the standard measure of oxidant levels) is found. The

results can be plotted as isopleths of 03 concentration on a graph such as

that shown in Fig. 2.2. The shaded areas in this figure represent NOx/N._IC

ratios which were not found to cause one-hour ozone values _n excess of the

standard, 0.08 ppln.
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These isopleths car, also be plotted based on simulations of the

chemls_ry. A model of the chemlstry is dcv¢doped based oN smog chamber

results. Then the modQl is adjusted to account for the differences b_tweei%

the chamber and atmosphere and isopleths similar to Fig. 2.2 are plotted

based on the adjusted mode].

The simplest application of these data identifies the 6 to 9 A.M.

ambient N_RIC and NO x levels with chamber concentrations, and the annual maxl-

mum (or second highest) 03 concentration with the cbamb_r isopleth correspond-

ing to the observed N%_C/NO x ratio. The chamber Isopleth value is then rolled

back by the same proportion as required to bring the observed C to the sins-max

dard. The Isopleth so determined can be used with an estlmatc of expected

_:Ox reductions to calculate the desired N_IC emission level.

Dimltrlades 13 has proposed another f,ethod of using the smog chamber

data to determine the desired emission levels:

• i. The 6 to 9 A.M. ambient NOx/N_C and the annual maximum

one-hour 03 concentration are used to determine the

chamber counterparts of th_ ambient situation. This

point is found on tbe figure as the intersection of

the C oxidant isopleth and a llne with a slope equal
max

to the ambient N_C/NO x ratio. (Figure 2.2 shows such

a point (A) for N}mC/NO x = 5 and Cma x = 0.40 ppm O 3.

2. The NO value is reduced to account for ex{lected NOx x

control (Point B).

3. h_C control is calculated to bring the ratio into theI

shaded area (Point C).

This method has the advantage of being simple to use and of taking NO x levels

.into account. It does not, however, give a unique answer wlthou I"an assump-

tion about NO levels. It could provide a basis for trade-ells between*x

._;O and N_C.
x
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Three-hour NO x levels could be esCimated from existing ambient daEa

and the expected effects of existing control programs llke the federal me=or
I,

vehicle control program. The major llm[tations of the smog chamber methods,

in addition to the rollback assumptions, are:

The chamber atmospheres may not accuL'ataly reflect the chemis-

try that occurs in the real atmosphere (models that are adjusted
to simulate atmospheric chemistry minimize this problem);

The ozone concentrat±ons and initial reactant eancentratlons

in _he chamber obey a cause and effect relationship, unllke
the real t¢orld where transport occurs and ozone concentrations
at one location are related to Nt_[C concentre=lens observed

earlier in the day at another location; and



Th_ data relate on]y Lo oxidant concen_ratlons as a funnioa

of precursor coneeatratlons, not to the Er_quen_y with which

the standard level is uxceeded. The NAAQS for oxidants is

expressed in terms of tile number of hours p(:ryear in which
the standard level may be exceeded.

2,3.3.2 S__atist ical-Empir ical Models

Thssa models derive relationships between observed oxidant levels and

precursor and/or meteorological varlables by statistical methods. For example,

oxidant values might he predicted based on yesterday's C and today's 6 to'9
max

A.M. N_{C/N0 x ratio. These models generally lack spatial resolution and require

a significant amount of data for their development. If the data exist, however,

model developmen_ or application is relatively straightforward and inexpensive.

One model incorporating spatial resolution has been developed for San Diego.

This model and various other s_atistical techniques that have bean used and

some of the mod_ls that have been developed are described by Hyrabo, Wilson,

and Trijonis 16 but are too numerous and location-speciflc to be described here.

Two classes of medals are available: models for short-term (episode)

prediction and long-term models for control strategy development, which are of

interest here. The long-term models suffer from two disadvantages:

It is not clear that the model applies when conditions are
radlcally altered as when a control strategy is impl0mented;

A sufficient quantity of aerometrlc data is frequently not

available to give good precision or to allow for spatial reoo-

lution in modal devQlopment.

2.3.3.3 Sinulation ._[odels

Reactive Environmental Simulation Modal (REM) 17

REH is a larEe compuuer model that computes oxidant concentrations in

a moving column of air with a base of fixed area. The elevation of the column

base follows the local topography and the elevation of the top follows the

mixing height. This moving column is treated as a smog chamber in which

_misslons are allowed to roac_. The treatment of the photochemistry is the most

extensive of any of the models discussed here. _le column mayas along a path

deterndned by averaging all available wind data.

The data raqulremen_s of REH are fairly simple. 'l_leycan be found in

Record, Patterson, Bryant, an/ Castallne. 17 REH uses a 25 x 95 grid element

i



network. Stationary source emissions and vehicle miles of travel (V_,]T)

must be allocate(1 to each grid element. REM has certain features specific

to Los Angeles which can be easily removed fro,* the computer cocle. It has

been tested o111y in Los Angeles.

The following additional point should be made about REM:

As a trajectory model, which follows a single air parcel through
time as it moves tlader the influence of the wlud, it is best

suited to project rather than system review;

REM's treatments of transport, dlffusloa, and vehicular
emissions are weak; and

It requires fewer inputs, has far less extensive data require-

ments, and has a simpler code thau either the DIFKIN or
SAI models, which are discussed below.

Diffuslon Kinetics 5_del (DIFKIN) 17

This model is also a trajectory model and hence most applicable to

project level analysis. DIFKIN treats vertical dispersion in contrast to the

. REM model which assumes uniform mixing." It has been applied in Los Angeles,

_! San Francisco, and Denver. It performed adequately only in the first two cities.

In general, however, it predicts ozone levels better then REN does.

In terms of data, DIFKI:4 requires an extensive set hf data, particularly for

calculation of vehicular emlsslons. Several other points should he made

about DIFKIN:

The computer code must be modified for areas other them
Los Angeles;

, Calculated concentrations are extremely sensitive to initial

concentrations of pollutants; and

The tree=meat of dispersion and adve=tlon is better than RE_Is

but could still introduce errors by a factor of two or more

when compared with observed values.

Urban Air Shed Photochemical Simulation }[odel (SAI)17

SAI is the most sophlsEleated model discussed here. Concentrations

are predicted for all elements of 25 x 25 array and hence It is more stilt-

able for system analyses than REM or DIFKIN. Several features of SAI are



pecul:iar to Los AtlgoLc:salld computer code modl.fieatlon :is cequ[red for a_ _k_ _._

tLon in ocher a_ess, It has bees validated in Los Angeles nnd _lvery flailed

comparison made with the other two models. Values predicted by SAI correlated

with observations slightly better than did REH's values while DIFKIN's pre-

dlo_ed values correlated better than SAI's. Emissions data reqtlirements for

SAI are slmllsr to those of DIFKIN; meteorological data requirements are simi-

lar to those of REM. Several other points should also be noted:

SAI is expensive and runs for about an hour on an IBm.|370/155.

It does, however, give concentrations in all grid elements in

contrast to tbe trajectory models;

The required infomnation is more detailed than with the ether
models; and

SAI treats transport and diffusion in more detail than the

other models and is better able to accommodate topographic
features and changes in initial and boundary conditions.

Observations

After examining the common models described in this subsection and dis-

cussing oxidant modeling with EPA staff members it must be noted that:

EPA has recommended =he Appendix J method for most situations
hut will allow other models =o be used;

EPA is currently working on revislons _to Appeadlx J that would

account for NO x as well as hydrocarbons;

Appendix J, linear rollback, and SAI appear to be the models

most generally helng used in SIP and AQ_L% plannlng at this
time;

No single method presently rapresents a generally accepted
, model. Some authorities recommend comparing the results of

models in assessing control strategies; and

The problem of determining the oxidant impact of a specific
source has received scant attention; the major emphasis has

been on reg[oeal modeling wl_hout attempting to isolate
source-specific contributions to oxidant concentrations.

2.3.4 Summary and Conclusions

Various methods of assigning desired emissions levels of N_C and NOx

to a study region have been described. It _as noted that most airport projects

will be ]0cared in areas where AQMA planning or SIP revisloz%s are already Llnder-
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way. Even in these cases, however, the plans _tll] prohably lack the le

dc_tai] required for indirect source review and adjustments to the desired omls-

sions levels specified in the plan will need to tle made.

In cases where the existing analysis is inadequate or outdated, some

form of modeling must be used to estimate the desired emissions levels. The

available te_hnlques divide into three broad categories: those based on pro-

portlonal models requiring only hand calculation, statistical modQls, and those

that simulate air quality requlring use of a co_iputer. Only the first lead di-

rec=ly to desired enzlsslon levels and are reasonable within the context of a

balance sheet approach. S_veral conclusions were reached:

Oxidant modeling is in a developnlental stage. Better models
should become available within the next 5 years;

The computer models were either developed for a specific lots-
tlon (statlstlsal-emplrical models) or have features specific
to Los Angeles (photschemlcal simulation models) whleh can he

removed by altering the computer code;

Smog chamber methods have a good cbanee of accounting for both

NO and N_C;X

Although a desired emissions level could be determined by add-

ing all the input _misslons to a aimulatlon model, this pro-
cedure violates the purpose of such models -- the simulation

of air quality given emissions. The balance sheet is not
recommended in such cases; the pro_eetls effects on air quality

should he simulated by multiple runs of the model; and

The balance sheet is recommended as an analysis tool in cases
where a simulation model is not currently available and where

resources do not permit such a model to be implemented within
the time available for the review.
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2.4 ACCO_TINC I_OCEDURES

All of the elements for the balance sheet analysls ate now prepared:

regional total and airport desired emission levels and projecLed airport

emissions with and without the project. Given these compeLatlons the comparison

between forecast and desired emissions can be made, which determines the

need for trade-ells. _ese elements are now combined into a review nnd

deolsios-maklng process.

2.4.1 Th_ Decision to Require Ba].ancin_

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the essential decision is a

comparison between the emissions projected for the airport _Ith the project

and the emissions allowed to the airport by the SlP or Air Quality

Maintenance Area plam. If in any year (first, fifth or tenth) the airport

emlssi0ns (B on Fig. 2.3) exceed the desired airport emission level (A),

the balancing analysis proceeds. If the airport emissions with the project

(B) are less than the desired level (A), then _he project meets the review

requirements and no balancing is needed.

• i

The desired airport emissions are based on the regional air quality

plan but corrected for any discrepancies with the air quality plan in the

base year, relying on a more detailed computation of emissions from the

airport sources. As mentioned in Section 2,3, it is expected that the

airport emissions specified in the regional air quality plan will account

only for aircraft LTOs; a more accurate deter.Lination of emissions for all

airport emission sources may yield a higher emissions total than the value

in the plan. A correction term can be determined from tllebase year

(i.e.,,the year of the best available inventory) of the plan. This term

is used to adjust the airport emissions speclfled in the plan for ea0h

project year - one, five and ten. For purposes of determlning whether

balancleg is necessary, the adjustment is made only on the airport fetal

because _he other regional emissions are considered unchanged. _,e ini£1al

comparison, then, is between airport emission totals only. However.

if balancing occurs, further comparisons are made between regional

emission totals because the other regional sources can be part of the

erode-ells. As shown in the figure, balancing requires a comparison

between the desired regdonal elnlseion levels (C ell Fig. 2,3) and the
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regional emissions total that r_sults from the airport pro_ect and the

trade-ells made among the various regional emissions sources to balance

the proposed increase in emissions due to the airport (D on Fig.2.3.).

_ne trade-offs at'e _ade until _he projected emissions from the region (D),

accounting for all trade-offs, are less than the desired regianal emissions

in every project year (C).

There are several policies regarding the attainment/maintenance

status of the study region that can affect the balancing decision, Three

types of regional status will be considered: "clean air" areas, maintenance-

only areas, non-attalnment areas. Clean air areas are those regions that

do not now have any violatians of the air quality standards, nor are they

expected ta have any over the next several years. _laintenance-osly areas

a_e these regions that do not now have any violations of the air quality

standard, but are projected to violat_ a standard; such areas must have a

maintenance plan that demonstrates the steps taken to preven_ those

expected future violations. Non-attalnment areas are those regions currently

in violation of an air quality standard. These areas have plans for both

attainment and maintenance of the standards. Of prime c6ncer_ in this

; memorandum is the status of a raglon wiEh respec_ to the oxidant standards.

;; For clean air areas, there are _hree policy optlon= 5hat affect

i balancing. The first, now in effect_ limits e_ission growth only _o that

; value which would cause n violation of the standards, the compliance

emission level. In terms of the proparti0nal reduction technique for

oxidant air quality analysis, =he required reduction_ R, is n_gatlvs.

If the project brings the region an emissions increase greater than R,

then balancing is required. [_'oother related policy options similar

to the peli¢y for TSP and gO 2 no._being considered in the Congress, are

possible for oxidants, however. A level of increase less than +R is set for

the region and emissions gro_th is limited by this am(_unt, lq]e emissions

ceiling is a valu= x==_'--"than the compliance emission level. Th_ amount

of increase could be se_ to zero, or no increase is allowed over present emissions.

These two policies are referred to as pollsles of non-degradation of air quality.

Under the latter policy, any projected increase in emissions would have ta be

b2.1aneed by de,teases elsewhere in the reid[on or the project could nee



be begun. Under the former policy, trado-offs would be necessary if the

lowered eeilln_ for emissions in the region was exceeded because of the

project's projected ei,lsslons. In some cases, then, a less-thos-equal

trade-off against the proposed increase in emissions would satisfy the

review rsqulrements.

In maln_enance-only areas, balancing is required when the

forecast emissions exceed the desired level. However_ in the years befora

the compliance e_sslon level is expected to be reached according to the

maintenance plan, the tradeoffs cml be less-than-equal. That is_ the

compliance emission level can never be exceeded, but the upward path

toward the eompllaeeQ level can be surpassed. At the compllanee emlsslon

level, all trade-offs must be at least eqaal 8o that the compliance emission

level is never exceeded.

In the non-attair_nent areas, several policies are open, The least

restrictive in terms of balancing is to r_qulr_ balancing when the forecast

wlth-project _nlsslons exceed the desired airport emisslbns level but _o

!.. allow equal trade-ells to maintain the level specified in the maintenance

plan. Another policy (known as the 'offset policy') would require greater-

. _han-equal trade-ells if an e_nlsslon source is built or modified in the region.

_' That is, an otherwise unanticipated emission reduction must result from the

proposed project for all pro_set years 18. Another way to view it is that the

desired airport emissions level gets a little lower in a non-attalnment area

when a project is proposed. Further, all trade-ells would be required to be

clearly enforceable by their inclusion in the SIP_ as revisions to that

plan. States might choose to be even more restrictive in emission control
i

and specify no-growth in emission sources as their policy, disallowing

any trade-offs. Sources would be nctlvely discoursged from locating in

the region, or fro,* modifying existing sources so as to Inc,'ease emissions.

None of these policies is yet _n force, hut they are under consideration

by the EPA. They are presented here to illustrate how each policy option

effects the balance sheet review technique.

In other than clean air areas, certain options are open to the

reviewing agency in balancing. In the event that some or all of the emission

sources required to reduce emissions by the compliance year are ahead of
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schedule, that cushion may be used in trade-off. Of course, the compliance

emission level and the compliance year remain unchanged.

2.4.2 Or_q_anization of the Balance Sheet

Figure 2.4 presents an outline of the essential information that

a balance sheet analysis might include. _e overall flow of the analysis

is indicated by presenting the key information at each step. Not all of

the necessary computations leading to the kay figures are specified here;

they were described in the praceeding sections of _his memorandum and

would have to be provided in an actual analysis. _%e figure is intended

to be generic in nature, rather than a recommended form for an ISR review.

The first item, I on Fig. 2.4 collects all the identifying

information for the _roject, including the year of project completion,

applicable air quality region data and whether the project is being reviewed

under the National g,vironmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. This helps

coordinate reviews; In additon, =he record of computations and the data

may be in the EIS. ll%esecond item (ll) demonstrates whether the proposed

project qualifies for preconstructiee review as an indirect source of

air pollution. The criteria were derived by the U.S. EPA 19 to select out

major projects likely to make a significant contrlhution to air quality

problems. The critetla are stated in terms of airport activity levels -

passeeger movements or aircraft operations - that lead to large amounts of

automobile traffic. It has been demonstrated that these crlte=ia do

include only large airports expecting significant increases in trafflc. 20

Item III presents a summary of the emissions data, as outllned

in A, B, and C; some of the traffic levels used to compute the emissions

are covered in D. These numbers are the results of the analysis described in

Section 2.2 of this memorandum. Documentation for these numbers is

necessary since the assumptloss for the computatlons and the emission

factors used can vary. 'l_e emission sources are arranged in A, B, and C

to highlight =he airport sources available for balancing, sbould it prove

necessary later. 'llm traffic levels ill D are only those for the tenth

year of the project, to show the ultimate size of the airport with and

without the project. Information is organized for both annual totals and

the peak day. _le annual totals for emlsslons are directly comparable with
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BAL_,_CE SHEET

PreconstrucLion Review of Airport Projects

I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

A. Name of Project:

B. Sponsoring Agency:

C. Project Completion Date:

D. Air Quality Regions: AQCR#

AQ_I_ Yes No

Pollutants:

SIP Revisions Yes NO

:i Pollutants:

Area:

E. Brief Description of Proposed Project:

_' F. Is an Environmental Impact Statement, pursuant _o NEPA (1969),

prepared for this project? Yes No

_ Is the EIS being submitted as data record?

_ II. SELECTION CRITERIA

Either A or B is sufficient to require review.

• A. Expected increase in total annual passengers of 1.6 million
_:_ over the tenyear period.
4, I.

:i! Increase: million annual passengers.

B. Expected increase in annual operations of 50,000 over the

tenyear period.

_ Increase: annual operations.

_! Reviewgoquired? Yes No

ii

! Fig.2.4

Overview of Balance Sheet Analysis



III. AIRPORT SOURCES - EMISSION INVENTORY AND AIRPORT ACTIVITY

A. With Project IIC, tons/year

hirporL Sources Induced Growth

Project Air- Access Non- Airport Auto OR_ID

Year Craft Traffic Aircraft 'total Traffic Commercial Industrial TOTAL

1

5

i0

B. With ProJec_ Peak Day HC Emissions, tons

Airport Sources Induced Growth

Project Air 2 Access Non- Auto GRAND

Year Craft Traffic Aircraft Total Traffic Commercial Industrial TOTAL

1

5

I0

C. Without Project HC, tons/year

Airport Sources Induced Growth

On

Project Air- Access Non- Airport Auto GRAND

Year Craft Traffic Aircraf_ Total Traffic Commercial Industrial TOTAL

l i

5

i0

Air Quality
Plan Bnse

Year

Note: _f it is required by the model used for analysis, the same information must
he provided for NO emissions.

x

Fig. 2.4 (cont.)

Overview of Balance Sheet Analysis
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D. Airport Activity Measures

With Project WithoutProject

For ProJee_ Aircraft Total Aircraft Total

Year i0 Operations Passengers Operations Passengers

Annual

_i Peak Day
!

t

IV. ANALYSIS REGION

A. Describe the region used: AQMA (name)

AQCR (.umger)

_- MPO(name)

I Other region
• " B. Name of plan, and enforcement agency, governing emissions:

AQMA

SIP

Other

• _

Fig. 2.4 (cunt.)

0vervlew of Balance Sheet Analysis
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V. DESIP_D EMISSION LEVELS

A. Annual ticEmissions From Air Quality Plan, Without Proposed Project

Desired Airport
Reglonal Emissions Desired

Time Year Emissions fromPlan AirportEmissions*

Air Quality Plan Base Year

ProjectYear 1

5

10

Based on Air Quality Plan Base Year emissions only.

B. Discuss in detail =he methods and data sources used to produce the
numbers in A above. Of particular importance are the methods used
to bring the inventories to the same year and the data used to adjust
the desired emissions for the airport. Present all computations,
assumptions and judgments.

VI. CO}[PARISON

A.

[i] [2]
Desired Forecast Airport

Airport Emissions, Emissions, With
Time Period from Plan the Project

i

Project Year 1

5

i0

B. If [2] is greater than [1] for any year, balancing is required.

Fig. 2.4 (=ont.)

Overview of Balance Sh_eu Analysls
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VII. TPJ%DE-O_Y ANALYSIS

A. Attainment Region:

Non-Attainment Region:

(for 0 and NO )
x x

B. Internal Trade-off

i. Describe emission reduction strategy proposed for the airport,
specifying the source affected (e.g., aircraft, taxiing, access
traffic).

2. Demonstrate the emission reductions that are expectnd (data,
computations, effectiveness).

C. Induced Growth Area Trade-offs

i. Identify the sources expected to reduce emissions,

2. Describe the emission reduction strategy.

3. Demonstrate the emission reductions that are expected (data,

!_ computations_ effectiveness).

r_ D. Transportation System Trade-ells

_j" i. Identify the sources expected to reduce emissions.

ili 2. Describe the emission redl_ction strategy.

_!. 3. Demonstrate the emission reductions that are expected (data,

:i! computations, effeeti,;eness_.

: E. Other Regional Emission Sources

;" 1. Identify the sources expected to reduce emissions.

._ 2. Describe the e_ission redudtlon strategy.

i[! 3. Demonstrate the emlssdon reductions that are expected (data,
_ i computations, effectiveness).

F. Sum all expected changes in emission and adjust tileExpected Regional
Emissions to reflect the new emissions forecast. Compare it to the

Desired Regional Emission Level. If the E_pected is less tban the

Desired, the balancing is complete, If not, revise the list of
emission reduction strategies and proceed _hrougb the balancing

again.

1 Fig.2.4 (cont.)

Overview of Balance Sheet Analysis
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the annual totals In the regional air quality plan. _le peak day figures

provide information for oxldant episode control strategies required in the

region. They also provide informer[on on how the airport design works with

very hi_ traffic levels, airside and landside. 'l_e wlthout-project emission

totals are the emissions that result Item the activity that would take place

at the airport over tbe forecast period if the project were not built.

In addition, the emissions for the base year of tbe air quality plan are

computed. These are th_ detailed airport emissions need to adjust the

emissions specified in the plan for the airport.

it may be that the emissions computed in this table (C) for the

project years may not agrie with the desired airport emlssiens level

determined by the reviewing agency. The methods used by the alrpert and

the reviewing agency to detemnine these wlthout-project emission levels

may na_ be the same. _lls is a point in the balance sheet analysis where

coordination between th_ two groups is crucial. Difficulties in agreeing

upon the baseldn_ emissions for comparison lead to more disputes further

along the analysis.

Starting with Item IV, the next stops in the balance sheet analysis

are d0na by the reviewing agency. Up to this pDint, the airport supplied

the information. It is essential to l_intain ceor6inatlon beEween the airport

and the reviewing agency since, in the event trade-ells are required, the

reviewing agency may need to examine the potential for emission trade-ells

within the airport bounds. Then the airport will come back into the

analysis procedure to d_momstrate whatever the potential emission reductions

are. _Item IV specifies the analysis region to be used for the balance sheet.

The candidates for analysis region were described in Seetlon 2.1.2. The Air

Quality D_intenance Area (AQ_M), if applicable, or ti_eAir Quality Control

Region (AQCR), are recommended for airports because of their compatibility

with existing administration, their large size, and the data available for

them. It is crucial to thoroughly explain the choice of the analysis region

and how it fits into the regional air quality planning process. Tee

applicable air quality plan is also deserlbed here_ In preparation for the

determination of the desired emission level.
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Item V-A on Fig, 2.4 outllz_es the information n_oded for the

desired airport and regional emissions levels, also described in S_ction 2.3

The desired regional emissions level is flrsE determlned from the air

quality plan for that plan's base year. '_*e base year refers to the year

of the best, most recent inventory. '_keairport portion of that raglonal

total is separated out. _1*en for that base year, any corrections are made

£o the amount shown in the plan, based on the detailed airport emissions

described in Item III-C of the figure. If a percentage reduction, R, was

applied to the regional emissions, it is appl_ed to this new, more detailed

caleulatlon of airport emissions also (See Section 2.3.2). Using linear

interpolation where necessary, the desired airport emissions for each project

year are then determined. It is this set of emission levels to which

the projected airport emissions are compared in Item VI, Comparisons.

Item V-B presents the relevant issues in _omputlng the desired airport

emissions. This is a difflcult, but important step, since the comparison

depends partially on the result of this s_ep. In addition, the regional

emissions inventory will he used again if there are trade-offs to be made.

i
The comparison outlined in Item VI was shown schematically in Fig. 2.3.

The first column [1] com_s dlreetly from the last column of Item V, The second

_' column [2] is from the TOTAL column of the annual, with-project emissions

table found in Item III-A. If, for any of the pro_eet years, the value

_i in [2] is greater than that in [1], balancing is required. The policies

'! discussed above in Section 2.4.1 become relevant at this point. Whether

:: trade-offs are allowed at all, or less-than-equal, greater-than-equal or

:: exactly equal trade-ells can be made is determined by the type of air

i quali_y region in which the airport project is located (clean air,

malntenance-only, non-attalnment) and the local and national policies in

effect for each type of region. _]e task now at hand is to find one or

more sources, somewhere in the r_gion, that can reduce their emissions

by an amount equal to (or possibly greater than) the increase pro_eeted

by the airport. Tile possible sources can be classified as belon_in_ to:

i) the airport, 2) the induced growth in the region, 3) the

regional transportation system, and 4) other regional emission sources.

This breakdown is used because i£ distln_ulshes all:port-controlled sources

from the ethers, and acknowledges thu close rela_lonship, logically and



administratlvely_ between the airport and the rest of the r_glnLlal transporta-

tlon system. A successful trade-0ff strategy could illelude components

from any one or all of the four categories. The strategies available

in each ease are, of eourse_ vory different. In non-attsisment areas

it may he required to institute the trnde-offs as revisions to the SIP.

In the tradeoff analysis (Item VII), strategies for reduction of projected

regional emissions are designed and tested against the desired regional

emlsslons level in each project year. The review requirements are met

when the pro_ected emissions for the region come in below the desired level.

2.4.3 Trade-Off Possibilities

Trade-offs can coi_e from a_)_here in the stud)' regioz_. _,ere are

some sets of emission sources that are more likely to yield trade-offs or are

easier to control from the airport's point of view. "_%e possible sources

are presented here in groups determined by administrative csntrol and

potential for trade-off,

On-airport Trade-of fs

Th_ first set of trade-off possibilities are found on the airport.

These have the advantage sf being directly under the control of the airport

operator. All of the sources at the airport are candidates for trade-off.

The use of larger, fuller planes nan cut down aircraft emissions for the

same level of passenger _rafflc. At some airports, the runway and taxlway

layout is such that planes have to wait in queues to cross active runways

before proceeding to the terminal area. A change in the layout can bring

a large reduction in _mlsslons of aircraft by lsssening the amount of tiles

spent idling. Other aircraft-related strategies _nslude controls on the

number of flights eaeh hour and using tow vehloles instead of using aircraft

engines for taxiing. This latter strategy yielded a 33.5% reduction in the

HC emissions at one alrport. 21 Fuel tanks can be converted to floating

roof tanhs to reduce their emissions. 'i_e pattern of a_cess hraffic can

be exali!ned for bottlenecks or extra route mileage; the psce_*tial for

additional mass transit routes to the airport fco_.*various points in ths

region can be exploited.
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The heating plant might be further controlled to reduce its emis-

sions. Tile airport operator must be able go demonstrate the emission reductions

i, expected as a result of implementation of any of these strategies by usi_Lg

any of the emissions forecasting techniglles mentioned in Sac=ion 2.2.

Demonstration of the emission reductions due to ruoway or taxlway.layout

or aircraft towing requires detailed computations like those used to figure

_ emissions in a simulation model however. The simple LTO based methods eanno_

i' trace the effects of these emission reduction strategies.

" Induced Growth Re,ion

As an airport decreases its capacity, a c_rtaln amount of the [

increase in activity near the airport can be attributed to the airport's

increase, This area of influence cannot he exactly defined but is usually

taken to be no larger than a 3-4 mile radius centered on the airport itself, g2

The additional _ctlvity due to the airport growth can be classed into

highway trafflc, commercial (hotels, rental cars, etc.), or industrial

(truck terminals, manufacturing, etc.). The highway traffic increase

includes the vehlcle-miles of travel (VD|T) due to airport users as well

:: as the VDIT due to the eommerclal and industrial gro_th. Although the

airport operator does not directly control this growth, the airport can

influence it with the aid of local land use and transportation planning

agencies. Local zoning and state enforced emission restrictions are two

tools for controlling which uses locate near the airport and what emissions

they will produce. For new point sources locating in _his induced growth

region, there are two ways to control emissions: one is to forbid or

actively discourage their location in this area and the other is to

speci'fioally limit emissions from each source on n ease-by-case basis.

The legal implications of the latter are not clear, so that option should

be carefully examined. _le vehicular traffic in the induced growth r_glon

is also a source for potential trade-offs, Reduction in the number of

vehicles through increased use of hlgh-occupancy vehicles, including

traffic flow manipulation to give such vehicles preferential treatment,

is one way to reduce emissions due to vehicles. Another is to examine

routing of traffic through the area for directness - e.g., minimizing

the road distance from the freeway interchange to the truck terminal or
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hotel complex. IInprovements to traffic flow in the area, _naludln_,

intersec_lon modifications to increase capacity and lessen tile stop-

start characturtstlc o£ the traffl¢ in the area, arc other means

to lessen [IC emlsslons , which de,tease eltb increasing speed,

Transportation System Trade-ells

'l_e airport is a part, both conceptually and admlnlstra_ively,

of the reglonal transportation system. An airport is a point of interface

of air and ground transportation systems, It is logical to llnk these

systems in the emission trade-off analysis because of these interconnections.

As one example_ Khe primary mode of ground _ransportation available in the

busles_ corridors of travel to the airport will influence the amount of

vehicular emissions due to _he airport access traffle, If the airport

is accessible exeluslvsly by auto and not by any hlgh-occupancy transit

mnds_ emlss_ons are greater than if there were an excellent mass transi_

access system to the airport. There are other trade-off poss±billties

that l£e within the ground tra.sportat£on system. Emission reductions

can be generate4 by regional automobile inspection programs, requirleg

maintenance that keeps auto emissions lower. Emission benefits expected

from the Federal Motor Vehicle Control Program 23can be used astrade-offs

if these reductlonsbrough= the regional emissions totals lower than the

compliance level. Manipulations of the ground transportation ranging from

impr0ved level of service on mass transit systems _e intersection flow

impr0vQments and selective improvement of freeway links can provide

emission benefits over the existing plans, which can be used as trade-ells,

,. Entire Re_ion

The entire analysis region is available for ira:]e-ells, _le

subsets listed above provide some advantages in the process, but in some

regions it may be _ust as easy to consld_ Lrade-offs wlth =he poin_ sources

in the rcglon. (_e transportation system is the principal area source

for oxidant precursor emissions, so point sources ralna[n). Controlling

a s_urce category as yet uncontrolled, or further controlling a c_*tegory

thuC is, are the basle s=rategles for reduccloss. Tank farms, po_er

plants and ehemlcal inanufacturin_; plants arm hydrocarbon sources that

mlgh_ be considered for further emisslon redqLc_ioss. If a colsl*un£ty

particularly desires the airport growth, this _ypa of trade-off might
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be necessary to accomodate that preference.

Conclusions

In considering all of tile tradeoff possibilities open to the

reviewing agency and the community in a balance sheet analysis for pre-

construction review of an airport project, certain of them appear more

fruitful than others. The first step is always to examine the airport

for emission reductions within its bounds. The major advantage to the

airport in this instance i_ that the control of the emission sources

lies with the airport. Since the airport already has some concern for the

nature of nearby land uses because of fllght safety and noise exposure

reduction, the inclusion of the induced growth region in the trade-off

analysis is the next logical step. Moving out of the sphere of the

airport operator's direct sontrol, the transportation system for the

il region is the next likely sat of trade-ells. The elrport is connected to

,: the regional transportation system in such a way that trade-offs can he built
1

into the system planning process. The transportation system is also a

:, particularly large source of HC and NO emissions end of proportionatelyX

large reductions. The least likely source of trade-ells appears to be

,!" other regional point sources. Without strong community or state support

these reduction strategies are the mos= difficult he enforce. Opposition from

the sources already controlled might delay implementation of these strategies.

2.4.4 Updetin8

Since air quality review is an ongoing process, i_ is necessary

for the reviewing agency to monitor the regional air quality periodically

and to examine the emissios sources speaifled in the trads-offs to ensure

that the reduction strategies are i,_lemented as specified during the

original balancing of emissions. The requirements for measurement of

regional elf quality are specified in various EPA requirements for attainment

and maintenance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).

These measurements are the primory indicators of air quality; if the

oxidant standard is violated after the compllance year, for example, either

the emission control strategy for the region was not effective and needs to

be revised or the emission sources are not controlling emissions to the
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levels forecast. The first problem can be allevlatQd by more sophisticated

and accurate modeling and forecasting of air quality based on emissions and

meteorology, requiring monitoring of air quality as the indicator of

success in attaining and maintaining concentrations a£ or below those

specified in the N_QS_ and a revised emission control plan. The second

situation is somewhat different, however. It is toward this situation

that the updating requirements described here are aimed, although tbe informa-

tion is also useful for designing a new strategy in the instance the plan

is insofficient to bring the region into compliance with the NAAQS and keep

it there. R_4o sets of updating requirements are described here, one to

match the needs of non-attainment and maintenance areasj and one for clean

air areas. If the analysis region becomes a non-attainment or maintenance

area during the ten year period, the stricter set of requirements would apply.

For non-attalnment and maintenance areas, yearly information on

air traffic levels including passenger movements and aircraft operations

by aircraft type should be supplied to the ravlewing agency. Additionally,

descriptions (or maps where appropriate) of the current physical plan of the

airport would assist in the continuing review process. This information

allows the reviewing agency to monitor the progress of staged development

at the airport. In addition, counts of vehicular traffic volume on the

airport - the access traffic - ar_ needed to verify the expected traffic

levels. Close tallies of induced growth in the region near the airport

should also he kept. This task could be done most simply by the reviewing

agency because many of these sources may need permits. _e local zoning

boards and building departments can be consulted for permits issued in that

region. The reviewing agency also monitors the other trade-off categories.

If the reviewing agency sees a problem in meeting the forecast emission

levels at any time, further analysis and demonstration of effectiveness

of the possibly revised e_ssion reduction strategies at the airport

may be required by the reviewing agency.

In clean air areas, such frequent updaelng and review is not

necessary. Instead the same set of information - passenger movements

and aircraft operations by aircraft type, access traffic counts, maps of the

layout with up-to-date versions of all runways, taxiways, roads and other

facilities - is reviewed after each five year p_riod. Alternatively, the



reviewing agency may choose to review the airport at the same time the

review of the region to determlns the need for a maintenance plan takes

place since this review occurs at five year intervals. Monitoring of the

Induced growth again falls to the reviewing agency, relying on the local

construction permitting authorities for records and on the state or local

ii!' department of transportation for on and off-airport traffic counts.

Trade-offs madewlth other regional emission sources are also monitored

i! by the reviewing agency. In clean air areas under a non-degradation

•_ policy, should it he in effect, it is suggested to choose the more strin-

gent requlrememts of yearly review. Under this policy, the region Is

very close to its desired level and five years in between reviews allows

i_ for extensive emission growth if the original strategies are not followed.

P

[



3. AIP/_0RT TEST CASES

3,1 NEW AIRPORT TEST CASE

3.1,i Description of Propose_! ProJece

This test case demonsLrates tbe use of the halanelng technique

for a proposed new airport in an oxidant non-attainment area. The data

for the region and the airport are based on actual air quality and aircraft

activity data but have been modified for ptLrposes of illustration. The

analysis follows the technique described is Section 2; the discussion

will focus on the data sources and the comparison of the desired wlth the

actual emission levels,

The project under review is a proposed new major elf carrier airport

to be built on the outskirts of the urban area of the Modern City Air Quallty

_[aintenance Area (AQ_L4) that will replace the present airport. The present alrport,

Oldfield Airport, is tss small for forecast traffic and has no room for

expansion_ as i_ is located in a hlghly developed section of the urban area.

The proposed NewayAirport would be built in phases, opening in pro_ect

year i to accommodate principally general aviation and charter traffic,

By the fifth year _he _ransltion of scheduled commercial traffic to the new

airport would he essentially complete, and by the tenth year only a small

• amoust of 8efleral aviation traffic would remain at Oldfleld Airport. The

character of the traffic a_ Newsy Airport would also 5e changlnS over the ten

year analysis time period. Scheduled air carrier trafflc would be added by

the fifth year, and in the tenth year there would be almos_ exclusively scheduled

commerclal and charter traffle with an emphasis on long haul flights. A summary

of the air traffic forecasts for both airports is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Aircraft Activity and Passenser Movements
with Proposed New Airport a

Project Year 1 5 i0

Newsy Airport
Air Carrier 0pera_ioms h 0 54,800 148,700

Passengers b
Air Carrier 0 3,13_,000 13,704,000

Oldfleld Airport b
Air Carrier Operations 45,000 13,000 0

asouree: Modern City Airport Conm_Ission

bExaludes charter.



It can be seen by examination of Table 3.1 that the :_eway !

Airport is subject to preconstructlon review for its impact

. on oxidant levels, since the increase in air carrier operations over the :

ten year period is 148,700; additionally, the level of annual passenger[

movements increases by 13.7 million over the same time. When compared _:ith

the criteria of an increase of 50,000 annual operations o__r1.6 million

annual passengers over ten years, the proposed project is subject to review

based on either criterion.

The site of the proposed airport is quite large. The airport co_mlsslon

assembled a parcel i1.5 km (7.2 miles) long and 4.8 km (3.0 miles) wide to

allow for the phased development of the airport and to minimize the noise

exposure. The size of the site affects the length of the ground access trips

and the associated emissions. Other plans for the airport site include

extension of a commuter tall |lee from _lodern Clty to each terminal, and

eonneotlons to th_ three major roadways passing near the slte. The terminal

buildlnss will be built in phases, with additions scheduled to open at each

analysis year. Other facilitles - mall handling, cargo, airlln_ maintenance -

will be added as needed, generally following the passenger terminal construction
!

phases. Activity levels for these facilities have been incorporated into the air-

[ port activity forecasts assuming growth parallel to that of the passenger traffic.

3.1.2 Emissions Due to the Proposed Pro_ect

i
_ The airport commission let a contract to suggest alternative designs

i for the airport terminal and runways and produce related activity data for
I !

design and environmental impact evaluation purposes. This report is the

source of most of the alrpor_ data needed to compute the hydrocarbon emissions I
E

due to the proposed new airport in each of the years required. _lere specific :

data were not available from the consultant's report, average figures from

other airports were used,

The fully detailed computations of the emissions from each airport

source are presented in Appendix A. A summary of tbe emission totals is

presented in Table 3.2. The entries are the emissions due to =he new airport

(Newsy) only, operated in the manner described in the consultant's report.

The emissions due to the 01dfield Airport are not of concern here; they

will be discussed in the context of tbe reglonsl desired _misslon level_.
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Table 3,2. D_ailed Airpor_ llydrocarbon Emission Inventory

For P_oposed ProJ_c_ - Neway Airport

Emissions (103 kg/year)

Pro_eet Year

Category i 5 i0

Aircraft 149.6 933.9 1885.8

Access Traffic 31.2 93.2 108.1

Ground Service Vehicles 7.1 57.4 176.6

Fuel Storage & l[andling 3.4 12.9 32.4

Heating & Cooling 0.2 1.0 3°3

EngineTests 0 6.9 27.5

On-AirportTo_al 191.5 1105.3 2233.7

_nduced Growth

Air Passenger Traffic 0 9.4 46.9

Employee Traffic 19.7 94.2 91.5

New Workplaces 0.i 0.9 2.1
Manufac_urlng Processes 0.2 1.8 4.2

Induced Growth Total 20.0 106.3 144.7

NEWAY AIRPORT TOTAL 214.7 1211.6 2378.4



; Only hydrocarbon emissions are presented here although the nitrogen oxidei

i emissions totals can be found in Appendix A. The AQMA in which Naway

i. Airport is to be located used the Appendix J method for determining the

I raqulred emission reductions in the region; that method relies only on

i. hydrocarbon emission totals. The aircraft are the largest single source

of hydrocarbon emissions at the airport in every year, The aircraft emlsslon

factors were assumed to be the same in every year so the increase is pro-

portional to the growth in traffic. The new FAA engine emission standards

were not considered appropriate for this airport since it is expected to
i

open before any noticeable fleet changeover to the cleaner engines will occur,

Of course, if changeover begins before the ten year period is up a_ the airport
i

e/nissions should then ha recomputed to see if the actual value is less than the

forecast. The state air pollutio_ control agency can use this information in !

an update of the regional plan.

The aircraft emissions represent 71% of the total due to the proposed

project in Pro_act Year i. 77% in year 5 and 79% in year i0. Access traffic,

the on-slte travel by air psssesgers, visitors and employees, reduces its

relative contributlon to total emissions hy a factor of three over the ten

year time period, from 15% to 5% of the total airport HC emissions. Although
i

the number of person trips increases dramatically, several factors work against

this increase: i) more stringent emission controls reduce the composite

_C remission factor by 80% (see Appendix A); 2) the share of trips going

by transit increases sharply; 3) the vehicle load factor (persons/vehlele /

trip ) increases for air passengers between Project Years i and 10. The

emissions due to induced growth, primarily due to V_ increases, are 9.4%

of the total in Y_ar I, and fall to 6.1% by the tenth year in spite of a

sevenfold increase in the magnitude of the emissions. The emissions due to aircraft

increase by a factor of =welve, however, dominating the airport emissions growth.

Ground service vehicles become a more signlflcant emission source as the

airport shifts to more larger aircraft requiring more secvice'tlme. No

emission controls are assumed for ground servlne vehicles. Fuel storage

and handling remains a fairly constant percentage of the total; although

the quantity of Jet fuel used increases hy a factor of 24, the emissions

increase only by a factor of 10. In the first year, 63% of the fuel storage

emissions are due to the aviation gas used for geseral aviation which



represents only 1/24 of the amount of jec fuel used in that year. Again,

the large growth in aircraft emissions overshadow the emissions growth from

this category. Heating and cooling is a relatively small source of emissions,

Engine testing becomes nearly as large a source of emissions as fuel

handling by Project Year i0, as the airlines are expected to have extensive

*naintenance facilities aL Newsy by then. In the first year, however,

no testing is expected to occur. Other emissions from maintenance facilities

were not itemized because (I) they are _xpected to be negligible in contrast

to aircraft and {2) it is difficult to determine at this early planning stage

the _Kact nature of these facilities.

3.1.3 Resional Air quality Plan

An attainment and maintenance plan has been prepared for the HoderI_

City AQ_, The plan contains a base year inventory and forecasts hydrocarbon

emissions for future years. The state air pollution control agency used a

proportional reduction technique (Appendix. J) to determine the total regional

emissions level required to comply with the NAAQS for oxidants. Their analysis

showed =hat a 21.86% reduction in total regional hydrocarbon emissioes was

required between the air quality plan base year sad the compliance year. The

state accounted for New Source Performance Standards, the Federal Hotor

Vehicle Control Program and adopted several regulations requiring retrofit of

existing emission sources to effect the required reductions. The final result

of the state agency's planning effort is given in Table 3.3

In this particular instance it happened that the plan's compliance

year coincided with the te_tb year of the proposed new airport's operatiens.

Thus, th_ forecasts from the air quality plan need no interpolation ts match

the analysis years for the airport proaect , because they were made at five

year intervals. Year 1 of the project was selected as the base year for

doterminlng any corrections to maxlmum emisslon levels specified in the plan.

This is allowable since the present Oldflcld airport has experienced smooth

linear growth in emissions between the plan's iiiveL_tory year a.d Lhe opening

year of the proposed pro_ect (Project Year i).

The inventory is broken down into thirteen categories; only two,

automotive and aircraft, are of concern initially. The emissions specified

for aircraft are based on the present Oldfield Airport only. In the regional



Table 3.3 Suf_nry of Lhe Ilydrocarbon Emission Inventory

From Air Quality Region Plan

Emissions (103 kg/year)
i-

: Project Year

; Category 1 5 i0

Gasoline Handling & Storage
Hulk Storage 2252 2384 2490
Terminal Loading 848 901 927

Service Station Storage 199 159 185

Service Station Pumps 371 397 397

Power Plants 1695 980 1060

Refuse 270 270 270

Diesel and Shipping 3179 3258 3576

Industrial and Process Heating 2093 2119 2172

Drycleanlng 260 260 260

O_her Solvents 10278 10437 10702

Miscellaneous Gasoline Englnss 1007 1060 1139

Aircraft 949 1144 1386

Total Automotive 56252 43139 37643

TOTAL 79613 66508 62207

Compliance
Emission

Level
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plan, emissions were assumed to grow proportionately with the air traffic;

no change in engine emission characteristics was anticipated, The only other

category of emissions due to the airport that was considered in the regional

plan is access traffic. The automobile and bus trips to the Oldficld Airpnrt

were included in the regional vehicle-miles of travel forecast.

The category of airport induced growth is also included in the

regional plan. It is, of course, not categorized in that way; the rogionls

growth forecasts included the effects of airport growth in the colnmerclal

and industrial seaters. It is useful to point out here that it is not

necessary to total up separately the growth effects of the without-project

scenario as long as the induced growth tabulated for the with-project eoenurlo

is net growth. In this test ease, for example, the eoonomlc benefits of

the proposed project _Neway Airport) were computed by the consultant to the

airport commission. These benefits_ including new Jobs in the region, were

presented as a net increase in Jobs, accounting for the relocation of some

commsrclal establishments and industrial facilities as the focus of alr traffle

moved from Oldfled to Neway Airport. The majority of emissions due to

induced growtk cam be related to the number of jobs created in the region

near the airport, so the figures supplied in that consultant's report

allowed a computation of the emissions due to the net increase in co_nercial

and industrial activity.

As several on-airport sourues of hydrocarbon e_issions are not included

in this inventory for the region, it is necessary to correct the base year

inventory by including these sources. The correction amount for the base

year, Project Year i, is determined by adding together the emissions from
i

Oldfleld Airport sources not now in the inventory, as shown in Table 3.4.

In this instance, the correction amount is relatively small: 8] x 103kg/yr

against a regional total of 79,613 x 103kg/yr in the original inventory.

Its incluslon is still important from the airport operator's viewpoint,

however, because the allowable regional emissions will he slightly increased,

mitigating the effects of growth.

It is then necessary to apply tile reduction percentage, R% to the

uorrectlon term for the complianoe year, Project Year i0. As noted above,

the value of R over the ten year period is 21,86%, The m.ount added to the



Table 3.4, Detailed Airport Emisslc_n Inventory

. inBashYear WithoutProject

Ii

i!° Category l{O Emissions (103 kg/yr)

i Aircraft 949

Airport Non-Aircraft Already
inInventory

- AccessTraffic 100

Airport Non-Aircraft Not

in Inventory
- GroundServiceVehicles 60

- Fuel Storage & Handling Ii

-Heating& Cooling 1.5
- EngineTests 8.2

InducedGrowtha 0

TOTAL 1130

TOTAL NOT IN INVENTORY 81

"aGrowth induced by Oldfleld Airport is inciuded in regional growth

projections; only the ne_ increase due.to the prop0sed project will be
considered in the analysis.

.I

l
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regional desired emission ]ovel to include the previously unaccounted emission

sources, in th_ tenth year, is determined by

AIO = (Base Year Correction) (I-R/IO0

= (81 x 103 kg/yr) (I-0.2186)

= 63.3 x 103 kg/yr.

The value of the correction term for Project Year 5 is found by simple

linear interpolation botween years 1 and i0. Ttlese results are summarized

in Tabl_ 3.5. The numbers in the column headed "Total from Plan" are the

regional emission totals from Table 3.3, These plan-speclfled values are

increased by the increment in the next column, which was computed above.

The figures in the last column, headed "Desired Emission Level"; represent

the total desired emission level for hydrocarbons for the region, corrected

for several previously overlooked airport emission sources. These are the

totals that cannot be exceeded by the region (Modern City AQ_) if the new

airport is built. The desired emission l_vel for PY lO should guarantee

the attainment of the oxidant NAAQS if Appendix J is valid In the region.

3.1.4 The Decision to Require Ra_lancin_

The regional desired emission level can he compared to the emissions

that would result if Noway Airport were completed. Table 3.2 presented

the hydrocarbon emission inventory for Neway Airport. In Table 3.6, those

data plus the emissions from Oldfleld while N_;ay is in operation - the

with project scenario - are presented. The first item, "Remainder of

Region_ is the sum of all the emission categories on Table 3.3 except

aircraft. This is unchanged as a result of the project. Included in this

total are the emissions due to access traffic =hat would occur if the project

were not built. Thus the "Airport Non-Aircraft" category includes all

non-alrcraft airport emissions due to Noway Airport, including for access

traffic only those emissions due to access traffic in excess of levels

pr_Vluusly expected for Oldfield, Th_ fracLlon of the access traffic indicated

on Tah]e 3.2 that is considered new traffic in Project Years i, 5 and l0

is OZ,fl.l_ and 34.6% rospemtlvely. These numbers were derived hy comparing

the number of vehicle trips expected under the with (Noway) versus the witbout

(Oldfleld only) project scenarios. Although the passenger traffic increase
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• Table 3.5, Modification of Deslrcd Emission Lnvel for Each Project Year

i

i!. Total Desired

Project Year Prom Plan Increment a Emission Level

1 79613 81.0 79694

81 + 63.3 b
5 66508 66580

2

!: 10 62207 63.3 62270

aAccounts for existing emissions not included in original state plan and

found in this analysis using a more detailed airport emissions inventory.

bLinear interpolation
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Table 3.6. R_ional Hydrocarbon Emlsslon Inventory

Including the Proposed New Airport

Fmissions (103 kg/ye_r)

Pro/___Year

Ca=egery I 5 i0

Remainder of Reglon a 78664 65364 60821
Aircraft

Oldfleld Airport 753 210 18

NewayAirport h 150 934 1886
Airport Non-Aircraft

Oldflel8Airport 65 19 0

NewayAirport 31 240 460

TOTAL 79663 66767 63185

Desired Emission Level 79694 66580 62270

Exeess Emlss_ons -31 187 915

aIncludss all source categories in regional Inventory (Table 3.3) except
aircraft.

blncludes all induced growth, ground service vehicles, fuel storage, heating,

engine tests; includes new auto access trip emissions for each year (0%,
64.8%, and 73.5%, respectively, of _be amounts shown on Table 3.2 for Access

Traffic).



is actually greater than that for Years 5 and i0, a signlfiean£ fI'act_ow_

of passengers are expected to use the new rapid rall conneotlon to the

alnport, gowavor, new trips alone do not account for all of the difference

in access traffic emissions; in PYb,for example, only 8.1% of the omissions

are from new trips, while 64.8% of the emissions on Table 3.2 are due to

Noway. The greater length of the trips on the Noway Airport slte, compared

to the Oldfleld site, must also be taken into account. For the number of

trips already expected to be made by air travelers, tbe on-site trip length

more than doubles. Thus in Project Year 5, 55.5 x 103 kg of HC emissions

at8 due £o Noway, in excess of the 37.7 x 103 kg forecast for Oldfield wlth-

out the new airport being built. In Project Year i0, 75.5 x 103 kg of HC

emissions are due to Noway. The emissions shown for aircraft rnflect the

split between the two airports as described earlier. The total for Noway

aircraft emisslons is taken from Table 3.2. The totals for Oldfield Airport

were computed separately, reflecting the transi£1on to m general aviation

airport over the ten years. In the first year, the total emlsslons due

to aircraft are less than the amount that would occur if the preset= were not
.j

boil=; this is due to the relieving of congestion at 01dfield because of the

shifting of some traffic to Noway.

The comparison between the total regional emissions expected with

the project being built and the desired emission level from the regional air

quality plan can now be made for each project analysis year. The desired

emission levels, computed on Table 3.5, are projected to he exceedsd in

I Project Years 5 and 10. Emission reduction strategies must hc found, starting !

by Project Year 5, to offset these proposed increases due to the n_w airport,

or a permit cannot be granted.

3.1.5 Balanciss and Trade-OfEs

As shown in Table 3.6, the proposed projec_ causes the regional

emissions total to exceed the desired emissions level in Projeot Years 5

and i0. Following the balance sheet technique, it is nocessary tO find
i

emission _rade-offs equal _o or greater _han the ex.peoted _cess emissions, i

either from the airport or somewhere else in tbe region, for those years. [

The first place to looh is at the airport sources. In the fifth year, !

the most significant source is aircraft, folloued by on-airport access traffia

and new traffic outsld_ the airport due to new air passengers and employees
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in the area (see Table 3.2). The aircraft _nissions are affected by the ong:ine

characteristics - not changeable until the fleet changes over - and by opera_ing

characteristics such as taxiing time. The latter is not a very promising

area, as the Newsy Airport is laid out to minimize the taxi time for large

jets. The auto traffic emissions from all three sources can be affected

only by ellmlna_ing traffic, since the Federal }lotor Vehicle Control Program

has already been taken into account. As a significant mode split to commuter

rail is included in the auto traffic estilnates, this path also is not

promising.

So in this instance, the off-airport sources for emission trade-ells

look more promising. By examining the regional air quallt y plan, several

stra=egles appear relevant. The first, sufflclent to negate the excess

emissions of Pro_ect Year 5, involves dry cleaning solvents. Currently,

reactive hydrocarbon solvents are used. The use of non-teas=lye hydrocarbon

solvents can essen_lally ellminate all the emissions now expected from

dry cleaning, 260 x 103 kg/year. For Project Year i0, this strategy alone

is not adequate, since the excess emissions total 915 x 103 kg/year.

Examining the inventory leads to several conclusions: i) automotive,

gasoline handling and storage are already controlled to the maximum practi-

cable level in the plan; 2) power plailts cannot be controlled further; and

3) except for solvents the other sources are relatively small and it is diffi-

cult to find control strategies. Thus, the category of Other Solvents has

• the greatest poteatial for this AQ>bi. Detailed examination of the source-

by-source inventory yields the fact that Just about 9% of the solvent

emissions are due to surface coating facilities (painting, varnishing, etc.).

Requiring the use of activated carbon adsorbers at these facilities could

be 90% effective in reducing hydrocarbon emissions. Requiring the adsorbers

on surface coating facilicles would yield a trade-off of 867 x 103 kg/year.

The two strategies added together - use of non-reactive dry cleaning solvents

and control of surface coating emissions - yield an emission trade-off large

enough to balance the _xpecsed _xcess _*isslons in Project Year 10. These

results are presented in Table 3.7.

In determining these s_rategles for emission trade-ells, it is

essential co have detailed knowledge of exactly what is lncluded in _he

regional air quality plan. The nature of the pollutant sources end the
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Table 3.?. Strategy for Trade-ells

_- E_eess

Emissions Trade-offs

Project Year (103 kg/year) (103 kg/yQar)

'" 1 None

5 187 260 Use of non-reactive solvents

in drycleanlng.

i0 915 260 Use of non-reactlve solvents

in dry cleanins.

867 Use of activated carbon

adsorbers in surface coating

i_ facilities.

i

i



strategies a]rendy used in the regional plan varies from one air quality

region to another. This test case also demonstrates the signiflcanne of the

traff:[c induced by th_ airport as an emission source. Even where a co_uter

train is available, auto traffic levels are skill high. Especially in t:he

later analysis years, as other emission sources in the region are controlled

so as to slow o_ reverse growth In emissions, the airport as a whole begins

to grow in significance as a regional source of hydrocarbon emissions. In

_his case, the airport grows from 1.2% to 3.8% of the regional total. Aircraft

accounted for 85% of the on-alrport increase between Project Years 5 and 10,

while induced auto traffic accounted for 90.6% of the increase in induced

growth. For years beyond the compliance year (Project Year 10), the new

alrcraft engine emission standards will he important in keeping the region

below the compliance emission level.
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3.2 MODIFIED AIRPORT TEST CASE

3.2.1 Description of Pro2osed Prqje_c_

This test case demonstrates the appllcaulon of the balance sheet tech-

nique for a proposed modification to as existing airport in an oxidant non-

attainment area. The data for the airport and for tile region are based on

actual aircraft activity and air quality da_a but have been modified for

purposes of _llustratlon. The discussion will focus on the balancing deci-

sion in this application of the technique to a proposed modification of an

existing alrport_ following tile procedure of Section 2.

The Metro Airport in tile Green Apple Air Quality Maintenance Area

(Aq_) is anticipating a large increase in traffic within the next several

years. To accommodate this growth, the airport commission feels that a new

Jet runway is needed. There is adequate space at th_s airport to build a runway.

A long runway is needed C12,000 I) since much of the growth in traffic will

come in the form of more large _et operations. It is felt that the terminal

and parking facilities are adequate to handle the passenger load since the

terminal building was expanded a few years afio in anticipation of more rapid

growth than has actually occurred in tim interim. The traffic forecasts for

the ten-year analysis perlod_ beginning with the opening of tile runway to

traffic, are presented in Table 3.8, {

Table 3.8. Forecast Aircraft Activity ]

at Metro Airport !

Project Year i 5 10

Air Carrier

Operations

(i03) 483 577 671

Air Carrier

Passenger

E.plunements

(10 _) 15 20 25

Given the 188 x 103 inereas_ in air carrier operations, and the 20

million increase in passenger :,lovemenLs (enplanemenEs and deplanements), it

can be seen that this project is subject to review under Lhe criteria. An

increase of 50,000 anltual air carr[er opera_ions p_[r1.6 million annual passen-

gers is sufficient to qualify for pro-construction review.
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3,2.2 Emissions Due to the ProDo:_ed t:}]_o__ct_

flot_o Airl)ort prnposed (_ nimtLlatlotl _odel of Its curr_nt operations.

The model simulated aircraft operations in detail for a typi.eal day, comput-

ing,thu aircraft and ground service vehicle emissions of }It and NO hour by
X

hour. Five other on-site sources of emissions were included, using detailed

data collected for current ac_ivlgies to determine the emis.qions from these

sources (access traffic, fuel storage and handling, engine aests, beating,

mlsnellaneous). Starting from this finely calibrated simulation, the airport

had little difficulty in forecasting emissions for tile higher levels of traf-

fic expected when the new runway is completed. All the activity levels were

based on aircraft operations and passenger movements, using relationships

(e,g,) vlsltor/passenger ratios, access vehicle load factors) derived from

current patterns. The induced growth sources were forecast for tbe analysis

period using relationships between aircraft a,d passenger activity levels and

regional employment developed specifically for Hetro Airport. Studies of

current land use patterns provided an excellent data bas_ for these relation-

shlps. As Hetro Airport is already a very busy airport, it is felt that the

land use patterns in the region are fairly settled; no major durra-regional

shifts will occur. Rather, growth attracted to the region because of the air-

port will locate in the same pattern as existing ].and uses. The new hotels

will be built near _he existing ones and so on.

The summary of the HC emissions expected at H_tro Airport if the pro-

Ject is completed In presented in Table 3,9, Thn details of these computa-

tions may he found _n Appendix B, including references to thn simulation model

used. The AQ,_ in which Hetro Airport is located used the Appendix J method

for determining the required emission reductions for attainment of the oxidant

air qusllty standard; for this tenses, only the hydrocarbon emission inventory

is Inclu(led in Table 3.9. The NOx inventory is included in Append[x B, how-
ever,

The computations of aircraft HC emissions assumed that tbe entire fleet

will l,_et the new engine emission staildavds proposed by FAA, 7_ in ih'uj_cu l'_aL

i0. In Project Year i, all of the fleet is ezpected to use current engines,

as characterized in U.S. EPA's Report AP-62. 24 By Project Year 5, roughly

half of the f]oeu will be composed of aircraft having the newer, cleaner en-

gines. This assumption on _he part of the airpor_ is a crucial one in this



Tablu 3.9. Detailed Metro ALL'port H)'droca_bnn l_missLon

Inventory W_th Proposed Project

Emissions (10_ kpJve__nr)

Pro_ect Year

Category 1 5 I0

Aircraft 1520.3 1533.2 1546.0

i Access Traffic 196.1 204.6 213.2

_, Ground Service Vehicles 306.8 369.4 432.1

; Fuel Storage and Handling 397.7 470.6 543.4

Heating and Coo]._ng 0. g 0. H O. 8

Engine Tests 36.1 21.6 7.0

Missellan_,o.s 6.7 8.1 9.5

On-Airport Tncal 2464.5 2608.3 2752.0

Induced Growth

Air Passenger Traffic 59.2 82.2 131.3

Employee Traffic 138.0 152.6 160.4

New Workplaces 0.I O. S 2.1

_L_nufacturing Process es 0.2 I. 8 4.2

Induced Growth To tel 197.5 237.5 369.9

TOTAL DUE TO AIRPORT

NITH PROJECT 2662.0 2845.8 3121.9



ana:lysis. A:lroraft are responsible for 57.1Z of the emissions in Project

Year l, yet tile3• drop to less than 50% of the total in Project Year i0, ac- i

count:fag for only 5.6% of the overall if|crease In airport emissions over that

time period. Given the 39Z increase In jot aircraft operations, only the

assumption of clean engines in Project Year i0 keeps the total airport emis-

slon growth so low (17.3%). If the fleet changeover does not occur at the .!

rate projected hy Metro Airport, considerable recalculation and reconsidera- I

tlon would be called for. The potential error Is the emissions forecast due

to an underestimating of aircraft emissions is at minimum 570 x lO 3 kg in the

tenth year, or nearly 20% of the airport total in that year.

Ground service vehicles are another large source of HC emissions. The

emissions increase 41Z over the analy._;[s period, growing from 11.5% to 13.8Z

of the airport total. Thus the increase in emissions is parallel with the

I_0% increase in Jet operations_ since the emission factors for ground service

vehicles are assumed not to change over the ten years. The relative share of

the airport total increases for ground service vehicles as aircraft emissions

reduce their share of the total.

The on-site access traffic is also a relatively large source of HG

emissions. These emissions increase very little (1.7%) over the ten years.

Al=hough vehicle miles of travel increases proportional to the passenger move-

ments, the composite emission factors for automobiles are lowering each year

tending to negate the effect of the increased W[r. As a result, access traf-

fic emlss_ons become a less significant source from project year 1 to year I0

(7.4% to 6.SZ). Fuel storage and handling is the other major ||C emission

source on the airport site. As fuel needs are directly proportional to air-

craft operations and the fuel emission factors are constant over the ten

years, fuel emissions increase nearly 37% over the analysis period. Their

share of tile airport total also increases, from 14.9% to 17.4Z, again because

aircraft emissions are nearly eonstallt and emissions from fuel are increasing.

The remaining on-airport sources of |[C emissions account for less than

2% of the total in any year. The heatlng needs are not expected to change

since 'the terminal size _¢iiI.not change. The engine test emissions actually

decrease over the analysis period, oven though the numher of engine tests will

increase along with operations, becatlse of the new clean engines wbich will he
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tesCed in Year 1O. The miscellaneous sources include ref.se inelnera=Io_l and

various airline maintenance facilities that eontrlbute from 0.2-O.3% of the

anntlal total.

Induced growth increases its share of the airport total from 7.4% to

11.9% over the ten years. The emissions increase 87% over that time. The

growth is due mainly to the vehlelc miles of travel dtle to new air passengers

and employees at new off-slte jobs. The nlrport's importance in the region's

economy is demonstrated by the growth attracted to the region on its account.

3.2.3 Reglonal Air quallty plan

Green Apple AQ}L% has prepared an attalnment and maintenance plan for

the oxidant slr quality standard, _s it is a non-attalnment area for oxidants.

There is available an inventory of }IC emissions for the base year of the plan

with forecasts until five years beyond the projected compliance year. A sum-

mary of the plan is presented _n Table 3.10. This plan called for a reduction

of 7,64% in }[C nmisslons between the plan's base year and the compliance year,

The region is fairly close to compliance at the start of tilealrport's ten-

year analysis period, as indicated by the relatively low percentage reduction

needed to achieve the oxidant NAAQSo Note that the years are indicated In

terms of the proposed project's analysis years. The compliance year for the

AQbI4 happens to occur in the third year of operation of th_ proposed new run-

way. The year five years before compliance (3 years before the project) is

the baseline year for the air quality plan. Project Year I wlll be used as

the baseline for any corrections to the inventory, however.

In the regional air quality plan, the airport was expected to grow by25%

over the ten years, since its physical facilities limited its growth. With the

proposed runway, however, operations growth of 40% is expected. The new engine emis-

sion standards were expected to bc in effect. These assumptions led to the i

amounts noted in Table 3.10 foL"aircraft emissions. The on-alrport categories

of heating and cooling and access trgffie were also included in th= regional

plan, in the appropriate source categories.

As the project's analysis years do not match the plan's analysls time

frame, it is necessary to interpolate the requirements of the plan to matr.h

the project's analysis years. Tn Table 3.11, the interpo]atlon is showo.



Tnl,la 3.i0. Sur.mary o[ Hydrocarbon Emiss'ton Inventory
From Regional Air Qua].ity Plan

Emissions (103 kg/year)

Pro_eet Year

3 years 3
Category beforeproject" (ComplianceYear) 8

Gasoline _h_ndllng & Storage

Bulk Storage 2252 2384 2384

Terminal Loading 848 901 901
Service Station Storage 159 159 159

Service Station Pumps 371 397 397

PowerPlants 1695 980 980

Refuse 270 270 270

Diesel and Shipping 3179 3258 3258
i

Industrial and Process Heating 2093 2119 2119 I

Drycleaning 260 260 260 !

Other Solvents 10278 10437 10437

Miscellaneous Gasoline Engines 1007 1060 1060

Aircraft ],534 1474 1474

Total Automotive 46252 41139 41139

TOTAL 70198 64838 64788

Compliance
Emissions Level
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Table 3.11. Interpolation to Colnpu=e Plan Requirements

in Project' Year.s 1, 5, 10

:: IIC Emissions (i0 "_kg/year)

_ Pro ieet Year

[_ Category -3 i 3 55.

[_ Rest of region a 22412 22300 22225 22225
C:

_! Au=omotlve 46252 43184 41139 41139

,, Aircra£t 1534 1498 1474 1474

TOTAL 70198 66982 64838 64838
?

_'_ acategorles "Gasoline llandling and Storags" through "t._scellaneous Gasoline

_? Engines" on Table 3.10.

iii bsince compliance is reached in Pro_ect Year 3 and forecast in tlie plan to
Project Year 8, the plan requirements for Pro_ect Year l0 are assumed _m be
th_ sam_ as thosm indicated for Project Year 8.

r

_ .

k
, .1!

[
t_

i,

: •
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Tile data from the plan, In the eohanns headed Project Year -3 aad ProjecL

Year 3, are taken from Table 3.10. The data for Project Year i i:; _ nlmple

linear interpolation between them. Project Year 5 repeats the requirements

of Project Year 3, silica compliance was reface]st out to Project Year 8.

Project Year i0 is assumed to be the same as Year 5, since the regional plan

s_ops at Year 8.

In Table 3.12, the HC emission iL_ventory for Metro Airport for Project

Year 1 without the runway being built is provided. It is lleoessary to compute

these emissions since the regional alr quality plan does not include all of

the relevant sources, as noted above. In the table_ all of the HC emissions

estlmaced from each of the os-alrport sources are listed in the first column.

The next two columns distinguish the emission source categories that were In-

eluded in the plan from those that were not. The total from the third colu_tn,

730 X l03 kg/yr, represents the total amount of emissions not accounted for

in the original emissions inventory.

Thls amount (730 metric tons) must now he included in the regional

emissions, and reduced by R = 7.647., the required regional emlssio, reduc-

tion. The reduced amount is added to the compliance year emlsslon level,

yielding the corrected compliance emission level. The results of these com-

putations are presented in Table 3.13 for the airport proJeotls analysis

years and for the regional air quality plan's compliance year. The same

amount is added to the plan's totals for Years 5 and 10 as for the compli-

ance year, since compliance Is forecast beyond the compliance year. The totals

in the third column rcpresen= the emission levels that cannot be exceeded in each

year if _he plan is to be adhered to and the oxidant NAAQS to be me_,

i

i

i
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Table 3.12. Detalled Airport EmlssJ.oa Inventory for Base Y_ar a
(without project)

(10 3 ks/year _

Actual HC Extra Emissions

Hydrocarbon Emissions Due to Detailed

Category Emissions in Plan Inventory i

Aircraft 1498.4 1498.4 0

Heating and Cooling 0.8 0.8 O i

AccessTraffic 166.7 166.7 O i

Ground Service Vehicles 302.4 O 302.4

Engine Tests 35.6 0 35.6

Fuel S_orage and llandllng 392.0 O 392.0

InducedGrowthb O O O

Airport Total 2395.9 1665.8 730.0

!

aProJect Year 11

• bIncluded elsewhere in the regional inventory.

Table 3.13. Modification of Desired Emission Level !
for Each Project Year I

,!

Total Desired i
Project Year from Plan Increment Emission Level i

1 66982 730.0 67712

3 (Compliance 64838 674.2 65512.2
year in plan)

5 64838 674.2 65512.2

10 64838 674.2 65512.2
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3.2.4 The De_,sionto I{equireT!al_snc_.n_

Given the desired emlsslon level for the region for each analys|s

year, it can now be determined whether these desired tota]s will be exceeded

at any time as a result of the airport modification. In Table3.14, the

emission inventory for the region with the project is presented year by year.

Only the airport sources are broken out, since they are the only ones that

have changed at this point in the analysis. The Aircraft and Airport Non-

Aircraft categories include only those emissions not already counted in the

Remainder of Region category. That is, no. aircraft emissions are included

in the Remainder of the Region; they are all counted in Aircraft. The heat-

ing and access traffic emissions already in the Remainder of the Region cate-

gory are not Is the Airport Non-Aircraft category. Referring to Table 3.9,

the Airport No,-Aireraft category includes all the source categories except

alroraft, heating and =oGling, and 85% of the access traffic emissions.

The totals shown in Table 3.14 represent the emisslons that _,,ouldoccur in

the region if the project were built and no other changes in emissions occurred,

These totals when compared with the desired emission level in each year yield

the excess emissions. In this test case, there are excess emissions in every

analysis year. If thQ project is to he huilt, then reductions in }IC emis-

sions must be found in the region to offset these proposed increases.

3.2,5 Balancing and Trade-offs

Rmlsslss reductions greater than the excess amounts sho_n in Table 3.14

must be found from soma source of HO emissions in the region. T1le first place

to examine in this case is the airport itself. _%ere are several aspects of

the alrport's design and operation which lend themselves to improvements that

would reduce emissions. _[etro Airport is poorly ]aid out from the perspective

of mlnlmizing taxi and idle time. Thus a strategy to reduce aircraft emis-

sions by lessening idle and taxi emissions coLild he fruitful. Towing air-

craft, in place of taxiing, meets this need. The simulation model we!: used

to determine tilemaximum emission reduction possible by complete conversion

to towing. In the first year, a reduction of over 1300 x i0 _ kg/yr is p_ssi-

ble. gut a reduction of only 266 x 101 kg/yr is needed in that year. The

airport might than introduce towing slo_ly, requiring one-third of the opera-

tions to use it. By the fifth year, however, all operations will need to use



Table 3.14. Hydrocarbon Emission Inventory Includ:[ng'
the Proposed Airpor_ Nodification

Emlsslons (10 _ kg/year)

-- Project Year

• Category 1 5 l0
s

: Remainder Of R_gion a 65484 63364 63364
i

AircraE_ 1520 1533 1546 _

AirportNon-Aircraftb 974 1138 1434 iL

TOTAL 67978 66035 66344

Desired Emission Level 67712 65512 65512

Excess Emissions 266 523 832

asum of flrsc two categories on Table 3.11.

: blneludes induced growth; excludes airport emlss_on

amounts already in "Remainder of Region" (i.e., heat-
ing at a_rport, access traffic at wlthout-project
levels).



_owing to ach:Lev,.'sufficient redtletion in c_miss£ons Lo trade-oFf a_aLnst tile

proposed increase of 523 x 103 kg/yr. In the tenth year, the effect oE tile i

lowered engine emission standards is such that only 60% of the necessary emission

offset can be found through the use of towing for all operatlons. An additional

strategy is r_qulred in this year. Even though jet fuel (JP-5) is not very vola-

tile, a large reduction in emissions can he achieved by using floating roof

instead of fixed roof tanks for storage. The new floating roof tanks ellml-

sate Just about 75% of the emissions of a fixed roof tank. This strategy

then would yield a red"cries of 346 x ]03 kg/yr in He emissions. The two

strategies _ogether, towing and the use of floatln s roof tanks, will create

a large enough reduction to t;ade-off against the increase due to the higher

traffic levels. These strategies are summarized on Table 3.15; details of

the towing strategy are presented in Appendix B.

This test case illustrated the large effect that on-alrport strategies

can have. Again, the need for careful computations is emphasized. Detailed

knowledge of the airport's operation is essentlal in identifying on-alrport

emlssion reduction strategies.
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Table3.15. Strategyfor Trado-offs

Excess

Project Emissions Trade-offs

Year (103 kg/year) (101 kg/year)

l 266 442.5 Use of tow vehicles in place
of aircraft taxiing (for oLle
third of the operations)

5 523 579.6 Use of tow vehicles in place
of aircraft taxiing

lO 832 495,5 Use of tow vehicles in place

of aircraft taxiing

346.4 a Use of floating roof tanks

for J_t fuel storage

a85% of fuel storage emissions due to Jet fuel; 75% emission r_duc-
tlon due to new tanks.



3.3 CONCLUSIONS

There are several issues brought out by these t_st eases, using the

balance sheet analysis technique for a proposed new airport. They include:

l) The need for a firm understanding of the growth assumptions
included in the regional air quality plan and in particular

Just what rates are assumed for various source categories.

2) The importance of an accurate accounting of the emissions from
induced growth sournes since induced growth, conservatively

estlmated in th_se test cases, contrlhutes 5-10% of the airport
total.

3) The problem of double counting airport sources when eomputlng

the base year correction term.

4) The importance of having a llne-by-line inventory for the air
quality region in defining trade-off strateglos.

The application of the technique was straight-forward. The problems

arose generally in the need for a strict accounting of emissions and

oorrespondlnglygood data regarding the regional air quality plan and the

airport emissions inventory. The mismatch of analysis years between the

air quality plan and the project poses no problems - only additional

computation to determlns the air quality plan's requlr_=ents for the project

years. The compunction of any corrections to the inventory deserves careful

a=tentlon, however. In doing the test oases it heeame clear i) that

the inclusion of previously uncounted emissions from airport sources must

be added in the air quality plan base year, and 2) that the additional

amoue_ must he reduced by the regional emission reduction percentage, R.

If growth in airport en*issions has been linear between the air quality

plan base year and project year i, then the project y_ar inventory for the

wlthout-project s_enario could be used. However, the eorrectlon a_ount

must still be reduced by R in the _ompliance year, even though the time

between project ysar i and the compliance year is less than the time

between the air quality plan base yea_ and the compliance year. The amount

of the reduction speslfied by a proportional reduetlon method _ueh as

Appendix J is independent of the period of time chosen by the air pollution

control agency to effect that reduction and as such the full reduction

must be made.
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4. HIGm_AY TEST CASES __

4.1 TEST CASE 1 - SHORELINE FREEI_AY CO_]ECTIO._:

4.1.1 Doscripcion of Proposed Project

For this test case, a major link in the do_;ntown po_tlon of the hiEhl4ay

network of a medium sized metropolitan area is proposed for construction.

A 4.1 mile segment, 6 lanes for most of its length, will c0nnecE two freeways.

This link in the highway network passes through the central area of the city.

A sketch of the proposed construction and the study area is included in

[ Fig. 4.1. The study area was defined by the highway planners as that area
;i

i which Would contain the traffic increases or decreases brought about by

i this new freeway segment.

The traffic changes that might be brought about by the completion

of this freeway link can be measured either in terms of the additiosal

capacity uslng average daily traffic (ADT) or in terms of the additional

trip mileage using vehicle miles of travel (v_fr) as a measure. The traffic

levels with and without the project were forecast using a traffic assignment

model. A traffic assignment modQ1 assigns the trips from the Erip interchange

matrix to a particular network of freeways and erterials using either a

capacity-restrained or free assignment algorithm. The trip interchange

matrix was itself generated from other planning models. The matrix contains

the number of trips between every pair of zones in the region under study.

The zone is the basic element in the highway demand modeliwg process, since

all measures of activity are specified for each zone. Zones are smaller

in area in densely populated portions of the study area, asd become very

large (4 sq mi) as the population thins out. En this particular test case,

the entire study area is densely populated, as only the central portion

of the urban area is included in it.

To analyze the effects of the new link on the netwo[k, several runs

of che assigsment model were made. First, the ADT and V_ were determined

for the situation in wbleh the proposed l_nk is not completed - the no-build

or do-nothlng alternative. The, using Lhe same trip interchang_ matrix,

the ADT and _._f were determined for several with-project al_ernatives. The

alternatives differ mainly in the exact path of the roadway (with no significant

differences in length) and the number of interchanges along the new link.
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PROPOSEDP_RK---_ "/
FREEWAY _.:

(COVEREDIN ANOTHEREI5) :

Freeway Complete
_o

"',.,,.. osed Park Fzeeway - .9 miles
,e

1-794-COMPL£' Lake Freeway

Complet_ Total Lake Freeway
to Layton Ave, -
3.2 miles

Lake Freeway

-894--DO¼PLETE

_l P_O_EOL"_EFREE'A'TO ILL. LINE
AIRPORT (COVEREDINANOTHERE_S)

!
!
I
I

Fig. 4.1. Highway Tes_ Case i - Schematic of
Proposed Highway Link
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i

Only one alternative is presented here. The results of tbese traffic

assignments are presented in Table l*.l.

Table 4.1. Test Case i - Highway Traffic Measures

ADT V_c

Project Year 1 5 i0 1 5 i0

Option

' No Build

:I Screenllne ia 0 0 0 1,691,124 2,113,905 2,325,292

:; Screei111ne 2b 20,960 26,200 28,820

;i

Build

Screenliae ia 0 68,300 75,130 1,752,182 2,190,352 2,409,383

Sereenline 2b 20,960 69,700 76,670

aSouth of bridge on Fig. 4.1

bAt brldge on Fig. 4.1

CFor entire study area on Fig. 4.1 !

By inspection of Table 4.1, it can be seen that the proposed project

is subject to preconstruction review under the criterion of a SO,O00 increase
!

in ADT over ten years, starting from the opening dat_ of the project (Project

Year 1 on the tabl_). Note that the ADT for Project Year 1 is the same for

the build and no-build options. The starting point for the growth forecasts

is taken to be the no-build traffic levels, since by the end of even the first

year of the project a large increase in traffic over the no-build option will

_' o_nur.

Some discussion Of the source of these ;_T and V:_ ast_nates is

appropriate. The transportation forecasting tools used in the study are

tailored for highway capacity purposes, not impact analysis. The demand for

trips was forecast for one year-project year 5 in this case. The fraction

of trips by highway, as _:allas the _rip interchange matrix, were then calculated

using standard models. The traffic assigmnent using the existing network
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indicated deficiencies in xhis "no-build" network, Various "build" sLciltegLes

!mere examined by inputting tilesame sat of highway trips to the as-'_ignmcnt model

• bu_ wixh an improved ncXwork. As tile_roj_c_ start-up (late is five years

before xhe year of the point forecasts assumptions of growth befer_ and

after the forecast year were made: 0.g of PY5 in PYl, and I.i of FY5

in PYlO.

The differences :in V._ITmus_ he very small as m result of _his

process, regardless of the size of ADT changes in any corridor. The additon

of capacity serves the foracas_ traffic; increases in _ff (3.6Z in £hls case)

result from serving all Che forecasx Xrlps by llfting the capaelXy limitation

and, to a smaller extent, result from xrips shifted into the proposed roads

from other roadways. This method of analysis is adequate for highway capacity

purposes because it does successfully Idenxify the places in the mct_;orl¢

where additional capacity will be needed. Certain deficiencies in this

me_hsd can he Id_entlfled for impact analysis purposes, however, especially

including _he inability of the existing standardized transportation planning

package to predict travel due to growth induced by the addlton of the

highway llnk.

4.1.2 Emissions Due to Pro._ect

The determination of HC emissions due go tile proposed highway project

relies on the results of the traffic assignment model (v_rr and average speeds),

using the emission factors of EPA's Supplement 5. The emissions of concern

are those due to traffic on the proposed roadway and ally other traffic in-

creases in the study area, durlng the ten year analysis psrlod. IX is

essential to capture all V_ increases and speed changes that result from

the proposed project, including induced traffic. The s_udy area indicated

on Fig. 4.1 includes all segmenxs of tilenetwork which are expected to show

any V}_ changes or speed changes as a result of tile project, according to

the trsnspotatloa planners. Using current transportation planning msthodslt

is dlffiault, however, to identify increases in W,_ due to development

a_trac_ed xo Xhe area on account of the facility. Ix is probable that ths

V}_' used is an underestimate of what will occur.

A summary of the }IC _n.lsslons for thai build and no-build options

is presented in Table 4.2,
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Table 4.2. }IC Emissions for Study Area for Test C_me 1 _'_'_
(103 kg)

Project Year

1 i0

Daily Annual Daily Annual

No Build 6.72 2452 7.88 2878

Builda 6.90 2518 8.11 2961

aAssumlng traffic increases in opening yea_.

It must first be pointed out that the analysis that produced these emission

totals presumed an increas_ in traffic in the first year of the project,

accounting for the difference in omissions for the two situations in the

first year. This is in contrast to Table 4.1, where this increase was not

included in the ADT figures (although it was included in the v_fr)to demonstrate

the computation of the ADT change in determining whether the project is

subJ eat to review.

If it is assumed that the project was not included in the regional

air quality plan, but that the V}_, attd therefore emissions, growth without

,( • _he project were included, then the difference between _he with and without
Jl

project scenarios is the main concern. In the tenth year, the increase in

annual HC emissions due tO the project is 2.9% of the no-build scenario,

or 83 x 103 kg annually.

Compared to region_.l annual HC emissions on th_ order of 40,000 x

183 kg (see Tahles 3.3 and 3.10), this difference is inconsequential. ThQ

small increase is a direct consequence of the small increase in v}_r due to

the project. The emissions _ncrease of 2.9% is less than the 3.6% increase

in Vb_ because of the decreasing automobile emission factors over the analysis

period and also due to higher speeds on some roadways.

A regional emissions analysis is not in order, given the small chanse

in emissions. However, a discussion of th_ sensitivity of the HC emissions

forecast to possihle errors in the Vb[r forecast is in order as current

transportation planning methods are constrained in certain aspects crucial

to air quality impact analysis.
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4.1.3 Sensltivity of HC Emissioj% Forecasss to V_ Forecasts

If the V_[_ forecast for thls project is indeed correct then it appears

_ha_ no balaneln S analysis n_ed be don(:. Let us oxamlne, hoicevcr, the ef6_ot

of errors in tha increased V.'_, due to the project, on HC emlssloa forecasts.

Focusing ell the tensi_ project y_ar, the relevant data are summarized

in Table 4.3 below.

Table 4.3. Project Year I0 Data for Highway Test Case i

No Build Build

ADT

ScreenlineI 0 75,130

Screenline2 28,820 76,670

VD_ (103 ml) 2,325.29 2,409.38

HC Ewlssions 2,878 2,961

(i0; kg/year)

_VMT due to project 3.6Z

If no signlfican_ downward change in the distr_bution of speeds is assumed

to occur and various magnitudes of error in the forecast of VD_ due to the

project are selected, the following is the effect on _he absolute increase

in HC emissions in the study area:

Increase in

Increase in Vb_ }IC Emissions

Due to Project (103 kg/yr)

3.6% 83 (Actualforecast)

7.2Z 188

36.0% 1012



An error of a factor of i0 Ill The forecast of vehicle mi]us Lravollod,

relatively small error filth respec_ to the hlghway capnclties, yle]ds a

signiflean£ change in _he emissions picture. An increase of a thousand metric

toils of IIC _,issions is not to be Ig_lored, from an air quality perspective.

4.2 TEST CASE 2 - URB.%N INTERSTATE CONNECTION

4.2.1 D@scrlptlon of Proposed Pr0,_sc_

The second proposed highway cons_ructlon pro_ect is tile completion

of a ma_or inters_a_e highway through an urban area. The proposed link wlll

he 10-15 miles long, depending on the selection of the best route location,

with six lanes for most of i_s length. A sketch of the proposed pro_ect

(Fig. 4.2) illustrates the two posslhle paths through the urban area (they

are .labeled 2 and 7).

Tile effee_ of this proposed link w_s modeled by the transportation

planners in _he same manner as the first highway test case. That is, the

various route locatlon alternatives were input to the traffic assignment model,

using the same trip interchange matrix in each case. The alternativQs numbered

2 and 7 seem _o the transportation planners to he more desirable on several

counts _han the others proposed; so this review focuses on those two alterna-

tives. Both _o through heavily developed urban ar_as. The s_udy region

includes all roadways whose traffic speed or volume would he affected by _ha

new routQ, A summary of the traffic levels with and wichout the project Is

presented in Table 4.4.

! Table 4.4. Test Case 2 - }lighwayTraffic Measures

'- ADT V_ff(1O6miles)

i Project Year Project Year

1 i0 i i0

No-Build 24,000 31,000 24.0 29.9

Al=ernative 2 54,000 68,000 24.4 30.5

Alterna_ive7 97,000 127,000 24.6 30.7
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Di g
This prnjent qualifies for review as an indirect source, a_ s_It by

the increase ill ADT of 103,000, under Aitei'native 7 over the ten years. The

increase in ADT shown for the firsL project }'ear for the two build options

is reflective of the linear growth assu:_Lptionsover a £wetlty-year period that

are the basis for these forecasts (ProJeeL Year 1 is the tenth planning year).

i 4.2,2 Emissions Due to Pro_ect

,' The emissions due to this pzojea_ w_re forecast for all _he op=ions

[ mentioned above using emission factors from Supplement 5 of AP-42 • Emissions :

_' were computed from each link in the network, adjusting for the speed on each !
}

link, The results of _hese computations a_ found in Table 4.5.

[
Table 4.5, Tenth Year HC Emissions for Highway Test Case 2

(103kg) J

Daily Annual

No Build 41,9 15,293

Alternative 2 42,1 15,366

Alt ernatlve 7 42.2 15,403

The difference, in the =enth year, between the build and no-build alternatives

is, at worst_ i10 tons per year. For a pro_a¢_ of this scope_ it is an

almost negligible increas_ in emissions as a result of the proJec=. The

small magnitude of the difference in emissions directly corresponds to _he small

inr.reasn in V_ due to the project. The situation is very similar to that

of the previous test eas_, In fact, a similar analysis of the s_nsltivity of

the change in fore_as_ emissions to small changes in Lhe V_' foreoast can he

done here also. If _he percent increase due to the project (Alternative 7),

compared to no-build, were _7%, instead of 2.7%, tho forecast tenth }'ear

Vb[r would be 38.0 x 103 miles. The emissions, assuming the same average

emission factor as the analysis of altorns_Ive 7, _ould increase nea_'ly

25%, or 9-700 =ons annually, over the without pro_ec_ scenario, This '_,ould

he a significant increase in regional emissions although the ehan_e in

traffic levels for the region is not as severe with respect to s"stem capacity,
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4.3 SUMMARY _ND CONCLUSIONS

'fhe assembly of the data and the pursuant analysis for the two highway

test cases has haon enlight(:nlng. The analysis d:[ffers from the airport

test cases in several ways, including the number of emission sonrces considered

(traffic only vs. seven alrpart sources), the level of analysis (system and

project level), the detail of the without-project forecasts (greater for high-

ways), and the forecasting techniques used for system usage (demand).

Although the highway test cases provided more detail in the without project

forecasts, the eonstralnts of the highway planning process were more hlnding.

The major effect on traffic levels of a new facility is not captured by

current methods. The induced growth in traffic (also called the development

traffic, mentioned in an _fi4Apublicatlon 28) is not forecast by the exls=Ing

methods, since facility improvements are not fed hack into the land use plan

and then allowed to affect trip-making characteristics. The highway test

eases have demonstrated this insensitivity very clearly. The forecast impact

of e major facility in each of two urban areas is about 2Z of the regions

=raffle. Because of the exported effect on the Federal }loner Vehicle Control

Program en future auto engines, the emissions increase is lass, on the order

of i%, in the tenth year of the analysis period. If IZ emission ll]ereases

are in fact all that do res_llt from such large scale highway projects, Lhen

the role of project-by-project review must be relegated to that of an updating

procedure for the consistency review of the highway system plan under

Section 109J of the highway act. If the actual growth is higher, and there

is reason to suspect that it might be, the project-by-project review is

extremely important from an air quallzy perspective.

Work underway in U.S. EPA Region II underlines the severity of this

problem. The EPA Regional Office is beginning the system level conslstnecy

determination in a fo_--,compatible with balance sheet analysis. Tha_

is, each of the proposed projects for the next i0 years is identified

on the system plan, and V_._changes are identified for each project.

Th_ dale frum the sLaL_ beiTL_ reviewed does not, however, _'eflect ally

significant VMT increases as a result of any of the proposed projects.

They are using standard technlques for transportation planning. This

situation is basically the same as that found in the test cases. One

of the reasons to suspec= underpredic=ion is the cemparlson %_ith the
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DNH
effect of airport projects, lligln_ay traffic to and from an airport is

only a part of the airport's contribution to emissions and only a par_ of

the traffic in _be region; increases in auto traffic due only to the airport,

however, are more significant from an emissions viewpoint, than those

due to large highway projects seem to be. The new airport test case, for

example, generated abou= 200 metric tons annually over the no-project scenario

I due to auto traffi_ alone in th_ tenth yea_ and presuming no facility ebanges

i except connections to the main roads from _he new airport, compared to

80 and llO metric _on increases expected from the large highway facility

!i construction projects.
f

A thorough review of the transportaKlon planning process and th_

i existence, of lack thereof, of trends of underpredlctisn of traffic levels

after ma_or facilities are constructed, is beyond the scope of this contract,

The analysis thst was performed did point to several probelems of using

=raditlonal transportation planning techniques for impact analysis. Had

we been able to carry out the regional analysis for the highway projects,

the application would have been straightforward. The primary difficulty
h

!i " , lles in the require/neat for an analysis tool that is sensitive to the

traffic changes caused by highway facility =onstructlon so that air quality

_.paets may be more accurately forecast. The balance sheet itself is

fairly simple to _ompute, It is essentially a comparison between emissions

forecast for the air quality plan at one point in time, and the emissions

e._pected including a particular proJec_ not previously in the forecast,

Or, if a system consls=eRcy plan has been completed, the balance sheet

review is a way to insure that the system plan is proceeding as projected.

_ using the detailed data available at the time of project programming.



5. CONCLUSIONS AND SU_AI{Y

5.1 _PLICABILITY OF THE TECILNIQUE

Based on the two test cases, the balance sheet analysis technique

is applicable to airport project review. The teohni_le applies equally

well to the cases of the new airport and the modification of an existing

airport. _e importance of accurate accounting of emissions, both due to

the airport and in the entire analysis region, is not to he understated.

Both task cases brought out the significance of double-counting, a problem

encountered if the regional inventory is not well documented or if careful

attention is not paid to what is included or excluded from the various categories

detailed in that inventory.

The regional oxidant modelling technique used in conjunction with

a balance sheet review must be a proportional reduction technique. This

type of emission balancing presumes equality of all sources in the analysis

region, in that a 50 ton annual reduction of aey source is expected to have

the same effect on regional air quality as an equal reduction Of any other

source in the analysis region, This is an assumption of the use of the

emission trade-ells in the defined analysis region for the balance sheet

review. Th_ simulation models that have been developed for oxidant formation

do not require this assumption. These models follow the emissions from

various sourcesj tracing the interactions between source emissions located

on a grid and meteorological conditions to determine the spatial distribution

of oxidant levels throughout the region. As a result, such simulation

models will not mesh with a balance sheet analysis. Instead, the proposed

reduction strategies, and the project itself wl_hout the reduction strategies,

should be input to the model directly to see the effect on regional air

quality,

In the case of hig|u_ay projects, the test cases demonstrated that the

technique itself can be applied successfully in the highway context, either

in the context of consls=ency planning at the system level or looking only

at projects individually, although it is not reco_mended at this juncture

to use the balance sheet until problems stemming from the transportation

models are resolved, In the con text of system level consistency plans, the

balance sheet review of each project serves as an updating procedure,

checking off ouch proposed project as it is progra=_ed a_d assuring that
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effect of alrporL projects, llighway traffic to and f_om an airport is

only a part of tile alrport's eontrihutLon to e[nis._ions and only a part of

_he traffic in the regio[t; increases in auto traffic duo only to the alrporL,

however, are more significant froln an enilssions vie:_polllg_ than those

due to large highway projects seem to be. The new airport test ease, for

example, generated abou_ 200 metric tons annually over =Irano-project scenario

d_e to auto traffLc alone.in the tenth year, and presuming no facility changes

except connections to Khe mnln roads from the n._','airport, compared to

80 and ll0 metric ton increases expected from the large highway facility

construction pro_ects.

A thorough review of the transportation planning process and the

existence, of lack thereof, of trends of underprediction o_ traffic levels

after ma_or facilities are constructed, is beyond the scope of this contract.

The analysis that was performed did point to several probelems of using

traditional transportation planning techniques for impact analysis. Had

we been able to carry out the regional analysis for the hlgh_4ay projects,

the application would have been straightforward. The primary difficulty

lies in the requiremen_ for an analysis tool that is sensitive to the

traffdc changes caused hy highway facility constt'uction so that air quality

impacts may be more accurately forecast. The balance sheet itself is

fairly simple to compute• It is essentially a comparison between emissions

forecast for the air quality plan at one point in time, and 0he emissions

expected including a particular project not previously in the forecast.

Or, if a system consistency plan has been completed, the balance sheet

review is a way to insure that the system plan is proceedh_g as projected,

using the detailed data available at the time of project programminB.



5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUM_R_

5.1 APPLICABILITY OF THE TECHNIQUE

Based on tlle two test cases, the balance sheet analysis technique

is appllcahla to airport project review. The technique applies equally

well to the eases ef the new airport and ths modification of an existing

airport. The importance of accuratn accounting of emissions, both due to

the airport and in the entire analysis region, is not to be understated.

Both test cases brought out the significance of double-countlng, a problem

encountered if the regional inventory is not well documented or if careful

attention is not paid to what is included or excluded from the various categories

detailed in that inventory.

The regional oxidant modelling technique used in oonJunctlon with

a balanoe sheet review must be a proportional reduction technique. This

type of e_Isslon balancing presumes equality of all sources in the analysis

region, in that a 50 ton annual reduction of any source is expected to have

the same effect on regional air qmallty as an equal reduction of any other

soorce in the asalysls region. Thls is an assumption of the sse of tbe

emission trade-ells in the defined analysis region for the balance sheet

reylew. The simulation models that have been developed for oxidant formation

de no_ r_quire this assumption. These models follow the emissions from

yarlous sources, tracing the interactions between source emlsslons located

on a @rld and meteorological eondi=ions to determine thm spatial distribution

of oxldan= levels throughout the region. As a result, such s_nulstlon

models will not mesh with a balance sheet analysis. Instead, the proposed

redaction strategies, and the project itself without _he reduction strategies,

should be input to the model directly to see the effect on regional sir

quality.

Is the ease of hlghway projects, the test eases demonstrated that the

techslqsQ itself can be applied successfully in the highway contexa, either

in the oon=ext of consistency planning at the system level or looking on_y

a_ projects individually, although it is not recommended at this _uncture

to us_ the balance sheer until problems stemming from the transportation

models _re resolved. In the context of system level consistency plans, th_

balance sheet reylew of each proJee= serves as an updating procedure,

checking off each proposed proJec= as it is programmed and assuring that
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forecast syst_l-wlde emission levels will not he _ceaded, Alternatively,

the project-by-project reviews done in the absence of a review of the system

plan for transporation projects, could he used to examine each pro_ect

in the same way as the airport projects are examined for their impact on

regional desired emission levels.

5.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE TECI[NIQUE

The primary limitation of this technique is that it should not be

used when simulation models have been used for regional oxidant air quality.

It is flexible in many respects, in that it is basically an accounting

technique designed to flt in with current air quality planning practices

for oxidants. In the case of highway projects, the balance sheet technique

mlgh_ appear to be limited; the real limitations are in the transportation

planning process, however. That planning process is not well-sulted to the

needs of alr quality forecasting. Given an excess amount of emissions, above

and beyond the level forecast in the air quality plan, the balancing process

can take place, If the transportation forecasting techniques are insensiKive

to change in the variables tbat affect }|G emissions, then no internal

emission trade-oils can be identified, and the initial highway emission

forecasts are themselves suspect.

In general, the balance sheet technique is limited by the quality

of the data used in the review. The regional emlssIo_ inventory should be

a rich source of data; if i= is not, however, the review using the balance

sheet will not be adequate. The emissions forecast for the airport must he

thorough and detailed; if it is not, the effect of the project cannot be

ascertained.

Additionally, the technique itself does not point out effective

trade-off strategies, nor does it indicate when it might be worthwhile

to ignore small amounts of excess emissions. The work done in organizing

the regional e_isslons inventory may help guide the reviewing agency in

defining reduction stra=egles for trade-olin, but =he review technique does

no5 provide them. In short, it is an accounting tool that leaves the

exercise of Judgement to the revleIcers. This accounting tool is useful for

identifying the effect of a project on regional emission levels and polntln[_
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out the need for trade-offs to balance projected increases II_ emissions.

The limitations of the balance sheet technique rsgardlng its insensitivity

to the size of the trade-off must also be recognized. As an accounting

technique, it must he used in conjunction with a set of policies regarding

the signlfleance of the size of the emission trade-ells. The highway test

cases emphasize this point. Although the technique can he applied to the

test eases_ it was not applied in either case bec=use of the Judgement that

the predicted increases in emissions due to the projects wer_ not significant

within the range of accuracy of the models that produced the results. What

was warranted for those highway test cases was a discussion of the models

that produced the results, since it appears that they are inherently insensitive

to changes in the variables affecting emission burden calculations. The need

to work on the rsglonal level for hydrocarbon emissions is also clearly stated.

Used in the context of regional air quality plans based on proportional reduction

models, th_ halance sheet snalysls technique shows promise as a useful method

by state or regional reviewing agencies.
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Appendix A - Test Case i, Neway Airport

This appendix explains the methods used to calculate hydrocarbon (HC)

and nitrogen oxides (_:0x) emissions from the Neway Airport, Test Case i.

As there were insufficient data to use a simulation model, the calculations

i " were made using the method outlined in An Air Pollution Impact Nethodolo_z
4

: for Airports - Phase I (APIM), a hand calculation procedure. Forecasts

: of emissions from each of the six major on-airport categories - aircraft,

i access traffic, ground service vehlcles_ fuel handling and storage, heating

_ plants, and engine tests - are made first for Project Year i (PYI), the

_' year the airport opens, and then for the next five and ten years (PY5 and

i PYIO). Except where noted_ most oE the data used are from a consultant's

! report on the proposed new airport, using conversion factors when necessary.

71 Many of the emission factors are available from the Compilation of Air

Pollutant Emission Factors, Report Number AP-4224, p_blished by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Supplement _5 to the same

report. When the factors are not available from either of these sources,

they can be computed by the methods explained later in this Appendix.

Occasionally,data are incomplete and must be estimated from observations

or experience at other airports. The APIM report is the source for the

i_i data regarding other airports.

A,I EMISSIONS FROM AIRPORT SOURCES

Since the biggest source of ||C emissions at an airport is aircraft,

most of the data required pertains to aircraft type and activity. Exactly

what aircraft operate from the airport and _he number of flights made by

_ each type of aircraft are the first pieces of information that are necessary.

'fable A.I lists the aircraft classes operating at Neway Airport with an

I example of the alrcrafn or type of aircraft included in each class. The number

_ of seats available and number and type of engines for each class are also
!
! included. These classes represent kinds of service that will be available

! . at this airport; they may vary at other airports. Other necessary

information is the number of opera,lens and number of landin_ and take-off

• (LTO) cycles. The number of average dally operatlons by aircraft type is

shown on TableA.2. The number of LTO cycles is derived by dividing the
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Table A.I. A!rcrafc Classification. Number of Seats and l,:nglneCha_aeterist1,:s "

Number Number Type

Class Model or Type of Seats of Engines of Engines

General Aviation Local - 1 Lycomlng 0-320
Piston Aircraft

General Aviation Business 1O 2 Lycoming 0-320
Business(non-jet) Air Taxi TPE 331

General Aviation I Government 20 2 TPE 331

General Aviation II Commuter 30-70 2 JT 8 D

Medium Range Jet I DC-9 70-95 2 JT 8 D
B-737

Medium Range Jet II B-727-I00 95-125 3 JT 8 D
B-727-200

Long Range Je_ I B-707 125 4 3T 3 D
DC-8

Long P_nge Jet II A-3OO-B 200 4 JT 3 D (PYI)

2 GE CF-6 (PYS, PYI0)

I Ji,mbo Jet I DC-10 250 3 GE CF-6
i L-lOll
]

i Jumbo Jet II B-747 350-500 4 JT 9 D

i Cargo Cargo 4 JT 3 D (PYI. PYS)

4 JT 9 D (PY10)
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Tabla A.2. Average Daily Opara_ions by Aircraft Class

Pro,leetYear [

Classa 1 5 I0 i

i

GA Piston 326,0 304,1 ;

GA Business (non-Jet) 173.1 242.1 293.6

GA I 32.4 33.7 36.4

GAIZ 28.4 59.2

'bin Jet I 7.2 57.0 76.4

HR Je= II 2.5 54.5 94.5

LR Jet I 8.0 46.2 65.4

LRJetlI 46.1

JJ I 5.9 44.5

JJII 36.2 109.0

Cargo _b b 47.1

TOTAL 558, I 802.2 872.2

aOA = Oeneral Aviatlan; _SR = Medium Range; LR = Long Range; JJ = Jumbo Jet

bIneluded in LR Jet I traffic,
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number of operations by two. Table A.3 breaks down _he operations by

type of service category, including domestic and overseas air carrier,

cargo, business jet, asd local and itinerant general aviation flights.

Onoe the type of operating alrcrafL and tile number of LTO cycles

are known, the emissions can be calculated by applying the appropriate emission

factors. Table A.4 contains the emission factors by operational mode

for each aircraft class. The basic factors for each engine type are from

Report AP-42 mennioncd above. Th_se factors, in kilograms per hour per engine,

are then multiplied by the number of engines per aircraft to produce a

factor in kilograms per hour per aircraft for both gC and NO for taxi-
x

idle, take-off, clil_ost and approach modes. EPA's report AP-42 also contains

typical times in mode for an LTO cycle by aircraft class for the same modes

used in Table A.4. By taking the sum of the products of the factors for each

operating mode in Table A.4 multiplied by the tlmes-ln-mode for the oorresponding

aircraft class on Table A.5, a single LTO cycle emission factor of kilograms

par aircraft for HC and NO x is obtained for each class (Table A.5).

Tables A.6 and A.7 contain the annual and daily emissions for ||C and NO
x

respectively for project years i, 5 and 10. Daily emissions are simply

the products of the cslsslon factors from Table A.5 and the number of daily

LTO cycles for each aircraft class. Annual emissions are daily emissions

multipled by 365.

The second largest source of HC emissions is access traffic.

The data needed to compute the emissions from this sourcs are the vehlcle-miles

traveled per year (9}_), average speeds and the emission factor by year and ve-

hicle class calculated from Supplement 5. In this case, the VMT is supplied it.

the consultant's report on the proposed project. If tln_ consultant do=s

not supply the data, the estimating procedure outlined in APIM can bs used.

Figuring the emission factor, however, is a complex procedilre. The

number and =ype of vehicles driven must he known, as well as the age

discriburlon of each Lyp_. 5upplemen_ 5 also takes ii*Lu auuount the

speeds driven and the fraction of cold starts. A separate factor for

evaporative emissions of HC is also included. By weighting the omission

factors provided in Supplement 5 by the age and type distributions forecasE

by the airport, and applying a speed correctlon factor also found in
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Table A.3. Annual Aircraft Operations by Fligh_ Category

at Newsy Airport

Pro lent Year
!'

FlightCategory i 5 i0

[. Air Carrlera
. _ Domestic 2,600 49,200 128,200 .

Overseas _ 13_.206 31tO00

Total Air Carrier 5,850 62,406 159,200

Cargo 2,720 8,400 17,200

Business Jet 3,750 ii,i00 21,300

General Aviation

Local 119,000 iii,000 0

Itinerant 71,250 i00_000 120_700

Total General Aviation 190,250 211,000 120,700

Total Annual Operations 202,570 292,906 318,400

_" alncludlng charter flighss as follows:

Domestic 2,600 2,600 2,500

Overseas 3,250 5,000 B_O00
_"

TotalCharter 5,850 7,600 10,500



'fable A.4. Modal Emission Factors by Aircraf_ Type

(kg/hr/airnraft)

NC NO
X

Number

Class a Engines Taxi-ldle Takeoff Climbou_ Approach Taxi-ldle Takeoff Climbout Approach

GA Piston 1 0.161 0.676 0,594 0,229 0,006 0.097 0,170 0.023

GA Business

(non-jet) 2 0.560 0.701 0.618 0.334 0.439 1.747 1.67 0.790

GA £ 2 0.798 0.050 0.048 0.218 0.866 3.30 3.00 t.534

GA II 2 7.42 0.706 0.836 1.588 2.64 179.6 118,8 28.0

MR Jet I 2 7.42 0.706 0.836 1.588 2.64 179.6 118.8 28,0
[,

MR Je_ 11 3 11.13 1.059 1.254 2.382 3,96 269,4 178,2 42,0

LR Jec I 4 178.8 8.44 8.92 14,24 2.596 268.4 174.4 39,56

LR Jet II-PYI 4 178.8 8.44 8,92 14.24 2.896 268.4 174.4 39,56

PYS, PYI0 2 14,0 1.18 1,18 1.72 3.26 490.0 302,0 157.0

JJ I 3 21.0 1.77 1,77 2.58 4.89 735.0 453,0 235,5

JJ II 4 49.6 5.36 4.80 5.44 ii.00 1308,0 832,0 98,0

Cargo-PYI,PY5 4 178.8 8.44 8.92 14.24 2,596 268.4 174.4 39,56

PYI0 4 49.6 _ 5.36 4,80 5.44 ii,30 1808.0 832.0 98.0

aGA = General Aviatlon; MR = Medium Range; LR = Long Range; JJ - Jumbo Jet



Table A.5. LTO Cycle Emission Factors

(kg/alrcraf=)

EPA Typical Time in Mode_ minutes Emission Factors par LTO Cycle

Class a Taxi-ldle Takeoff Climbout Approach HC NOx

GA Piston 16.00 0,30 4.98 6.00 0.i181 0.0185

GA Business

(non-j c_ ) 21. O0 O. 40 3.74 5.25 O. 2684 0.3385

(:A I 26.00 0.50 2.50 4.50 0.3646 0.6428

CA II 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 3.360 9.462

MR Jet L 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 3.360 9.462

MR Je_ TI 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 5.040 14.19

LN. Jut I 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 78.85 13.29

LR Jet If - PY1 26.00 0.70 2.20 4,00 78.85 13.29

PYS, PYIO 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 6.238 28.67

,kI i 26.00 0..70 2.20 4.00 9.358 /,3.00

JJ If 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 22.09 57.07

Cargo - PY1, PY5 26,00 0.70 2.20 4,00 78.85 13.29
PY i0 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00 22.09 57.07

aCA = General Aviation; HI{ = Medium Range; LR = Long Range; JJ = Jumbo Jet



Table A.6, gaily and Annual IIC Emissions by Aircraft Class

Prelect Year i Project Year 5 Project Year l0

Dally Number Emissions (kg) Daily Number Emissions (kS) Daily Number Emissions (kg)

Classa of LTO Cycles Dally Annual of LT0 Cycles Daily Annual of LT0 Cycles Doily Annual

GA Piston 163.0 19.25 7,026 152.05 17.96 6,554 0 0 0

GA Busln_ss

(non-jet) 86.55 23.23 8,479 121'.05 32.48 11,859 146.8 39.40 14,381

CA I 16.2 5.907 2,156 16.85 6.144 2,242 18.2 6.636 2,422

GAII 0 O 0 14.2 47.71 17,415 29.6 99.46 36,301

MR Jet I 3.6 12.10 4,415 28.5 95.76 34,952 38.2 128.4 46,848

I._ Jc_ II 1.25 6.30 2,300 27.25 137.3 50,128 47.25 238.1 86,921

LR Jet I 4.0 315.4 i15,121 23.1 1821.0 664,824 32.7 2578.0 941,i14

LR Jet IX 0 0 0 0 0 23.05 143.8 52,482

JJ I 2.95 27.61 10,O76 0 0 0 22.28 208.2 75,999

Jl II 0 0 0 18.1 399.8 145,938 54.5 1204.0 439,425

Cargo b b b b b b 23.55 520.2 189,880

TOTAL 277.55 409.8 149,573 401.1 2588.2 933,913 436.1 5166.2 ii885,773

agA = General Aviation; MR = Medium Range; LR = Long Range; JJ = Jumbo Jet

blneludsd in LR Jet I traffic.



Table A.7. Daily and Annual NO Emissions by Aircraf_ Class
X

Pro.lent Year 1 Prosiest Year 5 Pro lest Year i0

Daily Number Emissions (k_) Daily Number Emissions (kg) Daily Number Emissions (k_)

Class a of LTO Cycles Daily Annual of LTO Cycles Daily Annual of LTO Cycles Daily Annual

CA Piston 163.0 3.016 i,i01 152.05 2.813 i_027 0 0 0

CA Business

(iio11-j,,() 86.55 2!).[30 I0,60_ I:).I.O5 60.98 14,956 ]/16.8 4q.69 I_{,]'J_

CA 1 16.2 10.41 3,801 16.85 10.83 3,953 18.2 11.70 4,270

CA [1 0 O O ]4.2 136.4 49,042 29.6 280.1 I02,227

MR Jot I 3.6 34.06 12,433 28.5 269.7 98,428 38.2 361.4 131,929

MR Jet II 1,25 17.74 6,474 27.25 386.7 141,137 47.25 670.5 244,724

LR Jec I 4.0 53.16 19,403 23.1 307.0 112,055 32.7 434.6 158,623

LR Jec II O O 0 0 O 0 23.05 660.8 241,208

JJ i 2.95 126.9 46,300 0 0 0 22,25 956.8 349,214

jd il 0 O 0 l_I.Á 1033.0 377,033 54.5 3110.0 1,135,265

b b b b b b
C:irRu 23.55 13zJ_.O 490,559

'tOTAL 277.55 274.6 100,205 401.1 2185 .4 797,631 436.1 7879,6 2,8767157

nGA = General Aviation; MR = Medium Range; LR = Long Range; JJ = Jumbo Jet

bTnclt|ded in LR J_t I crafflc. _"

B
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Supplement 5, one composite emission factor for each vehicle class for each

calendar year can be computed. New standards for automobiles and gasoline

engilles are included wher_ appllcahle. Table A.8 gives the annual VMT,

emission factors, and total emissions for the four vehicle classes to be

operating at the Newsy airport for the project years considered. The total

emissions are obtained by multiplying the V_tT by the composite emission

factor, Note that the factor is different for each class of vehicle and

also for each project year.

The access traffic emissions calculated above represest the total

emissions forecast for the "with project" scenario - that is, emissions

from Oldfleld and Newsy airports combined. A portion of these emissions

are contributed hy "new" air passengers and visitors, These people

represent the increase in traffic brought about by the construction of Newsy

Airport, or the net increase in traffic over what was forecast for 01dfleld

without Newsy being built. To figure the emissions due only to this sew

traffic, data showing the difference in V_ between the with and withou_

pro_ect scenarios must he assembled. Table A.9 shows the percent of new

passengers who will orlglnnte or terminate (0 and T) at Newsy and also

=he mode of ground transportation chosen. In Project Year i, all passengers

start and end their trips at Noway because there are only charter and general

avlstion flights. As the airport grows, general aviation decreases and air

carrier service dominates the operations. As for ground transportation,

automobile trips always account for the largest portion of the tots} person

trips. However, with the construction of the railroad terminal and its

service, the percent of travel by auto and bus decreases. This transportation

mode split is taker into accouRt when figuring the access traffic at the

new airport. Given the total number of vehlole trips forecast without the

pro_ect in the consultantls report, the percent of the total vehicle trips

forecast for Newsy Airport made by new passengers or visitors can he deter-

mined by comparing the number sf wlth-projeot trips to the number of without-

projsct trips. In Project Year 5, the new passengers and visitors account

for 8.[% of the total trips forecast and for 36.4% in Project Year 10.

Applying these percents to the total HC emissions from access traffic on

Tahl_ A.8 produces the HC el_Issions due to the trips made by new passengers

and visitors at Newsy Airport only, as shown on Table A.9. One more fact



Table A,8, Annual V_, Emission Factors and Emissions from Access Traffic

IIC

Project Year 1 Project Year 5 Pro_ect Year I0

Vehicle V_IT Factor Emissions VMT Factor Emissions V_£' Factor Emissions

Class (103 _ll/yr) (gm/mi) (103 kg) (103 mi/yr) (gm/ml) (103 kg) (103 mi/yr) (g,i/mi) (103 kg)

Au_s 5433, 5,417 28,830 3.033 87.4fi] 75,980 I.253 95,202

[:;isTrucks 5/_.97 21,57 1.296 254 16.50 4,191 762 II.60 8,839

Die.sel

Vehicles 34,41 3.257 0.112 159 3.257 0,518 477 3,257 1,554

IIIIHC_, I, LIIIO _

[",tc. 37,90 8,335 0.315 1.60 6.560 ]..051 466 5,343 2.490

TOTAL 5560.28 3i,154 29,403 93. 201 77,685 lOS. 085

NO
M

Pro,loci Year 1 Project Year 5 Prelect Year i0

Vehicle 3%'_iT Factor Emissions VMT Factor Emissions V_IT Factor Emissions
Class (I0 Illi/yr) (gL:I/mi) (].03kg) (103 mi/yr) (gm/ml) (103 kg) (103 mi/yr) (gm/m[) (lO3 kg)

Autos 5433, 4.142 22.503 28,830 2,175 62,705 75,980 0,784 59,568

Gas Trucks 54,97 10,95 0.602 254 12.14 3.084 762 13.04 9,936

Diesel

V_hicles 34,41 25,13 0.865 159 25,13 3.996 477 25.13 11,987

Buses, Liulo,

l_tc. 37:90 21.58 0,818 160 21.88 3.501 466 22.1] 10.303

TOTAL 5560,28 24,788 29,403 73.286 77,685 91,_
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Table A,9, Portion of Annual HC Em[s_ion._ due to Construction of'._[eway Al_'p_'t

Project Year

Data 1 5 10

Total Annual New Pass¢:'Zers 800,000 4,606,000 16,181,OO0

Z O and T i00 82.2 71.1

Number of passengers 800,000 3,786,132 11,504,691

Ground Transportation Mode Split at Noway

% of passengers using:
Auto 85.0 72.9 69.7

Rall 0 13.7 17,5
Bus 15.O 13,4 12.8

HC Emissions due to trips made by new

passengers and visitors (lO 3 kg) - 7.5 33.9

HC Emissions due to increased length of !
trips at Neway over Oldfield (103 kg) - 48.0 41.6 f

Purtion of _otal access traffic HC emissions [

attributed strictly to Noway (103 kg) 55.5 75.5
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DNff
must be taken into account in daterminLng the portion of the acce_ traffic

emissions due only to the building of Neway Airport. The dlfferenee between

the total access traffic emissions at Neway (Table A.8) and the emiasions

due to "new" automobile trips is greater than the emissions forecaet without

the project. That is because the trips forecast for Oldfield without the

? project are only 3.0 miles long, compared with a 6.8 mile average on-sl_e

i trip at Neicay. Multiplying the difference in emission totals by the ra_.o

of trip lengths (0,44) yields the forecast Oldfleld - only access traffic

emissions; the complement is the em_Isslons due to longer trips at Noway,

which amount is shown in Table A.9, These increased trip length emissions

added to the new passenger and visitor trip emissions yields the portion

of the total on-slte access traffic HC emissions contributed only by

Noway Airport,

Another major source of HC _nd NO emissions is ground service
x

vehicles. The emissions from this source are directly related to aircraft

activity. Emissions are figured by multiplying the emission factor found

in EPA's AP-42 by the ground service vehicle time per LTO cycle, Since

some of the service vehicles are dlesel-powe_ed, factors for both gasoline

and diesel engines are used, To figure the service time per LTO cycle,

!-_ a _able of data collected at other airports is used, speci_ylng the number

_ of vehicle-mlnutes required for each type of ground service vehicle to

service each aircraft class, Times are given for jet aircraft only.

_ Since the same emission factor is used for each vehicle, by adding the

!i service times of all vehicles a total number of vehicle-minutes per class

is established. Then the product of total service-mlnutes per class and i

the number of annual LTOs per class is the total service hours per year.

This future multiplied by the appropriate emission factor yields the annual

emissions, The er._issionfactor is based on gasoline and diesel truck

emission factors from AP-42, assuming 6 mpg and 10 mph, as described

in the APIM publication, Tables A, !O and A.ll summarize the HC and NO x

emissions from ground servlce vehicles.



Tabl_ A,IO. Annual IIC l"missions from Ground Service Vehicles s

Total Project Year I ProjectYear 5 Pro_]octYear i0
Emission Service Time

Factor per LTO Cycle Vehicle hrs Emissions Vehlele hrs Emissions Vehicle hrs Emissions

C].assb (gm/hr) e (Vehlcle-hours) per year (103 kg) per year (103 kg) per year (103 kg)

}LR Je= I 372.7 3.083 4051 1.51 32,071 11.95 42,986 16.02

MR Jet II 372.7 2.980 1346 0.502 29,341 10.94 50,876 ]g.96

LR Jet I 372.7 . 4,533 6618 2.47 38,220 14.28 54,104 20.16

49.27 u 0.200 292 0.014 1,686 0.083 2,38,[ 0.I18

6910 2.484 39,906 14,333 86,491 20.278

LR Jet II 372.7 4,533 O 0 38,137 14.21

49.27 d 0,200 1,683_ 0.083 _
O

39,820 14.293

JJ I 372.7 6,600 7107 2.63 0 53,600 19.98

JJ II 372.7 8,200 0 54,173 20.19 233,604 87.06
49.27 d 0,033 218 0.011 940 0.046

54,391 20.201 234,544 87.106

TOTAL 19,414 7.146 155,709 57.424 478,317 176.637

aAssum_d use only by Jet alrcr_fg including cargo.

bMR = Medium Range; LR = LOnE Range; JJ = Jumbo Jet.

"=gasollne englnos exaep= where noted.

dDiesel fueled vehicles. N
m



Table A.II. Annual NO Emissiolm from Ground Service Vehicles a
X

Proleca Year i Project Year 5 Project Year iO,.,
Emission Service Time

Factor per LTO Cycle Vohicle-hrn Eminslons Vehlclo-hrs Emissions Vehlnle-hrs Emlssions.

• Clnns b (gm/hr) c (Vehicle-hours) per year (10 3 kg) per year (103 kg) per year (10 3 kg)

bIR Jet I 95.19 3.083 4051 0.386 32_071 3.05 42,986 4.09

MR Jet II 95.19 2.950 1346 0.128 29,341 2.79 50,876 4.84

LR .let [ 95.19 4.533 6618 0.630 38,220 3.64 54,10h 5.]5

257.8 d 0.200 292 0.075 1,686 0.435 2_387 0.6].5

69]0 0.705 39,906 4.075 86,49] 5.765

LR Je_ II 95.19_ 4.533 0 0 38,137 3.63
257.8 " 0.200 I_683 0.434

39,820 4.064

JJ I 95.19 6.600 7107 0.677 0 53,600 5,10

J3 II 95.19_ 8,200 0 54,173 5.16 233,604 22.24
857.8 _ 0,033 218 0.056 940.1 .0'242

54,391 5.216 234,544.1 22.482

TOTAL 19,414 1.896 155,709 15.].31 478,317.1 46.341

aAssumed usa only by _o_ aircrngt including cargo.

bMR = Mcdl.um Ra.Kc,; LR = Loi1g _nge; JJ = d_|I11boJu_.

cGasol:Lna ei_ginns _xeept where noted.

dDiunel fueled vehicles.

N
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Fuel handling and storage represents another source of lie emissions.

Th_ fuel is broken down into two categorle_ - jet fuel (JP-5) and nviatLon

gas. The vapors emitted during refueling or handling of the fuel are the

working less, while the vapors emitted during storage are called hreathlng

losses. It is assumed =hat all storage tanks are flxed-roof tanks since

=here is very little evaporation from JP-5. Additionally, New Source

Performance Standards do not require floatlng-roof tanks for JP-5. g6 To calculate

the emissions first the annual fuel use per LTO cycle must he available.

In this test ease, the consultant did not provide the infomatlsn,

so experience from existing airports was used to estimate the average amount

of fuel used. Once this figure has been established for both Jet and gsneral

aviation fuel it i_ multiplied by the average number of LT0s per Fear to

calculate the annual fuel use as shown on Table A.12. The emission

factors,when applied to these annual fuel use flgures_ will produce

the working loss emissions of the fuel. To account for the breathing

loss, the average daily fuel storage must be established. Since

airports store more than a one-day fuel supply, thls figure must

be more than merely the average daily fuel use. The assumption

for this test case is that the airport will store the amount of fuel

needed for five days while still using a full day's requirement each day.

Th_ refilling schedule is such that the average daily fuel s_orage is

3.2 times the average daily amount of fuel used. There are four

emission factors to be used when calculating fuel bandllng and storage

emissions. The working loss and breathing loss factors for commercial Jet

fuel are taken from an EPA publication, Revision of Evaporative Hydrocarbon

Emission FactoEs 27 For general aviation fuel the emissions for both

working loss and breathing loss from flxed-roof tanks are taken from EPA

Report AP-42. Table A.13 shows the emission factors used and then the

total HC emissions for each type of fuel for each project year. The

emissions from working losses of Jet and general aviation fuel are arrived

at by multiplying the annual fuel use by the appropriate emission factors.

In _he case of jet fuel, however, the prodLlet was then doubled to account

for underestimation of fuel used and also for any emissions resulting from

filling the aircraft tanks. To arrive at total emissions from breathing

loss of both fuels, the appropriate emission facEor was applied to the



Table A.12. Annual and Average Daily Fuel Use

p

Av_rase Fuel Used Per LTO
Annual Fuel Use

Commercial
Commercial Jot Fuel General Aviation Gas Total Fuel

Project Jet Fuel Aviation Gas .....

Year (liters) (liters) No. of LTOs Fuel (1061) No, of LTOs Fuel (1061) No, of LT0s Fuel (106].)

1 10,220.6 18.9 4,285 43.80 97,021 1.83 101,306 45.63

5 10,220.6 18.9 35,403 361.84 111,017 2.10 146,420 363.94

i0 12,113.3 18,9 88,200 1068.40 70,977 1.34 159,177 1069.74

Averase Daily Fuel Use (1061)

Commercial Jet Fuel General Aviation Gas Total

Average Average Average
Daily Daily Daily

1 Day Use Storage 1 Day Stprage 1 Day Storage

1 0,12 0.384 0.0050 0.016 0.125 0.40

5 0.991 3.171 0.0058 0.0186 0.997 3.190

i0 2.927 9,366 0,0037 0,0118 2.931 9.378



l,lb.l,eA.13, JIC L_,tLsslonFacL:ors ond AunuaL l:,mLss[onsfrom Fuel lhmdlln_ [u_d Sl:or_l}_u

8C Emissions (103kg)

Source of Fmissions Emission Factors Project Year 1 Project Year 5 Project Year 10

Commercial Jet Fuel

Worklug Loss a 0.0032 kg/1031 0.284 2.316 6.838

Breathing Loss 0.007 kg/1031/day 0.981 8.099 23.929

'l'otnt[Cut,,lurcl;ll,k;_: 1.265 ]0.4i5 30.767

General Avla_ion Fuel

Working Loss i.i kE/103i. 2.013 2.310 1.470
Breathing Loss 0.026 kg/10_i/day 0.152 0.177 0.112

Total General Aviation 2.165 2.487 1.582

Total All Fuel 3.430 12.902 32.349

aEmlsslons have been doubled to aeaoun_ for underestimation of fuel used and any emissions resulting

from fi31ing of aircraft tanks.
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average daily storage figure computed earlier (Table A.12). The fuel

handling and storage _isslons from ground service vehicle fuel were also

computed hut were found to be negligible so are not included in the case

study.

Another source of RC and NO emissions is the heating plant on the

i airport site. Knowing the size of the building, the energy required to

heat it can be determined by applying an average factor of 219 x 103

gtu/eq.ft./year_ based on other airports in similar climates. This con-

version yields the amount of Btus required to heat the area in one year.

For this test case, the consultantts report stated that No. 6 fuel oil is

the 0nly feasible fuel. Dividing the yearly energy requirement by the average

heating capacity of 144,000 gtu/gallon, yields the average fuel use. Applying

the emission factors from EPA's Report AP-42 to the yearly fuel use will

produce the emissions of HC and NO x by the heating plant. This procedure

is summarized on Table A.14.

The final emission source considered for the Neway airport is Jet

i. engine testing. Based on information from other airports an assumed numbmr
of tests per 500 LTOs for all engines was used, The distribution of types

_! of engines to be tested is assumed to be in the same ratio as the aircraft

oparatlons for the corresponding aircraft types in each year (see Table

A.15). Engine tests are assumed to use the idle and approach modes, for
il

0,3125 hour and 0.1042 hour respectively. The number of engine tests per

year is computed by multiplying the assumed number of tests per 500 LTOs

by the number of LTOs per engine per year and then dividing by 500, This

product is the activity level used to figure emissions. The emission

factors are composed of two sums. The first sum is thepercentage of

use of each engine multiplied by the emission factor for the idle mode i

for sack respective engine (see Table A,4); this sum is then inultiplled

by the time in idle mode, which is assumed to be the same for all engines.

The same procedure is followed for the approach mode. The idle and

approach products are added to produce a eompnslte emission factor, This

is dose for both HC and NO and for both Project Years 5 and I0 since the
x..

distribution of engine use changed for each year. It is assumed that no

engine testing would occur in the first year, Finally, the calculated

_- emission factors are multiplied by the number of engine tests per y@ar to

i obtain the total emissions shown on Table A.15,



Table A. ].4, Data and Annual Emissions froln the l.lea_ingSou_'¢=

Data ProJee_Year i ProjectYear 5 Pro_eet Year i0

Size of Buildlng

(sq.ft.) 127.100 513.400 1,617.400

Energy Required to Heat

Building (109 B=u/yr) 27.835 112.435 354.211

Average Fuel Use per Year

! (1061/yr) 0.731 2.956 9.312

Emission Fae_orsa:
EC = 0.35 kg/1031

NOx = 4.8 kg/1031

RC Emissions

(103 kg) 0.256 1.035 3.259

NO Emissions

x(103 kg) 3.509 14.189 44.70

aReference 24.

r

i



Table A.15, Data and Annual Emissions from Engine Testing Source a

Distributlon of Engines No. of Jet LTOs No. of Engine Tests Total Emissions (103 k_) e

to be Tested (Z) per Year per Year b llC NOx

Engine PY 5 PY I0 PY 5 PY i0 PY 5 PY i0 PY 5 PY i0 PY 5 PY lO

JT 8 D 57.6 35.4 20,392 31,223 815.7 2372.9 3.98 9.73 1,40 8,46

JT 3 D 23.8 13.5 8,426 11,907 337.0 904,9 1.64 3.71 0,580 3,23

JT 9 D ]8.6 32.3 6,585 28,489 263.4 2165,2 1,28 8.88 0.453 7,72

CE OF 6 O 18,8 0 16,581 0 1260,2 0 5.17 0 4,49

TOTAL 35,403 88,200 1416.1 6703.2 6,90 27.49 2.433 23,90

air is assumed that no engine testing will take place in project year I,

bAssumed number of engine tests per 500 LT0s - PY 5: 20; PY 10: 38,

CComposi_e Emission Factors: NO
IIC (_/en_ile test), x (k_/on_ine =ost)

PY 5 PY l0 PY 5 PY _0

4,875 4.102 1.72 3.565



Since thar_ wets no miscellaneous sources of emissions for _his

test ease, the coral emissions for the on-alrport sources is simply the

sum of emissions from eoch of the six sources as shown on Table A.16.

The procedures followed hera are applicable to any new,airporK, glven

the necessary data from the airpor_ planning documents or environmental

impact r_port. When no simulation model is availsble or the data is

insufficient, this is one method of hand calculating on-airport emissions. [

The remaining source of emissions due £o the airport, induced growth

sources, is discussed below.



Table A.Z6. Annual Emissions Due to On-Airport Sources

HC Emissions (103kg) NOx Emissions (103k_)

Sourc_ PY 1 PY 5 PY i0 PY 1 PY 5 PY i0

_. Aircraft 149.6 933.9 1885.8 100.2 797.6 2876.2

ACCESS

Traffic 31.2 93.2 108.1 24.8 73.3 91.8

Ground
Service

Vehicles 7.1 57.4 176.6 1.9 19.i 46.3

:[

FuelHan-
dlingand
Storage 3.4 12.9 32.4 0 0 0

Heating
Plant 0.26 1.0 3.3 3.5 14.2 44.7

_ E_gina

,_ Tests 0 5.9 27.5 0 2.4 23.9

_; Total due
to on-alr-

port
sources 191.86 1105.3 2233.7 130.4 902.6 3082.9



A.2 EMISSIONS DUE TO INDUCED GROWTH

The construction of Newsy Airport will result in increased activity

near the airport site in the surrounding region. There will be more auto

travel by the new passengers and visitors to the airport, and by new employees

at off-site jobs. These people will produce a dramatic increase in V_

resulting in a higher level of hydrocarbon emissions. In addition to traffic,

new industrial and commercial concerns will appear and cause increased HC

emissions from chair heating plants; industrial concerns may also produce

emissions due to their manufacturing processes. The activity included in

this analysis of induced growth represents net increases due to the building

of the airport. It is recognized that many activities will shift in the

region to he closer to the new airport. These shifts ar_ not considered in

the computations - only the net growth.

To calculate the vehicular emissions from new passengers and visitors,

forecasts of trips from the airport commiesionls or consultant's reports

must be utillzed. Table A,17 outlines the procedure followed in this case.

First the forecasts for Oldfield are compared with the total number of

passengers forecast for both airports, Oldfleld plus Newsy. _._nenconsidering

only 01dfield, it is as if the project were non-existent (without project).

Adding Newsy airport forecasts to those from the existing airport produces

the with-project scenario. The total number of passengers is given to show

the Increase expected over the 10-y_ar analysis p_rlod. The number of

visitors is expected to increase in the same ratio as the local passengers.

I_ is assumed that all originating and terminating (0 and T) passengers

use local ground transportation to and from the airport, and that through

passengers m_ke no use of ground access travel modes. By applying the

approprlst_ 0 and T air passenger or visitor load factor to the number of

person-trips, the number of new vehicle-trips is produced. To arrive at

the annual V}fr_ the number of new vehicle-trips is multiplied by the

average trip length of 10.0 miles or 16 kin. Once the %_ is known it is

simply s matter of applying the composite eJnission factor fro!, Table A.8

to obtain annual emissions. The final HC em*ission figure on Table A.17 is

the amoun_ of KC emissions produced by the off-site portion of trips to the

airport due to the new project. There is also an increase in the number of

airport employees, but only their trnvel on-siLo is considered. It is



Table A.17. D_a and Annual HC Emissions from Off-Site

Portlon of New Air Passenger Related Trlps

Annual Passengers (105 people)

Data PYi PY5 PYi0

Oldfield only

(without new project)

Total passengers 3.3 4.0 5,5

Local 0 and T passengers a 2.8 3.2 4,7 i'
Visitors 1.4 1.6 2.4

OldfieldplusNewayAirport

(with project)

Total passengers a 3.3 4.6 16.2 ;
Local O and T passengers 2.8 3.7 11.5

_i Visitors 1.4 1.9 5.8 i

% increaseintotalnumberof

local passengers and visitors
i; due to proposed project 0% 14% 59%

Fractionoftripsbyauto 72% 70%

New Air Passenger Related Tripsb
_, (106trips) 0.36 4.76
:_ New Visitor Trips (106 trips) 0.3 3.4

Total New Parson-Trips by Auto (106 trips) 0.66 8.16

i:
_; Emissions Computations

Air Passenger Vehiole Load Factor 1.9 2.0
Visitor Load Factor 2.5 2.5

New VehlcleTrips 309,474.0 3,740,000.0

• Average Trip Length (mi) I0.0 i0.0

Annual v_r 3,094,740.0 37,400,000.0

Composite }{Cemission factor (gm/ml) 3.033 1.253

AnnualHC Emissions(103kg) 9.4 46.9

aorigln_ting and Termin_tlng Passengers

hHode split for auto trips is applied to these trips.

CAll visitor trips are assumed to be by auto.
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assumed that _hese new employees were previously driving to other jobs in

the region, so no ne_ off-site emissions ere considered for these trips. Thls

is n conservative estimate of the airport's effect on emissions, since some

of the on-slit Jobs might be in excess of what was forecast without the

project for the region. The activity included in this analysis of induced

growth represents net increases due to the building of the airport. It is

recognized that many accivlties will shift in the region to be closer to

the new airport. These shifts are not considered in the computation - only

the net growth.

While the new on-site airport employees v off-slit travel is not

considered to increase regional emissions, travel by new off-slit employees

does increase the total. These are the people who are employed by the

new industrial or commercial concerns brought abost by the airport project.

The number of new employees expected in the region was forecast in the con-

sultant's report and is shown on Table A.18. By applying a load fgctor

of 1.2 employees per trip and multiplying by the assumed trip length.

the V_ per new off-alte employee is calculated. As was done previously,

multiplying the W_ by the composite auto emission factor from Table A.8

produces the total amount of HC emissions generated by new off-slte

employment (Table A.i8). Note that even though employment rises in the

fifth to tenth years, the amount of emissions decreases because of the lower

emission factor.

The heatlng and cooling of these new commercial or Industrial

concerns is another component of the emissions due to induced groI:th.

The number of annual emissions is calculated the same way for off-site

buildings as it was earlier for* the on-site plant. Again, No. 6 fuel ell

is assumed to be the only feasible fuel, wlth s heat content oE

144,000 Btus per gallon of oil. Applying an average factor of 219 x 103

B=u/sq,ft./yr to the number of square feet of building space c0 be heated

produces the nulnber of Btu_ necessary to ]*eat the space. Converting the

number of gallons needed to liters and multiplying by the emission factor

_¢hich is in kg/1031 yields the annual }IC emissions from the heating plant.

Emissions due to cooling were estlnmted as 30% of those due to heating.

This procedure is sumanatized on Table A.19.
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Tablo A.I$. Traffic and HC Emissions Generated by

New Employees Working at 0ff-Site Jobs

Project Year

Data 1 5 i0

Number of new employees at
off-site Jobs 2200 17,900 42,200

Assumed trip length for each

new employee Cmi/day) 5.5 5.7 5.7

Annual V_ due to new employees
(103 ml) 3650 31,025 73,000

Total {{C emissions generated by

off-siteemployment[103ks) 19.7 94.2 91.5



TableA, 19. Data and Annual HC Emlssio:is from Heating and Cooling
Plants fol-New Commercial and Industrial Concerns Due

to Induced Growth of Reg,lon

ProJuct Year

Data 1 5 JO

Sq, Ft. of BuildinB Space to be Heated 40,000 340,000 800,000

•tnnualHeating Needs(109 B_u) 8.76 74.5 175.2

Quantity of No. 6 Fuel Oil
(103 gel) 60.8 517.1 1216.7

(103 I) 230.2 1957,4 4605.7

He Emission Factor for No. 6 Fuel Oil

(kg/103 i) 0.35 0.35 0.35

HC Emissions from Heating a_d Cooling e
(kg) 104,7 890.6 a 2095.6 a

aEm/sslens from hea_ing plant multiplied by 1.3 to account for cooling also.



Thn1:e were no specific data for estimating the emissions contributed

by the manufacturing processes expected _o be attracted to the area. so

? a pollutant load equal to twice the beating and cooling emissions is used.

There are other small sources, but the activities listed above are the
i

major off-slte contributors of emissions. These activities and the amount

of _missions contributed by each are summarized on Table A.20. Clearly,

new off-site employment accounts for the largest portion of }ICemissions.

_i These emissions are all due to the net growth in the region brought about

by the construction of Neway Airport.

r

I

................ I,

I



Tabl_ A,20. Annual HO Emissions Duo to Net Regional Induced Orolcth

HC Emissions (103 k_)

Project Year

Activity 1 5 i0

Air Passenger-Rela_ed Travel 0 9.4 46.9

0ff-SiteEmployment 19.7 94.2 91.5

fleeting and Cooling 0.i 0.9 2.1

_nufacturing Processes 0.2 1.8 4.2

Total Off-SiteEmissions 20.0 106.3 144.7

I
I



Appendix B - Test Case 2, M_tro Airport

Fo: this test c_se, it is assumed that an airport is already

in existence; however, it has insufficient capacity to meet forecast air

travel demands. To help alleviate the problem, a new _et runway is proposed.

The omission calculations are based on the assumption that the runway is

opened for oporatlon in project year one (PY I) and continues in use

throughout project years five and ten (PY 5 and PY 10). The Argonne

Airport Vicinity Air Pollution (AVAg) 6 simulation model was used to

calculate hydrocarbon (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions. The da_a

used in the model are from the airport forecasts of activity with the new

runway. The ma_or on-alrport omission sources are the same as in Test

Case i - aircraft, ground service vehicles, access traffic, engine tests,

heating and cooling, and fuel handling and storage. In addition, emissions

from malntenanee facilities and refuse incinerators are included as misnel-

lanaous sources, since these data wore included in the forecasts.
!

:_ g.l EMISSIONS FROM AIRPORT SOURCES

As expected, the largest contributer of on-alrport emlsslons is

aircraft. To calculate annual emissions the number of annual operations

must be known. Since this test case assumes an oxistlng airport, the
[]°

_ number of oporatlons from previous years was used to calibrate the model

_i _nd forecast the number of operations for ProJ oct Years I and i0. With

._ data from Project Year i and Project Year I0, linear interpolation can

be applied To produce data for Pro_ect Year 5. It is assumed in all

_ ins=aeons tha_ the a_ount of amisslo_a increases or decreases llnoarly within

the ten-year porlod addressed here. The annual number of operations for

Project Years I, 5 and 10 are shown on Table B.I listed by type of aircraft

operating a= the airport. The model _Isos the number of operations combined

with the emission factor for each type of arieraft to determine total emi;_ions.

The emission factors for Project Year i are those gives in the Compilation of

Air Pollutant Emission Factors T Repor_ AP-4224 , published by the U.S. Environ-

mental Protentlon Agency (EPA). The factors for Project Year 10, however, are

ones which will meet the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) new engine

emission standards 7 . The factors are given by operating mode for each engine.

Tables B.2 and B.3 llst the factors used in the model by alroraft type.

That is, t%_e mod(%l o_ission factor for a spe_i£io aircraft is tt_e engine

r



Table B.I. Annual Operations by Aircraft '[yp_ '

, , P_oject Year

Aircraft i 5 i0

DO-9 190,560 226,145 261.730

8-727 126,720 150,384 174,047

Be-99 8,640 10,253 11,867

YS-II 2,880 3,417 3,955

8-737 16,800 19,937 23,074

B-747 44,160 52,407 60,653

L-lOll 29,760 35,317 40,874

DC-10 60,000 71,204 82,408

General Aviation - Jet 12,366 18,549 24,732

General Aviation - piston 8,834 13,251 17,668

Total Jet 483,246 577,360 . 671,473

To_al non-Je_ 17,474 23,504 29,535

TOTAL 500,720 600,864 701,O08



TabLe I_.2. _lodal Emission Factors by Aircrnft 'type - Pro3ecE Year 1

(kg/hr/aircraf t)

||C Factors by Mode NO x Factors hy Mode
Climb- Climb-

No. O_ Taxi- Engine Runway Taxi- Engine Runway

Aircrnft a E*_}_iue Engines Idle Ch_ek I{oll Approach Landing Idle Ch_ck Roll Approach Lamliug

DC-9 JTBD 2 7,42 0.836 0.706 1.588 4,876 2.64 118.8 179.6 28.0 49.16

0-727 JT01) 3 ]i.13 1.254 1.059 2.382 7,314 3.96 178.2 269.4 42,O 73.76

B_-99 0302 2 0.322 1.188 1.352 0.450 0.5896 0.012 0.34 0.194 0,046 O.0611

YS-II 56A7 2 5.86 0.432 0.390 0.470 3.684 1.96 19.24 20.8 7,06 7.298

B-737 JTSD 2 7.42 0.836 0.706 1.588 4.876 2.64 118.8 179.6 28,0 49.16

B-747 JT9D 4 49.6 4.8 5.36 5.44 31.916 ii.0 832.0 1308,0 98.0 336.2

L-1011 0F6 3 21.0 1.77 1.77 2.58 13,437 4.89 453.0 453.0 233.5 149.34

DC-10 CF6 3 21.0 1.77 1.77 2.58 13.437 4.89 453.0 453.0 235.5 149.34

GA-_ e_ J610 2 14.3 0.72 0.72 1.14 9.936 0.78 52.4 52,4 11.86 14.942

GA-pis_on 0302 1 0.161 0.594 0.594 0.225 0.2752 0.006 0.17 0,17 0.023 0.8481

aGA _ General Aviation



Tahh2 B.3. b(oda/ Emi.=nli.oa YacLucu by Aide:cart: Type - I'COJL_¢I Yuac LO
(kg/hr/alrcraf _)

lIC Factors by Node NO Factors by Nodex

Climb- Climb-

No, of Taxi- Engine Runway Tax1- Engine Runway

Aircraft a Engine Engiues Idle Check Roll Approach Landing Idle Check Roll Approach Landing

DC-9 JT8D 2 2,20 0.248 0.208 0.470 1.445 1,04 47.0 71.0 11.06 19.43

B-727 JT8D 3 3,30 0.372 0.312 0.705 2.168 1.56 70,5 106.5 16.59 29.15

Be-99 0302 2 3,66 0,308 0.308 0.448 2.342 2.32 216.6 349.8 11.2 87.14

YS-11 56A7 2 3,06 0,226 0,20l_ 0,246 19,24 1,96 19,24 20,8 7.06 7.298

B-737 JT8D 2 2,20 0.248 0,208 0.470 1,445 1.04 47,0 71.0 11.06 19,43

B-747 JTgD 4 50,0 1,34 1,48 1,52 30.6 4,44 336,0 328.4 39.56 135.8

L-lOll CF6 3 10,38 0.87 0,87 1.275 6.642 1,95 180,3 180.3 93.6 59,43

DC-IO CF6 3 10.38 0.87 0,87 1.275 6,642 1,95 180.3 180.3 93.6 59,43

GA-j e_ J610 2 0.82 0.042 0,042 0,066 0.5126 O.16 10.68 1.O.68 2.42 3.046

GA-piston 0302 i 1,83 0.154 0.154 0.224 1.171 1,16 107,8 107.8 5,6 27.46

aGA..General Aviation



emission factor from AP-42 multiplied by the number of engines on the _lr-

craft. Table g.4 sho:_s the annual amount of HC and NO emissions calculaLed
M

by the med::l for each type of aircraft for Project Years i, 5 and 10. The

emlissions are shown for jet and non-Jet aircraft. Included as non-jet air-

craft are the Be-99 and the general aviatiot,-plston type aircraft. The

number of operations increases over the ten-year period for all aircraft

types; however, in most cases the amount of NO x emissions decreases. Only

the non-JoE aircraft are forecast to increase. NO x emissions significantly.

In the case of hydrocarbons, the total amount of emissions increases slightly;

this is due mainly to the B-747 aircraft's higher emissions and also to the

L-lOll aircraft and increased emissions from non-Jet aircraft.

Another major source of emissions is ground service vehicles. Since

the amount of emissions is directly related to the type of aircraf= to be

serviced, the service times and number of service vehicles used in the model

are based on actual counts. The type of service vehicles and length of

service time for each of these vehicles is used to estimate a total ground

service vehicle emission rate per aircraft. The emission rates used in the

L4•
_ model are shown on Table B.5 for both gasoline and diesel fueled vehicles.

The amount of HC and NO emission from ground service vehicles is listedx

_i° on Table g.6 by aircraft type. No servicing times were allowed for any

general aviation or non-Jet aircraft.

- Access traffic e-missions are calculated in the model by using forecast

V_ for all road segments on the site. The length of the road segments was

defined over con=inuous segments having the same average speed along the

roadway. Eight different types were identified, at speeds of i0, 20, 25, 27,

35, 40, 45 and 55 miles per hour. The V._ for six vehicle classes was

estimated and then multiplied by the appropriate emission factors from EPA's

Report AP-42 to arrive at the annual access traffic emissions. The six

classes considered are: i) passenger cars, 2) llght-duty trucks, 3) heavy-

duty gas _rucks--6000-16,000 pounds, 4) heavy-duty gas trucks--16,001-33,000

pounds, 5) heavy-duty gas trucks greater tha_, 33,000 pounds, and 6) heavy-duty

diesel v_hicles. These %q_r figLlres are found on Table B.7. Annual |IC and

NO x emissions due to access traffic, and the remaining on-slte sources, are

summarized on Table B.8.



Table B.4. Annual Aircrnf_ Emissions by Typ_

l.l_Emissions _i0 3 kg) NO x E,_lisslons (10 3 kg)

Aircraf a PYI PY5 PY].0 PYI PY5 PYIO

DC-9 280.2 255,8 231.3 678,5 528.0 377.6

B-727 329.1 305.3 281,4 695.6 510.9 326..9

Be-99 0.7 2.6 4,7 O.i 33.2 66.4

YS-II 2.2 2.1 1.9 2,7 3.3 3.8

B-737 24.4 22.6 20.8 57.0 44.4 31.8

B-747 460.4 580.6 640.7 967,3 788.7 550.0

L-iOll 158.5 162,0 165,5 471,2 367.6 263.9

DC-10 234.2 210.6 187,0 1089,8 810.6 531.3

GA-J et 3O.l 19.5 8,8 19,2 12.5 5.8

GA-plston 0.5 2.2 3.9 <. i 21.3 42.6

Total Jet 1519.1 1528.5 1537.4 3981,4 3036.0 2090,4

Total non-Jet 1.2 4.8 8.6 O,i 54.8 109.0

TOTAL 1520.3 1533.3 1846,0 3981.5 3090.8 2199.4

aOA=General Aviation



Table B.5. Emission Factors ,for C,round Service Vehlcles

(kg par operation)

Gasoline-Fueled Vehicles Diesel-Fueled Vehicles

Aircraft Type a HC Factor NOx Factor HC Factor NO x Factor

DC-9 0.800 0.200 O.038 0.420

B-727 1.08 0.280 0.038 0.420

8e-99b

YS-II 0,760 O.180 0.026 0.280

B-737 O .820 O.200 0.032 O.354

B-747 2.86 0.700 0.038 0.420
:i

_! L-lOll 2.32 0.560 0.030 0.326

DC-IO 1.60 0.400 0.030 0.326

GA-Jetb - - -

GA-piston 5 - - -

aGA=G_neral Aviation

:: hNo ground service vehicles are used for thas_ alr_raf_
7i'

i



Tablt_.B.6. Annual Emlsslous f|:om Ground Service V_h[c].,:s

by Airc_'aft ScL'vi_ed

|{CEmissions (]03 kg) NO l_misslons(103 kg)
X

Aircraft a PYI PY5 PYI0 PYI PY5 PYI0

DC-9 79.8 96.1 112.4 59.1 71.2 83.2

B-727 70.8 85.3 99.7 44.3 53.4 62.5

Be-99 O 0 0 O 0 0

YS-II i.i 1.3 1.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

B-737 7.2 8.6 i0.i 4.6 5.5 6.5

8-747 64.0 77.1 90.1 24.7 29.8 34.8

L-1011 35.0 42.1 49.3 13,2 15.9 18.6

i DC-IO 48.9 58.9 68.9 21.8 26 .2 30 .7

i
GA-J et 0 0 0 0 O O1

; GA-piston O O O 0 O O

TOTAL 306.8 389.4 432.1 168.4 202.8 237.2

aGA=Oener al Aviation



Tahh: 0.7. Annual V_rl'at Mett'o Airport DLLrlng Project Year i (103 miles)

Heavy-Duty Heavy-Duty Heavy-Duty

Average Speed Passenger Light-Duty Gas Truck Gas Truck Gas Truck Heavy-Duty Total

Roadway Car Gas Truck 6000-16,000 ib 16,001-33,000 ib >33,000 lh Diesel Vehicles V_

10 2595.5 21.8 65.8 7.6 4.6 10.6 2705.9
20 1030.9 28.8 121.4 ll.3 6.2 17,1 1215.7

25 689.0 13.4 38.6 5.6 3.5 8.8 758.9

27 3716.]. 77.7 191.0 32.1 19.3 46.3 4082.5

35 1458.7 0 98.2 0 0 1.6 1550.5
40 7471.2 345.7 364.0 143.6 85.9 209.7 8620,1

45 414.5 O 20.0 0 0 0.4 640.9

55 1327.3 0 89.4 0 0 1.4 1418.1

TOTAL ]0,703.2 487.4 996.4 200.2 119.6 295.9 20,802,6

Annual V_ at Metro Airport During ProJec_ Year i0 (103 miles)

lleavy-Duty Heavy-Duty Heavy-Duty

Average Speed Passenger LSght-Duty Gas Truck Gas Truck Gas Truck Heavy-Duty Total

Roadway C_r Gas Truck 6000-16,000 ib 16,001-33,000 ib >33,000 lb Diesel Vehicles V_

l0 3515,8 26.0 93.6 10.8 6.5 16.8 3669.8
20 1466.6 41.0 172.8 16.0 8,7 24.4 1729.5
25 979.5 19.0 55.1 8.0 5.0 12.5 ]079.1

27 5282,8 Ii0.i 271.7 45.6 27.4 66.9 5804.5

35 2075.1 0 139.6 0 0 1.8 2216.5

40 12,047.3 491.9 517.9 204.5 122.2 298.4 13,602.2'
45 589,6 0 39.9 0 0 0.6 630.1

55 1879.2 0 127.2 0 0 2.0 2008.4
.t.-,_

TOTAL 27,835.9 688,0 1417.8 284.9 169.8 423.4 30,819.8 * "N



Table._ B,8, Annunl On-Airport Emissions (10 3 kB/yri

8C Emissions NO Emissions
x

Sourae PYI PY5 PYI0 PYI PY5 PYIC

Aircraft 1520.3 1533.2 1546.0 3981.5 3090.4 2199._

Ground Service
Vehicles 306.8 369.4 432.1 168.4 202.8 237.2

Access Traffic 196.1 204.6 213.2 88.3 85.4 82.4

Engine Test 36.1 21.6 7.0 199.6 162.2 124.8

Heating and

Cooling 0.8 0.8 0.8 9.4 9.4 9.4

Fuel Handling

and S_orage 397.7 470.6 543.4 0 0 O

}llscellaneous 6.7 8.1 9.5 2.3 2.3 2.3

TOTAL 2464.5 2608.3 2762.0 4449.5 3552.5 2655.5



i07 i !
The d::sa used co calculac_ the emissions from the r_:_:_iulng sources

are based on colle_ted Informatlon for a base year and that% forecast for

project years I and 10, Again, linear interpolation was used to arrive

at project year 5 emissions. For example, the number of engine,s tesued is

b_sed on the currem_ ratio of engie_ _ests to the aircraft operations at

:._etroAirport. _hil_ the number of operations, and therefore aired'aft,

i is forecasc to increase, the emissions from engine testing are expected to

decrease because of the changeover to new engines expected to meet the

new engine emission standards promulgated by the Federal Aviation Administration

:_ (FAA). The heating rand cooling plant emissions are based on existing data

and assumed to stay approximately the same since there is no change proposed

for the size of the terminal.

The information reqalred to calculate fuel handling and storage

emissions was also sive_ for a base year. The size, loca_ion and type of the

tanks was known. Only flxed-roof _enks are used a_ Metro Airport, From thls

informa£1om, forecasts of future fuel storage and handling needs were mad_

and future emissions were computed. !

As mentioned above, data from two miscellaneous sources were also

forecast end emissions calculated from main:.:nance facilities and from refuse

incinerators. In all cases) emission factors from EFA's AP-42 were used

when available.

B.2 EMISSIONS DUg TO INDUCED GROWTH

The modification to ._IetroAirpor_ also attracts growth i_ the area

surrounding the airport. The Major activities affected are the increased air

i passenger and vlsi_or auto trips to and from the airport site and auto _raffie

from new employees in _obs away from the airport. Beth of these activities

increase the regional hydrocarbon emission levels. Two smaller contributors

are the emissions from the heatirL: slid cooling of Ches_ new %7ork places and

also emissions from the manufaotuting p*'ncesses. Data on the forecasted

!ncr_aee of _i_Is induced growth was given, so the amolmt of HC _nisslons

can he computed. The figures on Table B.9 represent emissions from the four

largest source activities affected hy the project. (That is, activities

which are a direct result of tbe net growth of the area surL'oundlng the

airport.) By adding these totals to the total on-slt_ emissions, the "with-

pro_ect" scenario is complete.



Table B.9. Annual HC Emissions from Induced Growth

HC Emlssfons (103 k_) _

Activity PY1 PY5 PYIO

Air Passenger and Visltou Auto
!

Traffic To and From Metro 59.2 82,2 131.3 i

New 0ff-8i_ EmployeeAuto Traffic 138.0 152.6 160.4 i

Heating and Cooling of }_eW i

Workplaces 0.1 0.9 2,1 i

_ianufacturin8 Processes 0.2 1.8 4.2

TOTAL 197.5 237.5 298.0 i

[



B.3 0N-SITE E_IISSION REDUCTION STRATEGY

To help decrease on-site airport emissions, s test cnse was run using

the AVAP model. It was assumed tha_ instead of taxiing to the runway, each

aircraft would be towed by a ground vehicle. To simul_t_ this strategy the

emission factor for the taxl-idle mode was decreased to account only for

emissions from the idl_ mode. The mod_fled emission fac=_rs, assumed the

i_ same for all years, are shown on Table B.IO. Applying these new factors
i

to the aircraft operations produces the new emissions by aircraft type

listed on Tabl_ B.II. Table B.12 summarizes the _otel on-airport emissions

using the towing strategy. This strategy, used for all aircraft, can produce

i a decrease in aircraft HC emissions of 44%, 38%, and 32% in project years

i, 5, and I0, respectively. Total airport emissions decreased 27Z im preset=

year I, 22% in project year 5 and 18Z in project year i0 as a result of this

towing strategy.



Table B,10. Emission Factors for Taxi-Idle Hode for i

Aircraft Towing S_ra£egy (kg/hr/alrcri_f_) i

. All Project Years

Al_craft a IIC NO
x

DC-9 0.602 0.264

B-727 0.903 0.396

Be-99 0.602 0.264

YS-II 0.602 0.264

3-737 0.602 0.264

B-747 1.204 0.528

L-1011 0.903 0.396

DC-10 0.903 0.396

GA-Je_ 0.602 0.264

GA-piston 0.301 0.132

aGA=Gen_ral Aviation
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Table B.II. Annual Emissions by Alt'craft Type for
Alrcraf_ Towing S=rategy (103 kg)

}|C Emissions NO Emissions
x

Aircraf_ a PY1 PY5 PYI0 PY1 P¥5 PYI0

DC-9 163.6 178.3 192.9 637.7 498.3 358.8

B-727 212.6 231.5 250.4 694.8 482.9 311.1

Be-99 0.9 1.3 1.7 0.3 32.2 64.1

Y8-11 0.9 0.9 1.0 2.4 2.9 3.4

B-737 14.7 16.1 17.5 53.6 41.9 30.2

B-747 246.8 292.2 337.6 920.9 723.4 526.0

L-1011 100.6 113.8 127.0 458.0 357.8 257.6

DC-10 107.3 ii0.0 112.7 1061.4 790.2 518.9

GA-Je= 8,5 8.4 8.3 18.4 12.2 6.0

GA-pis _on 0.7 i. 1 1.4 0.2 20.6 40.9

Total Je_ 855.0 951.2 1047.4 3807.2 2909.6 2012.0

Total non-Jet 1.6 2,4 3.1 0.5 52.8 105.0

TOTAL 856.6 953.6 1050.5 3807.7 2962.4 2117.0

aOA=GeneralAviation

F
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Table B.12, Annual On-Airport Emissions Wimh
Aircraf_ Towing S_r_tcgy (i0_ kg)

HC Em*Isslons NO Emissions
x

Sour_ PYI PY5 PYIO PYI PY5 PYIO

Aircraf_ with

Towing 856.6 953.6 1050.5 3807,7 2962.4 2117.0

Ground Service

Vehicles 306.8 369.4 432.1 168.4 202.8 237.2

Access Trafflc 196.1 204.6 213.2 88.3 85.4 82.4

Engine Test 36.1 21.6 7.0 199.6 162.2 124.8

Heating and

Cooling 0.8 0.8 0.8 9.4 9.4 9.4

Fuel Handling

and Storage 397.7 470.6 543.4 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 6.7 8.1 9.5 2.3 2.3 2.3

TOTAL 1800.8 2028.7 2256.5 4275.7 3424.5 2573.1

I
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